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ABSTRACT 

In order to avoid repeating the patterns of past failed technology initiatives, eschew various types 

of paralyzing blame cultures, capitalize on the momentum offered by outside stakeholder 

interest, and maintain the agency to stay consistent with our own techno-theories and 

pedagogies, this study develops a model writing program administrators (WPAs) can utilize in 

order to create sustainable programmatic technology inclusion (SPTI) in their First Year 

Composition (FYC) programs. In order to achieve this, this study uses a national survey of FYC 

stakeholders and interviews and focus groups with FYC directors, instructors, and students at 

three different institutional types to explore the comprehensiveness and usefulness of Dickie 

Selfe’s framework of a three-step process and three additional complications from Sustainable 

Computer Environments. The findings from this research are then paired with Kristie 

Fleckenstein et al.’s “ecology of mind” from “A Portable Ecology” to create a sustainability-

focused constellation of interrelated and interdependent ecologies that can serve as a model for 

WPAs to embed in their own institutional contexts and employ in their FYC programs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Where We Have Been 

For nearly three decades the computers and composition community has argued, agitated, 

and advocated for technology inclusion in English, language arts, and composition courses. 

Through our conference presentations, journal publications, and book-length arguments we have 

argued for technology inclusion—piecemeal, individual efforts to include technology based in 

and motivated by individual instructor agency—by enthusiastically sharing pedagogical 

approaches and negotiating our excitement by exploring complications, mitigating influences, 

and less successful efforts. 1 This study will use the term “technology inclusion” to mean efforts 

made by individual instructors exercising their own agency to include technology in their 

courses. We have also narrativized, explored, and argued for a better understanding of the issues 

connected to creating technology initiatives—administrative, top-down efforts to include 

technology across a program or curriculum based in and motivated by programmatic, 

departmental, or institutional administrative agency. 2 This study will use the term “technology 

                                                
1 Teaching with/in electronic spaces like e-mail, bulletin board systems, and MOOs/MUDs: Cooper; Cooper and 

Selfe; Grigar; Holdstein; Kinkead; LeCourt; Moran and Hawisher; Rouzie; Sanchez; Spooner and Yancey; 

Thompson 

Teaching via distance- and online-education spaces: Buckley; Harris and Wambeam; Webb Peterson and Savenye 

Teaching with and in technology classrooms: Bernhardt, “Designing” and “Shape”; Britton and Glynn; DeVoss, 

Eidman-Aadahl, Hicks; Dinan, Gagnon, and Taylor; Gruber; Haas; Holdstein and Selfe; Kent-Drury; Moran, 

“Access” and “From”; Palmquist; Palmquist, Kiefer, Hartvigsen, and Godlew; Selfe, “Creating”, “Technology” and 

“Multimodal”; Wysocki, Johnson-Eilola, Selfe and Sirc 

 Issues of race and technology: Banks; Knadler; McKee; Redd; Richardson; Taylor 

Issues of gender and technology: Brady Aschauer; Hocks; Pagnucci and Mauriello; Rickly; L. Sullivan; Takayoshi, 

“Building” and “Complicated”; Takayoshi, Huot, and Huot; Webb and Savenye; Wolfe 

Issues of access with technology: Faigley; Grabill; Janangelo; Moran; Regan and Zuern; 
Effects of interface: Condon; LeBlanc; McGee and Ericsson; Selfe and Selfe; P. Sullivan; Vernon; Wysocki, 

”Impossibly” and “Monitoring”; Wysocki and Jasken 

Intellectual property laws and policies: Gurak and Johnson‐Eilola; Johnson‐Eilola, “Living”; Kalmbach; Porter, 

“Liberal”; Porter, Sullivan, Blythe, Grabill, and Miles 
2 For example: Todd Taylor’s “Computers in the Composition Curriculum: An Update” and “Ten Commandments 

for Computers and Composition”; Rebecca Rickley’s “Distributed Teaching, Distributed Learning: Integrating 

Technology and Criteria-Driven Assessment into the Delivery of First-Year Composition;” Barb Blakely 
Duffelmeyer’s “Learning to learn: New TA preparation in computer pedagogy” and “Critical Work in First-Year 

Composition: Computers, Pedagogy, and Research;” Pamela Takayoshi and Brian Huot’s “Composing in a Digital 

World: The Transition of a Writing Program and Its Faculty;” Ken McAllister and Cynthia Selfe’s “Writing 

Program Administration and Instructional Computing;” Carrie Leverenz’s “Remediating Writing Program 

Administration.” 
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initiative” to mean efforts made by administrators to coordinate individual technology inclusion 

efforts at a programmatic or curricular level. However, as those in the subdiscipline worked to 

publish more and more about technology inclusion and technology initiatives, some worried that 

we, and our body of work, were being firewalled or becoming insular: in 1992, Lester Faigley 

contended that “computers and writing has remained on the margins” (Fragments 166), and in 

1999 Cindy Selfe argued that those who worked in computers and composition were often 

“[assigned] to a peculiar kind of professional isolation ‘in their own separate world’ of computer 

sessions and computer workshops and computers and writing conferences” (“Technology” 412).  

Eight years later, in 2007, James Porter similarly asserted that in “many ways our research [has 

been] firewalled from the mainstream composition research, treated as a quirky sub 

specialization for technogeeks rather than as a fundamental topic—for everyone in the field—

critical to the understanding of writing” (xi). We worried that while we found technology 

inclusion and initiatives interesting, challenging, and perhaps even crucial to our English and 

composition classes and programs, others in our institutions—and even those in our own field—

would continue to ignore or pay little attention to nearly 30 years worth of our calls, research, 

and published work.3  

However, since the professional origins of the subdiscipline in the 1980s, digital 

technology and computers have become increasingly ubiquitous, permeating not only our culture 

but our classrooms and pedagogies as well, thus making it less and less realistic to see computers 

and composition as a “quirky sub specialization for technogeeks” (Porter, xi) that can be easily 

marginalized or tangentially considered. As Stuart Selber argued,  

It is axiomatic that computer technologies, in this day and age, permeate educational 

settings. This deep diffusion seems to reach into every corner of the university, leaving 

very few activities, individuals, or structures entirely unaffected. Departments of English 

are especially touched by the ubiquity of technology, for there is so much at stake in the 

                                                
3 It is important to note here the tensions and multiple definitions of the word “technology” used in the 

subdiscipline’s past scholarship. Some in the field (Dennis Baron, among others) have argued that technology can be 

defined as any tool used to discover and record information; therefore, a pencil can be considered a writing 
technology. This is a useful definition for larger historical critiques of technology; however, the scholarship being 

discussed here focuses on digital, computer- and internet/online-enabled technologies. This definition includes a 

wide array of material technologies, programs, software packages, online applications, practices, and literacy 

practices; however, all these inclusions focus on digital, computer- and internet/online enabled technologies. Further 

definition of this study’s use of the term technology is included later in this chapter.   
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representations of literacy online and in the manifold ways human values become 

instantiated in technological environments (234).  

Selber argued further that questions about whether or not to include technology in the classroom 

have nearly become moot (3). He relied here on the work of Stanley Aronowitz to argue that “for 

a number of reasons that are culturally and historically determined…computers in varying forms 

are here to stay” (8) and the work of Patricia Sullivan and James Porter to therefore assert that 

our time is “best spent not deploring computers but learning how to use them in ways that align 

with, and productively challenge, the values of our profession” (Porter 8). This is what Selber 

called a “post critical” stance toward technology, and it is not just those in our subdiscipline who 

have taken notice of this new “axiom” of technological ubiquity and adopted this stance. Michael 

Day has offered us an extensive array of interested parties/stakeholders currently adopting this 

view and inserting themselves into the types of conversations that traditionally took place only in 

our subdiscipline:  

• corporate companies motivated to sell educational institutions various hardware and software 

resources;  

• government sources at the local, state, and national level pushing for the adoption of new 

technology-enabled education standards;  

• parents and community members advocating that their children gain the technology literacies 

necessary in today’s job market;  

• education institutions financially undertaking new technology and laptop initiatives to 

heighten technological immersion for students; and  

• students who expect their higher education to tap into the technological literacies they bring 

to class with increasingly frequency and dexterity.4   

Furthermore, a plethora of government agencies, community groups, educational cooperatives, 

and professional organizations have pushed their technological interest further and drafted 

standards statements, initiatives, best practices, and prospective programs proposals that focus on 

technology incorporation in the classroom and technology initiatives across educational 

                                                
4 Here again we can see the multiple ways different stakeholders define and use the term “technology.” See below 

for this study’s definition.   
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programs, many of which specifically focus on composition and English classrooms and 

programs.5  

 These (relatively newly) interested parties/stakeholders and their (relatively newly) 

drafted technology initiatives exert a certain amount of pressure back onto our university 

classrooms and pedagogies: “in response to external forces as well as internal needs, programs 

and departments at every level of higher education are under pressure to incorporate computer 

and networked technologies into the curriculum” (Day 2). Day argued further that realistically 

nearly “all administrators and faculty members have encountered at one time or another the 

pressure to integrate networked computers and the Internet to provide a learning, writing, or 

social-networking space for students, either because our institutions decided it was time to 

embrace computer technology, or because we ourselves had seen the promise of these 

technologies” (3). Similarly, Jude Edminster et al.’s have asserted that, “undoubtedly, English 

Studies is under great pressure—philosophical, cultural, and technological—to reframe itself” 

(1). However, these calls for technology inclusion in the classroom do not necessarily include 

well-rounded and informed plans for implementation or a focus on establishing long-term 

sustainable practices. Scholars like Dickie Selfe have noted how detrimental this deficiency has 

been for our past technology initiatives. He has argued that many of our institutions experienced 

problems with implementation and sustainability firsthand when educational initiatives of the 

early 1990s granted government funding to English departments for technology initiatives 

(Sustainable). He discussed how despite the initial enthusiasm and funding, few technology 

initiatives were able to sustain themselves and remain vital and innovative. Rather, many of 

those initial initiatives exist today in fragmented pieces hanging on precariously with outdated 

equipment and exhausted faculty and staff.  

 In response to these past failed attempts reported by Selfe, this study will work to explore 

and better understand how we can create and maintain what I will call sustainable programmatic 

technology inclusion (SPTI) in First Year Composition programs. The majority of past 

scholarship has focused on either instructor technology inclusion driven by individual instructor 

                                                
5 A (small) national sample of outside stakeholders and organizations interested in digital and technology-enabled 

literacy initiatives: Partnership for 21st Century Skills, “21st Century Skills Map;” Center for Media Literacy, 
“Literacy for the 21st Century: An Overview and Guide to Media Literacy Education;” Center for Social Media, 

“Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for Media Literacy Education;” International Society for Technology in 

Education, “National Educational Standards (NETS) for Students” and “ Digital Citizenship;” National Council of 

Teachers of English, “NCTE Framework for the 21st Century Curriculum and Assessment;” International 

Technology Education Association, “Standards for Technological Literacy: Content for the Study of Technology”  
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agency and based on piecemeal pedagogical approaches or administrative technology initiatives 

driven by programmatic, departmental, or institutional administrative agency based on 

coordinating efforts across a program; this study will work to explore the negotiated space 

between these approaches. This study will explore sustainable programmatic technology 

inclusion—those efforts where both administrators and instructors work together to 

collaboratively build a program that includes technology in coordinated, sustainable ways across 

composition courses and curricula. To that end, this study will test the comprehensiveness of 

Selfe’s six-part framework for the creation and maintenance of sustainable technology initiatives, 

pair those findings with an ecology-based model of technology initiatives (Fleckenstein et al.), 

and conclude by forwarding a model of a constellation of interrelated, interdependent ecologies 

for SPTI.    

 Furthermore, while there is an array of ways in which past scholars have defined 

technology, this study will focus on a specific kind of digital technology that includes more than 

just the use of computers or other digital material technologies. This study’s conception of 

technology in SPTI is a based on both Selfe’s and Selber’s digital technology definitions. Selfe 

explained that technology use involves not only one’s functional understanding of what 

computers are and how they are used or one’s basic familiarity with the mechanical skills of 

keyboarding, storing information, and retrieving it but a “complex set of socioculturally situated 

values, practices and skills involved in operating linguistically within the context of electronic 

environments—including reading, writing, and composing in many different media (6). For 

Selfe, technology inclusion should help students not only use computers but understand “the 

ways in which electronic communication environments have become essential parts of our 

cultural understandings of, and valuing of, what it means to be literate” (6). In short, technology 

inclusion and the larger technology initiatives such efforts are a part of should do more than 

teach students to use computers; they should also teach them why to use them, in what ways to 

use them, in what situations to use them, and to what ends, effects, and implications. This type of 

technology inclusion connects to what Selber called functional, critical, and rhetorical 

technological literacies that encourage students to use, critically analyze, and produce texts with 

digital technologies. Again, in order to remain forward looking, this study will explore SPTI that 

look to the last two of Selber’s technological literacy practices, those that encourage students to 

critically examine the technologies in their lives and those that encourage them to actually 
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produce multimodal, multimedia, and new media compositions using digital technologies.6 

Therefore, technology inclusion in this study is an individual instructor’s efforts to include 

digitally enabled material technologies in her/his course in order to foster Selfe and Selber’s 

definitions of technological literacies. Technology initiatives are, then, administratively led 

efforts to include those material technologies and their accompanying literacy practices across a 

program or curricula.7  

 

Where We Are Going 

 

More than ever before, the proliferation of tools, infrastructures, and policies for digital writing 

demands that writing teachers work to shape a healthy and sustainable ecology for digital 

writing”  

(Danielle DeVoss et al., “Because” 61) 

 

“A systemic perspective is especially needed in technological contexts. Some believe 

that the most important part of a computer literacy program is the technology itself, 

but a systemic perspective reminds teachers that any change initiative requires an 

attention to many different aspects of an educational system, not just one (if 

important) piece of it”  

(Selber, 184) 

 While many scholars in the computers and composition and writing program 

administration subdisciplines have written about technology inclusion and initiatives in the past, 

                                                
6 It is important to note here that the goal of this study is not to argue that technology must be included in every first 

year composition program. While our field has plenty of arguments for such technology inclusion, there are 
certainly many non-technology based practices that are equally effective in first-year composition courses and 

programs. Rather, this study is focused on understanding how involved stakeholders can create successful 

sustainable programmatic technology inclusion if their programs have chosen technology as an important priority or 

goal/outcome of their program.  
7 There is one final important caveat about the use of technology as a term in this study: the definition of technology 

and technology use was purposefully not defined for survey, interview, or focus group participants. This is a 

conscious omission to encourage participants to define what they deem as “technology use” both explicitly and 

implicitly throughout their answers. Affording participants the space to define this term themselves allows this study 

to understand the myriad of ways that digital technologies are being included into FYC classes and FYC technology 

initiatives. Findings and discussion then place participants’ definitions next to Selfe’s and Selber’s definitions in 

order to provide a better picture of the realities of technology inclusion in actual FYC programs and the effects of 
those definitions on the ecologies of support and sustainability.  
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there are more recent scholarly texts that explore the larger systems at work in technology 

inclusion and initiatives and the ways in which those systems can be understood, built, 

maintained, and sustained; it is these scholarly works that this study will build from and test the 

comprehensiveness of. Some composition scholars (Selber, DeVoss et al. “Infrastructure”) have 

emphasized the importance of viewing technology initiatives as contextually sensitive systems 

comprised of multiple components and relationships while others (D. Selfe, D. Selfe et al.) have 

pushed these theories about initiatives’ infrastructures and relationships further by using the lens 

of ecology theory to argue for attention to sustainability and innovation.8   

In 2004, Selber’s Multiliteracies introduced and theorized a systemic approach to 

technological initiatives that advocated for teachers and administrators to acknowledge the 

“nested contexts” involved in such initiatives—technical, pedagogical, curricular departmental, 

and institutional. He argued “This assemblage of nested contexts implicates an increasingly 

broad set of forces and encourages a systemic perspective on change, because no single context 

can be understood in isolation from the others” (28). In an attempt to guide computers and 

composition specialists in their work with these technology initiatives, he encouraged teachers to 

see beyond their pedagogies and classrooms when adding technology to the larger contexts, 

systems, and influences of their department and institutions. He also argued that the relationships 

between and among these contexts constantly change and are heavily contextual; however, “that 

does not mean teachers must work in an ad hoc fashion with little to no direction or structure” 

(29). Therefore, he surveyed a range of theories about institution change (top-down; bottom-up; 

linear sequential steps; change, conflict, diffusion, and complex organizational models) and 

reasoned that “the problem with so many approaches to change is that they reduce a system to its 

parts but ultimately neglect the relationship of the parts to the whole...although partition is a 

valuable analytic tool, piecemeal approaches can assign too much casual weight to a single factor 

and not enough to the highly interactive, complex, and contingent network of forces that 

constitute human activity systems” (188).  He concluded his look at institutional change and 

technology initiatives by asserting that open, dynamic systemic approaches that focus on 

technical, pedagogical, curricular, and departmental/institutional factors like his “offer teachers a 

                                                
8 A similar approach to understanding the infrastructure and systems behind technology initiatives was explored in 

Anderson et al.’s research; however, their study focused exclusively on multimodality in composition and rhetoric 

courses and programmatic curricula. This study focuses on technology inclusion more generally; therefore, their 

study is not included or detailed in this literature review.  
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conceptual frame of reference that shifts attention away from oversimplified cause-and-effect 

relationships, often between just two variables, and toward networked conceptions in which 

causation is considered to be a mutual, multiple and contingent phenomenon” (190). Overall, 

Selber helped those working with technology initiatives to broaden the scope of factors, 

influences, and considerations involved in creating change; he also turned us away from viewing 

these systems of change as comprised of piecemeal components with one-to-one causal 

relationships toward a systemic view.  

Following in the same vein, DeVoss et al.’s 2005 article “Infrastructure and Composing” 

continued to articulate the importance and need for adopting a systemic view of these technology 

initiatives efforts. They argued for an understanding of institutional infrastructure that “makes 

strange the taken-for-granted, often invisible, institutional structures implicit in the teaching of 

new-media composing” (19) and recognizes that “infrastructure is more than material, is never 

static, and is always emerging” (22). They contended that while the field of composition has 

explored the “what and why” of new media, little attention has been paid to the “when” of new-

media composing, particularly the “institutional and political arrangements that—often 

invisibly—allow these new-media products to emerge in the first place” (15). Like Selber, they 

called attention to the systemic, networked, and dynamic nature of technology initiatives but 

choose to highlight that many of the systemic elements can remain near invisible or difficult to 

uncover. They concluded with a simple call with complex implications: “We want to suggest that 

writing programs will never adequately come to terms with how to understand and teach new-

media composing unless we can come to a productive and activist understanding of 

infrastructure” (22). Their article and Selber’s book turned the field’s attention away from 

piecemeal and simple cause and effect understandings of these technology initiatives and 

towards more productive, complex, dynamic, and interconnected lenses.  

Following up on the calls, problems, and considerations introduced by Selber and 

DeVoss et al., Selfe’s 2005 book, Sustainable Computer Environments, presented a 

sustainability-focused framework of sorts to guide faculty, administrators, and stakeholders 

working to set up an collaboratively created technology initiatives at their own universities. Like 

scholars before him, Selfe similarly utilized a lens of infrastructure in order to discuss 

technology initiatives; however, he pushed these infrastructure discussions further by adding an 

additional lens of sustainability studies. He argued that while the intention of his book was not 
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“to describe a single rigidly detailed planning process that will lead all English and language arts 

programs to create the same ideal technology-rich environment or system…[because]…such an 

environment—such a system—does not exist” (54), it did not necessarily follow that “integrating 

technology-rich instruction in English studies and the language arts curricula is… a hopeless 

task” (x). His volume suggested an “an open and systemic approach to creating and maintaining 

the infrastructure needed for technology-rich literacy instruction” (xi). Sustainable Computer 

Environments is organized around a three-step framework— “people, first; pedagogy, second; 

technology, third” (12)—and three follow up complications to this process.9 

First, as a conscious reaction against repeated and failed past efforts and strategies that 

placed material technology needs (i.e. computers, projectors, software, etc.) at the forefront of 

initiative planning, Selfe argued that people needed to be placed first as the driving force behind 

any technology initiative. He urged those interested in building technology initiatives to first 

“[identify] a range of primary and interested stakeholders who see the benefits of establishing 

and participating in such an effort” (24) because “computer-rich teaching and learning systems 

work best…when the process of their design—and continual reassessment and redesign—

involves those people who have a stake in their operation: students, teachers, and technical 

support staff, in particular, and administrators and others, more generally” (59). As the list above 

attests, Selfe’s framework argued for the inclusion of stakeholders from a range of institutional 

and community levels: teacher/leaders, teacher/users, technical staff, students/student workers, 

administrators, other stakeholders (i.e. librarians, writing center directors, community members, 

corporate partners, software and hardware vendors, learning specialists, legislative 

representatives, etc.).  Additionally, he highlighted a number of stakeholders whom we failed to 

meaningfully include in our past attempts at technology inclusion and whom need more of our 

attention as we moved forward:  students with their own “own special perspectives” (62); 

“teachers who take on computer-supported instructional efforts later in the game; administrators 

of programs that use computer technology; and staff members who run the technology” (xviii). It 

is this negotiated space between individual instructor and course technology inclusion and top 

down administrative technology initiatives that this study’s SPTI efforts will explore in the 

creation of its own SPTI model.  

                                                
9 The details of Selfe’s book and framework will be described in details below because: 1) Selfe’s book is the most 

extensive sustainability-focused piece of scholarship in the field concerning technology initiatives; and 2) it will 

serve as a co-framework for this study, its methods, and its findings.  
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Second, once these stakeholders are identified, gathered, and invited to participate, the 

next step in Selfe’s framework for technology initiatives was for these groups to collaboratively 

identify and create goals and outcomes: “The next step in the planning process for technology-

rich environments involves…articulating a broadly inclusive set of programmatic goals based on 

their shared understandings of students’ literacy needs” (62).  He argued that doing so first 

required stakeholders to “articulate a set of shared pedagogical values in which a broad range of 

faculty can invest…[this provides] a set of shared guidelines for creating an environment that 

mirrors the instructional goals a faculty considers important and students will find useful” (64). 

This second step, again, worked to counter past failed attempts at technology initiatives that set 

their first task as determining, selecting, and purchasing material technology needs (i.e. 

computers, projectors, cameras, etc.). He argued that goals and outcomes based in best 

pedagogical practices needed to be established first before specific technologies were selected 

and put into classrooms and course pedagogies. This sequence would ensure that the 

technologies purchased supported sound and consistent 21st century pedagogical practices and 

literacies. 

 Third, after stakeholders were gathered and technology-inclusive goals and outcomes 

were discussed and drafted, Selfe finally advocated that discussions about material technology 

take place: “If technology teachers/leaders in English and language arts are going to be 

comfortable in digital environments, they have to be able to conduct daily business in those 

environments” (43). Consequently, FYC classrooms and FYC instructors and students alike 

needed to have access to the kinds of material resources and technologies that support their 21st 

century literacy goals and outcomes. 

After offering his three-step technology-inclusion framework, Selfe quickly complicated 

it by introducing what he called the “two 800 pound gorillas…[that] typically sit in the corner as 

we plan technology-rich environments” (82). In short, both of these gorillas relate to the 

necessary support structures involved in technology initiatives: (1) “the need for technology 

support so teachers can learn and use these environments effectively,” and (2) “the need for on-

going financial support” (82). He argued that technology initiatives could not simply be created 

and then left alone after stakeholders completed his three-step framework.  

Selfe’s first 800-pound gorilla involved proper professional development support 

structures for stakeholders who existed and taught within these technology initiatives. However, 
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he encouraged us to push beyond the common professional development tropes in our field; in 

short, he encouraged those involved in technology initiatives to think beyond technology training 

workshops as the only necessary support structure:  

Teachers generally do not benefit from workshops based on a ‘technology inoculation’ 

model. They do, however, report benefits from workshops that contextualize instruction 

in familiar disciplinary frameworks. Departments that offer a robust culture of support 

encourage technology workshop leaders to ask and answer the following questions before 

they design workshops: ‘what can or should teachers of English and language arts do 

with these computer applications/programs/machines/systems and why?’ (46) 

He advocated for a move beyond “how to” professional development models to more robust, 

pedagogically-driven structures of support that help teachers understand how classroom material 

technologies can be meaningfully incorporated in their pedagogies, course goals/outcomes, 

assignments, and everyday class activities. As an additional addendum to this first 800-pound 

gorilla, Selfe noted that “if teachers commit to the extra work and demands placed on them to 

teach with technology and take leadership roles constructing cultures of support at their 

institutions, their work should be valued in visible ways” (42). Keeping current with ever-

changing hardware and software programs, creating technology-inclusive lesson plans, altering 

assignment prompts, creating technology-inclusive assessment plans all take additional time. 

Therefore, Selfe argued that such efforts, dedication, and time be valued and rewarded in visible 

ways.  

Funding was Selfe’s second 800-pound gorilla, and it was an issue he highlighted as 

commonly misunderstood. He argued that “knowing who controls those budgets, how they are 

managed, and when the budgetary priorities are being determined are enormously important to 

literacy professionals who hope to create a sustainable computer-rich environments” (110). 

However, findings from his own 1998 survey research indicated “that stakeholders at institutions 

of higher education knew less about budgets than any other issue associated with their 

technology efforts” (106). He argued that this was an unproductive trend, but he was also careful 

to admit that this confusion was understandable due to the complexities involved in financial 

support. He explained that it is not just that there are quite a few moving parts and institutional 

levels involved in issues of funding, but that such funding can also be limited and thus difficult 

to acquire. As a result, he observed that  
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Most English/language programs find themselves at a distinct disadvantage. Seldom 

funded adequately; often at a loss for adequate sources of grant funding; and frequently 

plagued by dwindling budgets, salary compression, and the ever-increasing cost of 

supplies and services, most departments find themselves exceedingly hard pressed to 

must the additional cost associated with technology-rich teaching and learning 

environments. (86) 

 Even though he recognized the complexities of these systems and their constrained nature—and 

perhaps because of this—he was he adamant that “until English and language arts professionals 

learn how to address the complex financial demands of technology integration, they will find it 

difficult to be entirely successful in the design of sustainable technology-rich environments” 

(106).  

Finally, Selfe’s focus on sustainability pointed technology initiative stakeholders in one 

final direction: feedback and assessment. One of the major properties of a sustainable system is 

that its constitution is consistently altering and adapting. According to Selfe, sustainable 

structures involve feedback loops that inevitability work their way back into evolving systems on 

a consistent basis. Selfe asserted that our technology initiatives should acknowledge and make 

room for this property by encouraging feedback loops. He contended that  

In most programs it is a rare moment when representatives from a range of groups meet 

and talk about the needs of English and language arts teachers engaged in technology-

rich instruction. These types of activities do not develop entirely on their own, and 

schools that want to develop a culture of support need to establish a systemic effort to 

make them happen on a regular basis. (42) 

He advocated that feedback from a range of stakeholders (including “students, technical staff 

members, information specialists, local and upper administrators, and other interested people 

from the community, including parents, school district personnel, and corporate representatives)” 

(123) be gathered on a regular, systemic basis, arguing that consistent meetings can open up 

important avenues of communication to encourage feedback loops. Importantly, then, he argued 

this feedback should become part of regular assessment plans. For Selfe, the best assessment 

involved “continual formative efforts” (122)—as opposed to summative efforts that only offer 

snapshots in time—“because the work of creating and re-creating technology-rich environments 

for teaching and learning English and language arts is never really completed” (123). The 
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feedback gathered from these regular meetings should be used to consistently rethink, reevaluate, 

and redesign technology initiatives. He emphasized that continual, formative feedback and 

assessment strategies would allow technology initiatives to remain flexible and adaptable and 

thus sustainable over time. Overall, Selfe three-step framework and three follow-up 

complications pushed those in the field to not only recognize the complicated infrastructures at 

work in technology initiatives but also to understand a how their actions within these structures 

need to maintain a focus on sustainability if their technology initiatives are to succeed and thrive. 

The authors in Selfe et al.’s 2009 digital edited collection, Technological Ecologies and 

Sustainability, took these conversations and theories concerning the importance of sustainable 

and systemic understanding of technology initiatives in a new direction; the articles in their 

collection continued to center on sustainability but focused on using ecology theory as a lens to 

reframe the discussion. This was certainly not the first time ecology theory was applied to 

composition studies or used as a lens by composition scholars10; however, their digital collection 

was the first attempt to apply these theories to the topic of technology initiatives11. Authors in 

this collection investigated a variety of issues—laptop programs, video composing, e-portfolios, 

Digital Writing Studios, multimodal scholarship, etc.—through the lens of ecologies involved in 

technological-inclusive change: in the classroom, department, university, and beyond. They 

worked to do more than simply articulate the infrastructures of change and their various 

individual components; they pushed the previous work of Selber and DeVoss et al. by insisting 

that these initiatives could succeed better if they were viewed as delicate ecologies, similar to 

those theorized in biology, with intricate, intertwined, interdependent, changing feedback loops 

that required sustained attention to issues of sustainability. For example, the collection’s second 

chapter by Kristie Fleckenstein et al.—“A Portable Ecology”—used Gregory Bateson’s 

biological model of evolutionary change as a more appropriate way to think about technological 

                                                
10 In 1986, Marilyn Cooper applied ecology theory to the activity of writing in general in order to emphasize the 

complex, interlocking, and socially contextual circumstances within which writers compose. In 1999, Bonnie Nardi 

and Vicki O’Day applied ecology theory to our interactions with technologies in order to explore the complicated 

systems of human and nonhuman factors at play whenever we use technology. More recently (2011) Sid Dobrin 

layered ecology theory over postcomposition theory in order to expand on the field’s use of Ecocomposition beyond 

simplistic considerations of environments and the discourses that take place in them.  
11 In 2010, Devoss et al.’s Because Digital Writing Matters utilized a similar ecological lens for their discussion of 
technology initiatives. The authors relied heavily on Selfe’s 2004 book and the advice he offered to administrators 

concerning culture of support. However, because this book was written as part of a National Writing Project grant, it 

is framed for a broader audience that includes K-12 teachers. Therefore, while the book applies ecology theory to 

technology initiatives, it is not a central text for this study since its content, language, and examples do not align 

with the higher education focus of this study.  
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initiatives and institutional change.12 Fleckenstein et al.’s article centered on Bateson’s call for a 

new way of thinking, what he called an “ecology of the mind.” In the field of biology, Bateson 

argued against the Darwinian notion of evolution that “posits (in its simplest form), linear 

movement toward higher and more perfected states of development, with the kind of orderliness 

suggested by that often-parodied monkey-becomes-man illustration (9). Rather, “what is 

necessary, Bateson argued, is to stop thinking in atomistic terms regarding individual 

species…instead, we need to think in terms of context—for it is the context, not the isolated 

organism, that evolves and survives” (2).  Fleckenstein et al. contented that this contextualized, 

ecological way of thinking was needed in our technology initiatives; we needed to consider our 

technology initiatives as complex webs of interdependent relationships rather than linear, 

sequential steps. They argued for conceiving of these changes as structures of loops within 

interdependent loops within interdependent loops where “no single element has unilateral control 

over an entire interaction. Rather, control is distributed throughout the whole improvisatory 

ensemble” (6). They used their own efforts to build laptop classrooms to show how many 

interconnected and interdependent loops required navigation for the success of their initiative: 

they created new technology-inclusive goals and outcomes of their program but then needed 

more computer classrooms so instructors could achieve those goals; these classrooms and goals 

were made possible in the first place because of past university initiatives to include campus-

wide wireless access and require student laptops; the instructors could not meet these goals or 

properly use the technologies without more training and professional development; likewise, 

students could not produce (digital) technology-enabled projects, those texts made when both 

Selfe and Selber’s notions of technology and technological literacy are encouraged, without the 

support structures of Writing Centers and newly trained tutors; these tasks could not be juggled 

by already overburdened staff members so new staff positions were created. They argued that 

none of these steps moved linearly, rather they all co-determined one another:  

The dynamic is not progressive but emergent. We cannot identify a distinct beginning to 

our story because our story does not begin…Instead, our story emerges as a continuation 

of several stories that might—thinking atomistically—be seen as separate, but in fact—

thinking holistically—are intrinsically connected. Our uncertainty concerning origins is 

                                                
12 The details of Fleckenstein et al.’s article will be described in details below because 1) their article provides an 

extended theoretical discussion of ecology theory and direct application to technology initiatives; and 2) it will serve 

as a co-framework for this study, its methods, and its findings. 
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characteristic of, and essential to, the ecological thinking that we see, in retrospect, 

characterized our most successful efforts to conceptualize and carry out our project. (6) 

Their article encapsulated the theory behind many of the pieces in the digital collection: an 

ecological way of thinking moves us away from piecemeal, linear, cause and effect frames of 

mind concerning technology initiatives and toward interconnected, interdependent, networked 

ways of thinking that borrow from ecology theory and create a new space for issues of 

sustainability. They concluded their institutional narrative with advice to others working to 

implement technology initiatives:  

Because any change is situated within a complex web, innovators have to think in terms 

of a network, and this kind of thinking is important both for getting a change approved 

and for supporting that change once it has been effected…Change must be diffused 

throughout the entire array of constitutive loops, or it can neither emerge nor be 

sustained. To be viable, the ecology must be perceived as a network of interdependent 

processes. (17) 

There is an almost Ann Berthoffian “allatonceness” to changes happening in these technology 

initiative ecology systems, but one applied to institutional change and technology initiatives as 

opposed to meaning making.  

Earlier texts on the subject of technology initiatives—Selber and DeVoss et al.—stressed 

the importance of understanding and valuing the infrastructures and meta-level concerns that 

affect the success of our initiatives. Later texts—Selfe and Selfe et al.’s digital collection—

reframed these conversations by layering focus on sustainability and ecology theory over the 

aforementioned infrastructures and meta-analysis. They turn us to toward investigating the 

whole, not just individual isolated parts, of these technology initiatives and (re)understanding 

them as ecologies comprised of delicately-balanced co-determining relationships and intertwined 

feedback loops. Perhaps even more importantly, they stress that understanding these ecosystems 

is the first step toward developing sustainable programs that will last more than one to two years 

of grant money and beyond the work and efforts of one or two faculty members. This new turn 

towards the layering of ecology theory and sustainability over our institutional technology 

initiatives is precisely what this study will work to further examine.  
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New Interest Requires Informed WPAs 

 Regardless of our earlier concerns, the technology-focused arguments our subdiscipline 

was built on no longer remain entirely in the margins; they are entering center stage more 

frequently as stakeholders outside our subdiscipline take an interest in technology inclusion and 

technology initiatives. However, this interest in our area and topics of study presents the 

computers and composition subdiscipline with a proverbial double-edged sword or sorts. On the 

one hand, and at the simplest level, it is welcomed news. It creates a myriad of new, potential 

avenues and practical uses for the three decades worth of research and critical arguments we 

have amassed and alters the status of isolated technogeeks toiling away in English departments. 

Furthermore, increased general interest in technology inclusion and initiatives can draw in more 

funding, encourage more faculty interest, and rally more institutional support.  On the other 

hand, this increased interest by outside stakeholders can also present a host of new concerns and 

issues. Two of the more pressing and challenging questions include (1) who among the host of 

new interested parties will maintain control and agency over these emerging technology 

initiatives, their structure/organization, and their goals/outcomes, and (2) what types of 

sustainable support structures will surround these new material technologies and technology 

initiatives?  

As these outside stakeholders13 take an interest in technology inclusion and initiatives, 

and the very topics the subdiscipline has spent 30 years exploring, some in the computers and 

composition community have expressed concern over issues of agency and control. Christina 

Haas and Christine Neuwirth have worried that “other people are redefining reading and writing, 

while humanists maintain the speculative high ground, remaining above the fray and remote 

from those actually involved in the process of shaping technology” (326). Similarly, Dickie Selfe 

has noted that “if we allow technical specialists to determine the design and operation of 

technology-rich environments for literacy teaching and learning on their own, we get 

environments made to the specifications of technicians, not environments that answer the needs 

of teachers and students who are studying English and the language arts” (147). These scholars 

note an important tension here concerning who will have control over these new technology 

initiatives; they worry that those in our subdiscipline—those who spend their academic careers 

                                                
13 See Day’s list on pg. 3 and the footnote on pg. 4 above for a sample list of these stakeholders and the initiatives 

they have created related to technology inclusion.  
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researching these topics—will not be afforded the agency to participate since “teachers of 

writing and communication are often not consulted during the process of designing computer-

supported environments” (Selber 6).  Selber followed this potential future vision out, arguing 

that “’to allow others to determine the design of human-computer interfaces is to risk 

naturalizing a set of literacy perspectives that fails to support the pedagogical practices teachers 

of writing and communication find most effective and informative’ (Hansen; Schwartz; Kemp). 

[Our lack of involvement] also endangers the status of writing and communication teachers, 

which is often already disempoweringly low, especially in colleges and universities organized 

around technological imperative or disciplines” (11-12). Even though those in the computers and 

composition subdiscipline may be (well) informed concerning technology inclusion and they 

may be the very classroom teachers who are affected by these technology initiatives, it cannot be 

automatically assumed that they will have a say in how they are constructed, run, and 

maintained. With more proverbial cooks interested in the technology kitchens of our classrooms 

and programs, who will have control over what and by whose authority in the future?  

However, having the agency to participate in these technology initiatives is not the only 

new problem or even the most complicated.  These calls for technology inclusion and initiatives 

may be increasingly more frequent and fervent; however, they often do not consider, include, or 

flesh out informed plans for establishing long-term sustainable practices. According to Selfe, 

past attempts at technological initiatives have highlighted how the sheer number of moving parts, 

the collaboration needed, and the contexts involved in these processes can overwhelm those 

involved, leading to what he titled a Dynamic of Blame: “the perception that technological 

changes, policies, and practices are controlled by others who make decisions contrary to one’s 

own needs. In response to this feeling…individuals become convinced that they are powerless to 

shape teaching and learning environments effectively” (9). He was quick to contend that “such a 

dynamic can result in paralysis, misdirection, and a lack of productive action. It can also mask 

the more productive ways in which teams of stakeholders can act collectively to leverage 

pedagogical and institutional change that support appropriate and critical approaches to 

technology-rich learning environments” (11).  These cultures of confused, powerless paralysis 

are precisely what Selfe urged us to recognize, move away from, and push beyond if we want to 

productively move forward with our technology initiatives.  
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One of the largest contributing factors to these past shortcomings is a failure to properly 

recognize and understand that vary array of contextual factors at play in these technology 

initiatives.  Dickie Selfe (Sustainable) warned us that “although increasing numbers of 

departments, teachers, and administrators are concerned about the impact of technology, the 

infrastructure that supports such systems seems more complex and impenetrable than ever, and 

most departments and institutions continue to struggle to understand what is needed to support 

and assess computer-supported teaching and learning efforts” (xii). As Day has articulated, an 

array of issues complicate, influence, and affect how technology is incorporated into an English 

or composition program: “machines, software, networks, and lab spaces; the faculty-

development support system, including program-specific and university-wide efforts; 

governance issues such as planning, policy, procedure development, and administrative decision-

making; assessment issues such as electronic portfolio scoring, placement, and programmatic 

feedback; and pedagogical issues, such as computer classroom concerns and the relationship 

between online and offline activities” (1).  Further complicating these issues are the “instability 

inherent in computer technology” (Selfe, x), the need for ever changing professional 

development opportunities for teachers with very different levels of technological comfort, lack 

of sustained funding, and the potential burn out and consequential turn over of staff, faculty, and 

teaching assistants involved in sustaining these efforts.  

In order to avoid repeating past mistakes, eschew various types of paralyzing blame 

cultures, capitalize on the momentum offered by outside stakeholders, and maintain the agency 

to stay consistent with our own techno-theories and pedagogies, I argue that we better understand 

the myriad of complicated, intertwined, but necessary support systems and how those systems 

function within our own institutional contexts.  The increased interest by new and outside 

stakeholders14 may bolster and further legitimize the subdiscipline’s work and scholarship; 

however, it also brings new challenges, and if we want to maintain some level of agency in the 

very technology initiatives for which we have argued for the last 30 years, it is imperative that 

we are remain proactive in better understanding the complex systems that support these 

technology initiatives. This study will work to move us in this (more informed) direction by 

                                                
14 See Day’s list on pg. 3 and the footnote on pg. 4 above for a sample list of these stakeholders and the initiatives 

they have created related to technology inclusion. 
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providing a model that acknowledges and works to help WPAs navigate the complicated, 

interdependent, and interrelated structures of SPTI in FYC programs.  

 

Finding Space 

This study explores the comprehensiveness of Selfe’s framework for sustainable 

technology initiatives in order to create an ecologically focused model of sustainable 

programmatic technology inclusion (SPTI). To that end, this study will explore the 

comprehensiveness and usefulness of Selfe’s framework for technology initiatives (the most 

exhaustive model in the field), pair those finings with the ecology-based work of Fleckenstein et 

al., and finally work to reframe FYC program technology initiatives as delicately-comprised 

ecologies, systems “which include both human and technological actors…[and] are akin, as 

many scholars have suggested, to ecological systems (Davison, 2001; Latour, 2004;  Nardi & 

O’Day, 2000; Selfe & Hawisher, 2004) and deserve to be studied in all their layered, 

interconnected complexity” (Selfe et al. 1).15  This study’s theoretical model will present a 

constellation of interrelated and interdependent ecologies which can be embedded in a WPAs 

institutional contexts and guide her FYC administrative work.  The questions guiding this study 

are as follows: 

• To what extent does Selfe’s six-part sustainability framework for technology initiatives 

account for technology inclusion and initiatives in FYC programs today? 

1. find a range of stakeholders;  

2. create programmatic goals and outcomes;  

3. acquire materials needs;  

4. develop and maintain faculty support structures (800 lb. Gorilla 1);  

5. secure and maintain funding (800 lb. Gorilla 2);  

6. gather feedback and conduct assessment. 

                                                
15 My use of ecologies as a metaphorical and methodological framework here is an intentional choice based on the 
theory’s focus on sustainability. While other theoretical frames such as activity theory, actor network theory, or 

networked and node theories do reflect the complicated and nuanced connections that exist between and among the 

components in these technology initiatives, those other theories do not place particular emphasis on how these 

relationships can or should be configured in sustainable ways. Because the sustainability of technology initiatives is 

a focus of this study, ecologies provide a more robust and meaningful frame.   
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• How can Selfe’s framework be adapted to create a new model of sustainable programmatic 

technology inclusion that accounts for broader considerations or interconnections between 

the parts (ala Fleckenstein et al. “ecology of the mind”)? 

 

The following chapter will detail the two part, mixed methods approach employed to test 

Selfe’s framework and outline this study’s new model of sustainable programmatic technology 

inclusion in FYC programs that focuses on interrelated, interdependent ecology-based thinking. 

Chapters 3 and 4 will present results and discussion from this study’s research methods; Chapter 

3 will report on the results connected to the first three steps in Selfe’s framework (stakeholders, 

goals and outcomes, and material technologies), and Chapter 4 will report on the three follow up 

complications to his framework (support structures, funding, and assessment practices). The final 

chapter will pair this study’s ecological constellation model of SPTI in FYC programs with 

exigencies found in this research, provide potential strategies from current scholarship for 

navigating these ecologies, detail the limits of this study, its methods, and its findings, and 

provide future directions for additional research and study related to both FYC SPTI and this 

study’s ecological model.  
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGIES 

 

In order to better understand the complicated ecologies involved in the development, 

maintenance, and sustainability of programmatic First Year Composition (FYC) technology 

initiatives this project explores the comprehensiveness of Selfe’s six-part framework, pairs these 

findings with ecology-based technology initiative theories (Fleckenstein et al.), and develops an 

ecological model of sustainable programmatic technology inclusion (SPTI). This project’s 

methodology includes 1) delivering a national survey to a range of institutional stakeholders 

involved in a variety of FYC technology initiatives; and 2) conducting interviews and focus 

groups in three institutional types in Florida (a research institution, a liberal arts university, and a 

community college), all of which work to include technology in their FYC courses and programs 

in varied ways.  

In this chapter, I first define and contextualize some of the key terms used in the study. 

Next, I explain this study’s mixed methods approach and describe the two specific research 

methods, national surveys and local interviews and focus groups. For each methodology, I 

describe the rationale for its selection and its connection to the goals of this study. Following 

those rationales, I explicate the creation and organization of the survey and interview questions 

and the field-testing and revisions each document went through. Then, I detail participant 

selection processes and their rationales and explain distribution methods and processes. Next, I 

explain the analysis methods applied to participants’ responses, and finally, I outline and detail 

the ecological model that will be created in this study. 

 

Important Definitions 

 Before the methods for this study are explicated below, there are two important terms that 

need to be further defined in order to properly contextualize this study’s work: 1) First Year 

Composition and 2) stakeholders.  

First, this study maintains a focus on First Year Composition courses and programs. 

While “First Year Composition” is a term used frequently by scholars in the field of rhetoric and 

composition and one utilized by a number of national organizations—such as the National 

Council of English Teachers, College Composition and Communication, and Writing Program 
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Administrators, just to name a few—the specifics of what the term means in different 

institutional contexts can vary. At times, it refers to a one semester required course, other times a 

two-semester required sequence; in other instances it includes developmental or stretch 

sequences that combine in a variety of ways with credit, non credit, and required course 

offerings. For the purposes of this study, First Year Composition courses are defined as courses 

focused on writing and/or composition required of university students as part of their general 

education curriculum. By extension, First Year Composition programs are defined as any 

organized effort made to coordinate, create, and maintain these classes as a cohesive educational 

requirement.  (In order to better understand the variety of ways these programs can be 

coordinated and structured, survey and interviews participants were asked to clarify the leaders, 

organization, structure, and set up of what they deemed their First Year Composition courses.) 

Lastly, this study focuses exclusively on First Year Composition programs as sites of technology 

inclusion. As Daniel Anderson et al. found in their own national survey on multimodality, “the 

differences between implementing multimodal work in…First-Year Writing and in…elective 

classes seemed huge” (80-1). They, therefore, recommended that future scholars taking up 

similar investigations should “target teachers of individual courses, and…offer separate survey 

questions for the different fields of study within English Studies (Anderson et al. 81). Heeding 

this scholarly advice, this study examines the ecosystems of technology initiatives in First Year 

Composition programs in order to offer a more focused and pointed narrative picture in a 

relatively consistent institutional space. Furthermore, because of their often-required nature in 

institutions, First Year Composition courses and the programs that coordinate them can be 

viewed as important touchstones of change and agency for English faculty stakeholders. These 

courses play important roles in general education curricula in a variety of institutional types, and 

therefore, allow this study to explore technology initiatives in an important, valued, and 

potentially influential sphere of the academy.16  

 Second, the term stakeholder is used frequently throughout this project. I am, again, 

borrowing this term and its definition from other scholars in the field who have regularly used it 

to describe those who have a vested interest in, are involved in, and/or affected by a particular 

effort or system of circumstances. For example, Michael Day’s work noted in the previous 

                                                
16 See Chapter 6 for the limitations of this choice of exclusively FYC courses and programs alongside potential 

future research directions that broaden the scope of technology inclusion in English departments.  
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chapter pointed us to corporate companies, government officials, parents, community members, 

institutional administrators, faculty, staff, and students as parties who have stakes in institutional 

technology initiatives. Selfe’s work also heavily relied on the use of stakeholders as a term for 

the human elements in these technology activity systems. Similar to Day, a stakeholder for Selfe 

was anyone who was involved with or affected by these technology initiatives, their effects, and 

their results. This could mean administrators, faculty members, staff, and students as well as IT 

personnel and community members whom students eventually meet in future career trajectories. 

This study will borrow from these definitions and define stakeholders as any human agent 

involved with or affected by FYC courses, programs, and technology initiatives, all the way from 

students to community members and future employers, in order to properly reflect the breadth 

and depth of these ecological systems.17  

 

Two-Part Lens for Framework Testing  

“As sociologist John Law points out, the metaphor by which we organize our research of a 

phenomenon must align with that phenomenon because ‘methods, their rules, and even more 

methods’ practices, not only describe but also help to produce the reality that they understand’ 

(After 5).”  

(Kristie Fleckenstein et al. “The Importance” 389)  

In order to explore the comprehensiveness of Selfe’s framework in relation to current 

FYC technology initiatives and account for the ecological connections and interdependence 

argued for by Fleckenstein et al., this study uses a two-part methodology. The large scale 

national survey (the specifics of which will be detailed below) works to understand the current 

realities of technology initiatives in FYC programs across the country by exploring how their 

efforts align with, fail to align with, challenge and/or complicate Selfe’s six-part framework. 

Survey questions ask participants to reflect on each one of Selfe’s suggested steps, 

                                                
17 This study’s use of stakeholders as a guiding force is aligned with work of D. Selfe; however, it should also be 

noted that many in the field have noted a problem with this model and theory of stakeholders. For example, Chris 

Gallagher’s “Being There: (Re)Making the Assessment Scene” warns that our previous discussions concerning 

stakeholders have been too utopian. He argues that too often we imagine that all interested participants have equal 
stake and influence; however, at times “collaboration means little more than serving the needs of other 

‘stakeholders,’ (459) and that in the process of balancing these demands composition and rhetoric specialists lose 

agency and opportunities for leadership. While the framework and scope of this study does not allow for this tension 

to be a major area of investigation, surveys and case studies will allow space for participants to articulate and 

explore potentially unequal distributions of control and power amongst stakeholders. 
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complications, and efforts toward sustainability through a variety of single option, multiple 

choice, likert scale, and write-in answer options (See Appendix A). These survey findings 

therefore create a broad scope picture of the ways in which technology initiatives are succeeding 

and/or falling short in regard to our field’s more recent and extensive sustainability-focused 

framework.  

However, as Fleckenstein et al. articulated—and the entire ecologies-based edited 

collection they were a part of attested to—there are a myriad of ways in which the spaces in 

between and the connections and interdependencies between and among those steps complicate 

these technology initiatives and their sustained maintenance. In order to begin understanding 

these relationships, connections, and interdependencies, this study includes contextualized 

interviews and focus groups. These localized face-to-face interviews and focus groups are 

framed around Selfe’s framework for sustainable technology initiatives in order to provide a 

consistent starting point; however, open ended questions and follow up questions allow 

participants to expand on their answers regarding each step in the framework and explore 

connections between and among them. These interviews and focus groups take place with a 

range of stakeholders at each institution (FYC directors, FYC instructors, and FYC students) in a 

range of different institutional types (research institution, liberal arts university, and community 

college) order to attain a balanced and nuance picture from as many members and institutional 

types as possible. Analyzing the areas of agreement or disagreement among these stakeholders 

and the institutional contexts they are a part of provide further insight into the loops inside loops 

of these technology initiatives and the comprehensiveness of Selfe’s framework.  

 

Method 1: National Surveys 

In order to explore the ways technology initiatives in a large number of FYC programs 

align or fail to align with Selfe’s sustainability-focused framework, this study uses a survey 

methodology. Large-scale surveys have always been popular in the field of composition, as 

Anderson et al. noted in their own research survey work, “composition researchers have used 

survey methodologies to answer a range of questions, gathering information about a large 

population by questioning a smaller sample” (60). They argue that even though Steven North 

may not have outlined surveys as one of composition studies’ major methodological approaches, 

“he points out that over 200 surveys have been conducted in Composition since 1963, a number 
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which has increased since the 1987 publication of his book” (60)—surely this number has risen 

even higher in the last 20 years with the aid of digital and networked survey technologies.  As 

John Creswell attested surveys “provide quantitative or numeric description of trends, attitudes, 

or opinions of a population…with the intent of generalizing from a sample to population” (145). 

Because large-scale surveys allow for a range of opinions from a wide variety of stakeholders at 

various universities, survey methodologies fit this study’s goal of obtaining a national summative 

picture of FYC technology initiatives and their alignment or misalignment with recent 

sustainability-focused frameworks.  

 

Survey Creation and Questions 

This study’s survey questions were selected based on Selfe’s three-step framework and 

three additional complications: 1) find a range of stakeholders; 2) create programmatic goals and 

outcomes; 3) acquire materials needs; 4) develop and maintain faculty support structures (800 lb. 

Gorilla 1); 5) secure and maintain funding (800 lb. Gorilla 2); 6) gather feedback and conduct 

assessment. A variety of single answer, multiple choice, and likert scale-style questions ask 

survey participants to reflect on their participation in, experience with, and/or successes and 

failures concerning each of these framework steps. Follow up questions that offer write-in 

options then ask participants to clarify, further detail, and/or nuance their answers. However, 

while Selfe’s framework provided a guide for the creation of these survey questions, it is not 

used as the organizing principle in the final surveys sent to participants. Rather, survey questions 

are organized in a manner that ensures audience members and participants are able to slowly 

ease into the survey and move from questions with quickly identifiable answers to those that 

required more nuanced thinking and write-in responses. This strategy was chosen consciously in 

order to ensure that participants would not be deterred from completing the survey due to 

complicated and complex in early stages of the survey. Therefore, the survey begins with easily 

answerable personal and programmatic demographic questions, then moves to questions about 

FYC programmatic set up, organization, stakeholder involvement, and technology inclusion, and 

finally to more complicated questions concerning feedback loops, assessment, efforts toward 

sustainability, and future needs and directions in these technology initiatives. Overall, Selfe’s 

framework provide guidelines for survey question creation; however, survey organization 
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rearranges the order of these questions in order to ease participants’ experiences with the survey 

and ensure better response rates.  

The 35 questions survey (Appendix A) was field tested with five university professions at 

different institutions in a range of programmatic positions.  Pilot respondents offered feedback 

concerning the length of the survey, the time required to complete it, and the revisions necessary 

for conflicting, confusing, or vague questions and answer options. A revised survey with fewer 

questions, additional multiple choice and write-in answer options for better participant 

clarification, and a more intuitive, user friendly organizational scheme was then submitted to the 

university IRB for approval and was accepted with a revised participant consent form (See 

Appendices B and D for IRB-related materials). The survey was then posted to the online survey 

system Survey Monkey, which I selected for its flexibility in survey design, easy online access, 

and diverse options for filtering and tabulating responses. The survey was broken down into four 

different online pages to ease readability and navigation and was preceded by an introductory 

paragraph that explained the research study, discussed consent, and thanked respondents for their 

participation. The online version of the survey was then given back to the five pilot readers for 

usability and troubleshooting testing, and appropriate revisions were made.  

 

Participant Selection and Survey Distribution 

Invitations to participate in this survey were distributed in two ways: (1) through two 

relevant, professional email listservs and (2) through personal invitations extended at two 

composition and rhetoric national conferences.  The first email listserv distribution method 

utilized the WPA and Tech/Rhet lists. Using a listserv as a distribution tool only allows for a 

convenience sample of responses;18 however, these specific listservs have a large national 

audience who work at a range of institutional types in a wide variety of institutional positions, 

including administrators, faculty, instructors, adjuncts, and graduate students. Furthermore, the 

typical subscribers to these two listservs align well with this study’s focus: the WPA list 

traditionally caters to writing program administrators, many of whom focus on First-Year 

Composition programs, and Tech/Rhet caters to composition teachers interested in discussing the 

intersections between writing pedagogies and technology. Two invitation emails were sent to 

                                                
18 See Chapter 6 for a discussion about the limitations of this convenience sampling method and resulting future 

research exigences 
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both listservs in May and June 2013 explaining my position as researcher, the focus, purpose, 

and goals of the research project and survey, and the IRB approved consent they were agreeing 

to with completion and submission of the survey. The second distribution method consisted of 

in-person invitations to attendees of the 2013 Writing Program Administration and Computers 

and Writing conferences. Using session titles and summaries available in each conference’s 

program, I selected panel and presentation sessions that focused on the intersection of writing 

program administration and technology. At the end of these sessions, I introduced my research, 

its focus, purpose, and goals, and IRB consent information and invited session attendees to visit 

the web address and complete the survey. Again, while this method of distribution and invitation 

only allows for a convenience sample, the attendees of both of these conferences, and 

particularly the attendees of the panels and presentations I selected, align well the focus of this 

study. Current and aspiring writing program administrators and program directors from a range 

of institutional types across the country attend WPA, and Computers and Writing hosts attendees 

in a range of institutional position who are interested in technology-enabled composition and 

rhetoric pedagogies. The survey was closed for responses at the end of July 2013, resulting in a 

total of 125 responses.  

 

Survey Analysis  

Surveys results were collected and archived through the password protected software 

available through Survey Monkey. Survey answers were analyzed individually and through 

question specific filters available on Survey Money’s software in order to undercover common 

trends and tropes between and among questions. Single, multiple choice, and likert scale answers 

were graphed in order to display large-scale patterns and trends. Write-in answers were first 

categorized inside Selfe’s framework using key words, terms, and phrases central to each 

framework step (see Chapter 1 for key terms inside these guidelines). Second, remaining write-in 

answers were categorized according to common terms, phrases, and arguments, keeping an 

emphasis on connections and interdependencies between and among framework steps. This 

scheme allows participants’ opinions and lived experienced in these technology initiatives to be 

given the same amount of analytical weight and emphasis as Selfe’s framework therefore 

ensuring that final findings can speak to the complex interdependencies of elements inside these 

ecological systems.  
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Method 2: Interviews and Focus Groups 

 In order to better understand the ecological connections and interdependencies between 

and among the sustainability-focused framework and the stakeholders involved in implementing 

them, this study employs interview and focus group methodologies. Interviews settings allow 

broad prompt questions guided by Selfe’s framework and then several follow up questions aimed 

at affording participants space to explore the connections, complications, and implications of 

these framework steps. While write-in comment options allow survey participants to do this to a 

small degree, interview and focus group arrangements make it possible for participants to self-

select the follow up topics they discuss with more depth and nuance. This allows participants’ 

contextualized circumstances to take precedent and for findings to be guided by participants’ 

opinions and areas of emphases as opposed to predetermined prompt questions. These 

methodological choices create room for findings that speak to not just the framework guidelines 

for these technology initiatives but to the contextualized spaces, interconnections, and 

interdependencies between those guidelines that participants faced on a regular basis. 

The specifics of these methods were chosen for a number of reasons. First, the range of 

collection methods, one-on-one interviews and multi-participant focus group interview, is a 

purposeful methodological choice.  One-on-one interviews with administrators—where I am able 

to reiterate the anonymity that would be used in research reporting—afford me the opportunity of 

asking more institutionally sensitive questions about program, department, and institution 

dynamics, histories, and politics. Without additional participants in the room, administrators can 

more easily and freely answer these types of questions, thus allowing me to collect more honest 

and meaningful answers. On the other hand, instructor and student interviews conducted in 

groups allow participants to feed off of and build upon one another’s answers. As Heidi Hallman 

and Melanie Burdick asserted about their own use of focus group methodologies, “our rationale 

for using focus groups in the interviewing process was based on our intention to elicit dialogue 

between multiple [participants] that would more authentically reveal their feelings and 

perceptions… we also thought that participants may be able to synthesize their experience in 

deeper ways by being privy to other’s narratives of their experiences” (350).  Similarly, the focus 

group setting being utilized in this study give participants the freedom to hear others’ answers 

and respond to their perspectives in ways where I can directly witness and record their 

interactions. Part of this project’s goals, as stated through Fleckenstein et al.’s ecological 
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framework, is to understand the ways stakeholders are connected and intertwined through 

feedback loops in the department or program. Focus group interviews allow me to interview 

instructors and students about similar topics while simultaneously witnessing and recording 

connections and feedback loops as they play out organically in participants’ responses to one 

another. Second, face-to-face interviews were consciously chosen as opposed to conducting 

interviews and focus groups over the phone or via Skype. Face-to face-interactions in the 

interviews, and specifically in the focus groups, allow me to play off the nonverbal cues of my 

participants in follow up questions that test and push back against the framework boundaries 

towards ecological understandings. Furthermore, conference calls or multiuser Skype sessions 

can become technically complicated and thus result in interviews that focus on and are hindered 

by the mediating technology. Meeting with participants face-to-face in the comfort of their own 

institutional space removes this technological filter, creating a more personal connection, and 

therefore, allowing for more authentic responses.  

 

Interview and Focus Group Questions 

Interview and focus group questions (Appendix C) are adapted from survey questions and 

similarly framed around Selfe’s three-step and three additional complications framework. Broad 

guiding questions mimic the basic phrasing used in survey questions regarding Selfe’s 

framework, and follow up questions ask participants to further detail, nuance, expand, or 

complicate the steps, their implications, and their interdependencies considering their specific 

institutional context. As noted above, these context-specific follow up questions allow 

participants to push back against and challenge the boundaries of Selfe’s framework and thus 

afford more meaningful and dynamic data collection. However, once again, Selfe’s framework is 

not used as an organizing principle. Rather questions are arranged, like survey questions, in order 

to ease participants’ responses. Interviews and focus groups begin with demographic information 

concerning their institution, FYC program, and available technologies, then move to systems of 

stakeholders and support for those technologies, and finally to more complicated issues of 

feedback loops, assessments, and future directions. Each type of institutional stakeholder was 

asked the same set of questions at all three institutions; however, the number of questions and the 

focus of the questions at each of these levels were tailored to the institutional position of each 

participant. For example, while FYC administrators and directors were asked questions regarding 
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the classroom, department, institution, and community beyond, instructors and students were 

asked a larger number of questions concerning the levels of classroom and department. Interview 

and focus group questions were field tested with pilot interviewees, one with experience in 

program administration and two instructors with experience in FYC. Pilot interviewees offered 

feedback concerning the length of the interview, the clarity of questions, and the appropriateness 

of methods. A revised version with additional contextual information for certain questions, fewer 

questions overall, and more space for open answer follow ups was then submitted to IRB for 

approval along with proper participant consent forms (See Appendices B and D). 

 

Participant Selection and Interview Invitations  

Similar to the survey selection method noted above, the principles of and criteria for 

selection for these individual interviews and focus groups focus on obtaining information from a 

range of institutional types and contexts in order to better understand how these ecologies 

manifest, maintain, and sustain in different institutional types. Therefore, I selected one 

community college, one liberal arts university, and one research university whose FYC programs 

were working to incorporate technology in various ways.  These three different institutional 

types maintain a variety of programmatic, department, and institutional organization models and, 

therefore, allowed for a range of information about FYC technology incorporation initiatives. 

The specific institutions selected were chosen based on their institutional type, their geographic 

location, and an analysis of their FYC program’s websites concerning technology inclusion. In 

order to maintain a consistent historical, geographical, and governmental context, I selected 

institutions from one southern state exclusively, Florida. Focusing on one geographical area that 

shares similar budgetary and educational constraints allows the varieties of programmatic, 

departmental, and institutional organizational structures to emerge as the primary difference thus 

offering more meaningful and focused results. Finally, websites of institutions in the state were 

analyzed with a specific focus on the mention of and importance placed on technology in FYC 

programs.19 Three institutions were identified that provided a range of institutional types, a 

                                                
19 Technology emphasis on these websites was determined by exploring the FYC programs’ goals and outcomes 

statements, the material classroom technologies listed, the available course syllabi and sample assignments, and 

additional showcase materials that highlighted technology-inclusion.  
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consistent geographic location, and an emphasis on technology inclusion in their FYC 

programs.20  

The number and range of participants were consciously chosen in order to align with the 

purposes, goals, and theoretical framework of this study. The combination of administrator, 

instructor, and student interviews allow for a range of stakeholder voices to be heard and for 

multiple perspectives on the institution’s technology initiatives to be gathered and compared. 

Furthermore, interviewing more than one instructor and more than one student at each institution 

allows for differences in programmatic perspective and contested opinions about the 

technological initiatives to emerge.  

At each selected interview institution I contacted the leader, director, or coordinator listed 

on the English department or writing program’s website, first through an inquiry email and then 

through follow up phone calls and additional emails. I introduced my research, explained the 

project’s goals, and detailed what their involvement would entail in the initial inquiry email. 

After agreeing to participate, each director was asked to recommend two or three instructors who 

utilized technology regularly in their FYC classes for inclusion in focus group interviews. While 

this selection process only allowed for a convenience sample of stakeholders, it afforded more 

pointed and focused responses from stakeholders who are directly involved, interested, and 

engaged with the institution’s technology initiatives. 21 Individual email invitations outlining my 

research, its goals, and their involvement were then sent to individual instructors. These 

instructors were then asked to recommend students from the current FYC courses for 

participation in focus group interviews. Again, this student selection represents a convenience 

sample of participants; however, it afford this study findings from active and engaged students 

who have a vest interested in their FYC courses.  Finally, follow up emails and phone calls 

                                                
20 As with survey methods, the selection of institutions reflects a convenience sample. While this does limit the 

generalizability of the final findings, it does help provide a pointed picture that focuses specifically on institutions 

that have concerted efforts to include technology in the FYC programs.  
21 There are certainly a number of different ways a researcher could choose to select the participants for these case 

study interviews: a random sample of a set percentage of FYC teachers and students, a self-selection method of only 

interested and available FYC teachers and students, or purposeful selection based on previous research of possible 

FYC instructors and students.  Each of these selection methods would clearly yield different types and levels of 
response and. This study’s method of selection through director recommendation is a conscious choice to obtain 

results that are pointed and focused on engaged and active members in FYC technology. initiatives. Interview 

questions afford teachers and students space to discuss other stakeholders, instructors, and teachers; however, 

talking with those most directly and actively involved allow for a more informed picture of the program, department, 

and institutions organizational structures.   
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discussed dates, locations, and times with all participants and informed them of the IRB consent 

forms they would sign when I arrived on campus.  

 

Interview and Focus Group Collection and Analysis 

All interviews and focus groups took place between October 2013 and April 2014 and 

were recorded using GarageBand software, a back up digital voice recorder, and handwritten 

notes. All interviews and focus groups were transcribed for analysis with the help of free Express 

Scribe online software, which allowed for delayed playback speeds and consistent pitch 

adjustment.  Transcriptions were then categorized with a two-step process. First, these 

documents were categorized within Selfe’s framework using key words, terms, and phrases 

central to each step in the framework (see Chapter 1 for key terms inside these guidelines).  This 

scheme allows the interview responses to connect to the findings from survey responses in order 

to highlight alignments and misalignments. Second, the remaining responses were categorized 

for trends and patterns keeping an emphasis on connections and interdependencies between and 

among these framework guidelines. This scheme allowed participants’ opinions and lived 

experienced in these technology initiatives to be given the same amount of analytical weight and 

emphasis as Selfe’s framework, therefore ensuring that final findings can speak to the complex 

interdependencies of elements inside these ecological systems.  

 

Constellation of Interrelated, Interdependent Ecologies for FYC SPTI 

This exploration of Selfe’s sustainable technology initiative framework then informs the 

creation of a revised model for sustainable programmatic technology inclusion (SPTI) that 

theorizes a constellation of interrelated, interdependent ecologies. This constellation includes 

areas or concerns that current and future WPAs working to create, maintain, and sustain their 

FYC SPTYI efforts need to contextualize and consider; each of these areas or concerns is 

theorized as an ecology. The overall constellation includes eight ecologies; four of these 

ecologies align with and reiterate categories from Selfe’s framework; however, I also include 

four additional ecologies that Selfe’s framework did not incorporate. Figure 1 displays the 

constellation of interrelated and interdependent ecologies of FYC SPTI: 

• Guiding decentralized, collaborative administrative philosophies 
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• Ecology 1: the creation and 

maintenance of goals and 

outcomes connected to 

SPTI 

• Ecology 2: the creation and 

maintenance of FYC 

curricula connected to 

SPTI 

• Ecology 3: the development 

of accompanying 

pedagogical training  

• Ecology 4: Material 

technology needs and 

BYOT (Bring Your Own 

Technology) classrooms  

• Ecology 5: the creation and implementation of assessment strategies 

• Ecology 6: the securing of initial and ongoing funding  

• Ecology 7: the creation and oversight of new staff and faculty positions 

• Ecology 8: the creation and maintenance of reward structures to support WPAs 

All eight ecological systems are intricately interwoven and connected and exist in a circle around 

a central guiding administrative philosophy. As the diagram reflects, it is not simply that each 

ecology in this theoretical model is connected to its neighboring ecologies; rather, because they 

are all intertwined in a looped circle, all ecologies are interdependent on all others in the 

constellation. If a loop in one system changes, wans, waxed, or collapses, the entire constellation 

of ecologies will theoretically be affected and thus required to readjust in order to balance 

itself.22 For each section noted above I will discuss a sample of past scholarly work that connects 

                                                
22 While the elements of this constellation of ecologies will necessarily be reported singularly, separately, and in a 

linear fashion on the page, it is important to note that there is no real separation, functional sequence, or hierarchy 

among them. Because they codetermine one another, they need to be consciously considered simultaneously in all 

their interrelated complexity if they are to be a useful lens for WPAs creating sustainable technology inclusive 

initiatives. 

Figure 1: Constellation of interrelated, interdependent ecologies for 

sustainable programmatic technology inclusion      
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to and provides a rationale for each ecology’s inclusion in the overall constellation model.23 

Then, I will work to briefly discuss the theoretical connections between and among the ecologies 

in order to explore how FYC SPTI efforts theoretically function as simultaneously 

interdependent systems as opposed to sequential processes.  

 

Guiding Administrative Philosophies 

Any institutional change that occurs at the programmatic level requires administrative 

coordination. Therefore, this model’s ecologies center around an administrative philosophy that 

can help guide WPAs’ FYC SPTI efforts. This theoretical model argues that decentered, 

collaborative, experimental, flexible, supportive, interrelation models of administration are what 

is needed in the administration of FYC SPTI. Recent postmodern approaches to administration 

that emphasize decentering authority, embracing and fluid associations of power, and sharing 

power by collaborating with stakeholders have become popular in WPA scholarship (see for 

example Dickson 1993; Gunner 1994; Goodburn and Leverenz 1998; Mirz and Cullen 2002; 

Gunner 2002; McGee and Handa; Kelly-Riley et al.). Whether these approaches have been 

labeled feminist or democratic more generally, they similarly encourage WPAs to flatten 

hierarchies, encourage experimentation, reward excellence, support members of a program, 

encourage a both/and, rather than an either/or, leadership stance, which fosters community, 

interrelational authority, flexible decision making, and a collaborative sense of community 

(Dickson; Miller). As Gruber found in her own technology inclusion work, “surprisingly, this 

administrative stipulation of integrating technology into the curriculum led to some of the most 

feminist oriented interactions. We questioned, resisted, collaborated, shared, and cooperated to 

make it work” (48). If WPAs are to begin to administrate these complex, interdependent, looped 

SPT efforts, they must first adopt an administrative philosophy which aligns with these material 

circumstances. De-centered, collaborative administrative models accept, work to explore, and 

glean agency from the distribution of power and the collaboration of involved stakeholders.  

                                                
23 Certainly, the constraints of this chapter cannot properly do justice to the complications and nuances in each of 
these ecologies. It would take a book length argument, perhaps multiple books, to properly untangle those ecological 

loops; in fact, many of these ecologies do have their own dedicated books and edited collections already. The 

sections below will detail a small sampling of that scholarship and focus on the arguments I would assert are the 

most helpful, challenging, useful and/or pressing for WPAs working to develop or maintain FYC technology 

initiatives. 
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Ecological Relationships. This approach exists in the center of Figure 1 because it sits as 

the guiding principle for the constellation of these ecologies; it is the center circle that joins and 

is comprised of all the other interconnected ecological loops. Its visual representation is the 

internal circle of the constellation because such administrative philosophies and practices 

permeate and are comprised of all other present ecologies in FYC SPTI. Adopting decentered 

and collaborative administrative practices can help aid a WPA in understanding and 

communicating the complex relationships between and among the ecologies that comprise the 

constellation of her FYC SPTI efforts.  

 

Ecology 1: The Creation and Maintenance of Goals and Outcomes Connected to SPTI 

I argue that coordinating FYC SPTI necessarily involves altering the foundational tenants 

that frame and guide that program; therefore, the inclusion of FYC goals and outcomes that 

connect to SPTI is part of this theoretical model’s constellation. The creation of these outcomes 

is, of course, largely affected by institutional and departmental contexts and should be done by a 

collaborative team of stakeholders. I argue, however, that current scholarship can provide 

another important starting point: WPAs need to recognize how past models of “writing outcomes 

first, technology second” (Leverenz) limit what is possible. Leverenz’s work argues that some of 

the more important and influential WPA scholarship in the past (Brown and Eno’s edited 

collection and Ward and Carpenter’s sourcebook) have treated technology in a merely tangential 

fashion, as an element that can be added-in or simply tacked-on to existing FYC goals and 

outcomes: “[past scholarly models] invite writing program administrators to focus on how 

technology can support their pre-existing learning outcomes for writing classes, rather than 

advising WPAs to consider how technology might change those outcomes—not for the sake of 

learning technology alone, but for the sake of defining writing in a more inclusive way” (43-4). 

Palmquist has similarly argued,  

we should recognize that information technology makes possible more than additional—

or even better—strategies for meeting our teaching goals. It also makes possible new 

teaching goals. Recognizing this possibility is important for all teachers of writing, but it 

is particularly important for WPAs, who often construct program-wide curricula and 

coordinate faculty development programs. (98)  
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These are not add-and-stir technology models; rather, these are ones that begin to explore how 

technology changes what we can do in the composition classroom, “how new information 

technologies—such as the Web, virtual reality, and online collaboration systems—can expand 

our understanding of what is possible in writing instruction” (Palmquist 104). 

Ecological Relationships. In order to coordinate SPTI, I argue that we need to move 

beyond ad hoc or tack-on models of technology incorporation. Technology needs to be 

considered in the goals and outcomes of our FYC programs, not just as a force that can serve our 

previously created outcomes but as a force that has the potential to change, update, and revise 

our outcomes. As noted above, decentered, collaborative administrative approaches can guide a 

WPA in embracing the both/and mentalities needed to create these goals. Those same 

administrative approaches can also encourage a WPA to collaborate with FYC stakeholders in 

the creation of these outcomes (as Selfe’s work emphasizes). Creating such goals and outcomes 

requires thoughtful planning, time, and effort on the part of WPAs, as well as curriculum and 

staff training to support these outcomes once they are created. These complex ecological 

connections will be explored in sections below.  

 

Ecology 2: The Creation and Maintenance of FYC Curricula Connected to SPTI 

I argue that any large-scale coordinated programmatic change toward SPTI cannot 

sustain unless those efforts include changes in the curriculum, changes that provide 

encouragement, consistency, and/or regularized approaches to how technology inclusion should 

be handled in FYC courses. However, like Palmquist, “I am troubled by a sense that most 

instructors view technology as an add-on to their courses—something that is considered after the 

important work of planning a course and developing daily lesson plans is complete. I am 

troubled, most of all, by a sense that writing instructors as a group have not considered how 

information technology has changed not only the tools we use to produce writing but the context 

in which we write, read, learn, and teach” (96). I argue, alongside Palmquist, that WPAs working 

to create well-supported SPTI must think beyond add-and-stir methods and consider the ways 

technology can actually alter what is assigned to students in FYC sections.  Parallel to the 

discussions above, Gruber’s work and narrative concerning her own efforts to build technology 

initiatives encourage us to develop curricula that asks students to do more than simply use 

computers and develop functional technological literacies:  
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Although I am an ardent supporter of teaching critical technological literacies, I was 

reluctant to impose a standardized approach that mostly focused on functional skills...In 

the end, we were pragmatic. The writing program incorporated technological literacy. 

However, instead of focusing exclusively on the functional aspects—the how of 

computer use—we also underscored the critical aspects—always asking why, who, and 

when? Additionally, we moved to the rhetorical, making sure that students could practice 

the how, why, and who by foregrounding their own work as producers of multimedia 

literacy.” (47-8)  

Before any practical and context-specific choices are made concerning curricula, I would argue 

that WPAs working to coordinate SPTI in FYC programs heed the advice above: frame 

technology and technology-enabled composing practices as an immediate factor of 

consideration—not an extra or late add-on—and encourage those involved to consider making 

curricular choices that foster a range of technological literacies, ones that encourage students to 

be both critical consumer and rhetorically-savvy producers of technology-enabled composition. 

Ecological Relationships. These curricular plans, however, can never be made in a 

vacuum. Any SPTI FYC curriculum needs to align with and meaningfully serve the goals and 

outcomes of the program; therefore, these two ecological are intricately intertwined, 

interdependent, and interdependent. Any FYC curriculum also needs to be collaboratively 

negotiated and created by a team of involved stakeholders; it also needs to carefully consider and 

appropriately address the specific local context of a given institution, department, and program. 

Therefore, this ecology is also heavily affected and influenced by the decentered, collaborative 

models of administration that guide this constellation. Furthermore, these curricular changes 

cannot be carried out without proper training and professional development, which is affected by 

funding and WPA availability. Similarly, these curricula cannot sustain or remain vital without 

ongoing assessment. These ecological connections will be discussed in the sections below.  

 

Ecology 3: The Development of Accompanying Pedagogical Training  

If the foundational tenants of a FYC program—like its goals and outcomes and 

curricula—are being altered to coordinate SPTI, those who teach that curricula must be properly 

trained and supported. Our field has quite a bit of scholarship arguing for such pedagogical and 

technological training and support. First, I argue, like Leverenz, that technology training should 
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not be offered only to those teachers who elect it by choice; if we are hoping to develop SPTI, 

this training needs to be a normalized and regular part of our FYC pedagogical cultures. Second, 

like Takayoshi and Huot, I contend that such training should not be (exclusively) left to outside 

parties, departments, or groups. This ancillary work is best done in our English departments and 

FYC programs, as our leadership participation in these practices can help communicate 

investment and encourage cultures of interest and buy-in. Third, as Reid contends, this training 

should be formalized—as opposed to ad hoc “hallway talk of program lore” (205)—and include 

“quick-start and delay-start” (205) practices that extend pedagogical support beyond a teacher’s 

first year. If instructors choose to focus on improving their technology inclusion or altering their 

pedagogies later in their teaching tenures it could prove problematic if there are few formalized 

structures in those years to help support their innovation. Fourth, I argue, with McAllister and 

Selfe, that WPAs need to provide their FYC instructors with theoretical lenses concerning 

technology inclusion from current scholarship, so instructors can create, build, and revise their 

own pedagogical practices from informed foundations. Fifth, I would contend that WPAs explore 

alternative methods of training, methods that extend beyond workshop and brown-bag sessions, 

in order to cultivate sustainable cultures of informed investment, interest, and buy-in. For 

example, McAllister and Selfe suggest developing reading groups, circulating current 

scholarship, organizing speakers’ series, providing a reading list of additional resources, offering 

travel money for conferences and workshops, compiling and sharing web resources, and holding 

regular informal meeting or social events where instructors can share common experiences, 

ideas, advice, wisdom, humor, and warnings concerning their technology-inclusion efforts (359-

60). Finally, like Hea and Turnley, I encourage WPAs to utilize graduate courses, when possible, 

as a means of expanding, formalizing, and regularizing technology inclusive pedagogical 

training.  

 Reward Strategies. Another equally important loop in the knots of this ecology is the 

presence of reward structures for those FYC stakeholders who participate in these technology-

inclusion training practices. This ecology cannot be sustained without interest and buy-in from 

FYC instructors, and those cultures cannot be sustained without the proper levels of value and 

reward attached. It is rather axiomatic that most academics’ time is divided in an almost 

unimaginable number of directions. The demands of service, administration, research, teaching, 

mentoring, committee work, and tenure and promotion all pull at full time faculty members and 
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administrators. And although the details of the list change slightly, there are often just as many 

demands placed on graduate students’, adjuncts’ and teaching assistants’ time as well. The 

teaching stakeholders who make up FYC programs are very busy people, and there is simply no 

way to avoid the fact that keeping current with ever changing hardware and software programs, 

creating technology inclusive lesson plans, altering assignment prompts, and creating technology 

inclusive assessment plans takes additional time. Therefore, I argue that WPAs must consider 

training methods and rewards structures for those training methods simultaneously if this 

ecology is to function and sustain. For example, Palmquist advocates that WPAs  

include direct support for teaching innovation (already in place at many institutions) and 

funding for experimentation with information technologies in instructional settings. They 

should also include the recognition that innovation will not necessarily lead to 

improvements in teaching and learning. Taking reasonable risks—that is, risks that are 

calculated on the basis of careful thinking about teaching and learning—should be 

rewarded even when the outcome is something other than what is desired. (102) 

There is an important distinction being drawn here: it is not just that successful technology 

inclusion or inclusion that results in immediate achievement should be rewarded, but rather, that 

due to the experimental consistency of all technology, any and all efforts to innovate classroom 

practices, attend training, or develop oneself in regard to technology inclusion be acknowledged, 

valued, and rewarded.  

Ecological Relationships. Intricately intertwined with the ecologies of goals and 

outcomes and curriculum development is the ecology of instructor training and professional 

development. FYC goals and outcomes connected to SPTI cannot be supported without 

accompanying curricula, which cannot be properly implemented and delivered without SPTI 

focused training practices. Furthermore, these training practices cannot be created, maintained, 

sustained, or properly promoted without attention to institutional context and encouragement of 

shared authority and collaboration amongst stakeholder, practices that are guided by the 

decentered, collaborative administrative philosophies that hold this constellation together. These 

training practices are not only interrelated to the ecologies listed above, they also heavily rely on 

practices of assessment, available funding, and WPA investment—ecologies and looped knots 

which be addressed below.  
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Ecology 4: Materials Technology Needs and BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) 

Classrooms  

Any FYC SPTI effort necessarily requires material technologies. However, I argue that 

the field’s standard practice of constructing computers classrooms—where there is one 

classroom computer available for each first-year composition student—is only one of many 

options we can now adopt. Across educational scholarship, scholars have begun to take note of 

these wireless and BYOT models. In our field, Hea contends that “integration of wireless and 

mobile technologies on college and university campuses has steadily risen over the past seven 

years” (1) and Popham et al. argues “increasingly, universities are expecting students to have 

laptops, whether purchased or rented or—rarely—provided for them (153). Outside our field, a 

study from the University of Virginia found that  “laptops are commonplace in university 

classrooms…Survey data estimates that 99% of incoming freshmen own a laptop (University of 

Virginia, 2009) and about 65% of students bring their laptop to class (Fried, 2008)” (qtd. in Sana 

et al. 24). Certainly these percentages will vary based on institutional contexts and student 

demographics; however, the presence of student-brought material technologies is increasing 

overall. This change in the technological lives of our students and the technological landscape of 

our classrooms carries potential; however, it also brings with it new problems and complications; 

as Brooks argues us that “neither the technology nor the lifestyle is likely to live up to its press 

billings without stable infrastructures, stable devices, and meaningful uses for mobility” (135). 

He warns us that these changes require support, as with any technological system and that 

“English departments could wait for wireless computing to become the ground—to become the 

common environment in which we work and teach—but by doing so, we would miss out on an 

opportunity to study, understand, and shape the future uses of these technologies” (134). 

Similarly, Hea argues that “to hold any influence at all, to have any voice in the implementation 

of wireless and mobile technologies in our curricula, educators and researchers in rhetoric and 

composition must become better informed about far-reaching discourses and practices of 

wireless and mobile technologies” (3). We can hear echoes here of the scholarship noted in 

Chapter 1; Brooks and Hea remind us that ignoring wireless and BYOT models will not make 

them less of a reality; it will only make us less informed and thus less capable of being involved 

in the creation and shaping of accompanying practices. I argue, as in Chapter 1, that in order to 

retain agency in our own programs and alignment with our own best practices that we need to 
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understand how these wireless capabilities and student-brought material technologies are 

changing and altering the delicately balanced intertwined ecologies of our FYC SPTI efforts. 

 Ecological Relationships. The addition of these BYOT models affects nearly every 

ecology in this constellation—curricula (and potentially goals and outcomes by extension), 

teacher training, funding, assessment, new faculty positions, and a WPA’s balance of 

responsibilities. Hea’s introduction in her edited collection notes the pedagogical and curricular 

effects of these changes: “this migration to wireless and mobile technologies means a shift in the 

pedagogical and curricular spaces” (2). Similarly, in their chapter Hochman and Palmquist argue 

“for curriculum designers and teachers, however, the challenge will be investigating what has 

become possible and whether—and if so, how—it should be integrated into instruction” (129).  

Such change in pedagogical practices and curricular ecologies are interrelated to the ecology of 

teacher training and professional development practices; if these technologies are going to be 

utilized productively, we need to help our FYC instructors create pedagogical practices, 

assignments, and projects that incorporate these technologies. This requires a rethinking about 

our training structures alongside our curricula (re)development. These wireless and BYOT 

classroom similarly affect ecologies of funding for our FYC technology initiatives. As Dean et 

al. noted “the cost and ease of implementation make this system more competitive with fixed 

labs, particularly when you add in factors of decreasing laptop cost, cheaper networking costs, 

and limited class space” (Dean et al. “Why Wireless”). If hardware, software, and maintenance 

are no longer major line items on a WPA’s budget, there are a multitude of new areas where she 

can spend that money (e.g. training, assessment, new faculty positions, etc.). However, the 

increasingly accepted practice of passing these material technology costs on to students (Taylor) 

has its own complicated implications. As Turnely argues “Even if wireless networks are less 

costly to implement than wired ones, they still are neither free nor self-sustaining; mobile 

technologies are not quick fixes for problems of access. We composition teachers and program 

administrators, therefore, should be careful about the roles that we envision for students as we 

consider wireless possibilities” (88) Meeks’ work follows these implication out and argues 

“already marked by race, gender, class, age, able-bodiedness, and region-of-origin among a 

myriad other differences, students need not also be marked by the functionality of their laptops” 

(Meeks “Ownership”). In such delicately balanced systems even small gradual changes like this 

one can affect how we run and manage our programs and their technology initiatives.  
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Ecology 5: The Creation and Implementation of Assessment Strategies 

The work of Yancey and Huot reminds us that assessment can be more than summative 

drudgery used to justify our practices to others, garner support for our causes, or secure funding. 

It can even be more than simply formative in shaping a program or a cause; “writing assessment 

can be reformative, a way of changing pedagogies, curriculum, and programmatic structures in 

ways that benefit teaching and learning” (emphasis added, qtd. in Huot and Schendel 210). 

Creating SPTI in FYC programs requires more than tacking a few additional goals, assignments, 

or training workshops on to our already existing programs, it requires a rethinking, remediating, 

and restructuring of our programs. Therefore, I argue that this lens of assessment as (re)formative 

is what is needed in our coordination of FYC SPTI. I also argue that these (re)formative practices 

need to go beyond assessing only student and teacher performances. Like McAllister and Selfe 

and Bruce and Hogan, I argue that WPAs need an ecological lens for their assessment practices 

if they are to create, maintain, and revise FYC SPTI. This means that in addition to student texts, 

eportfolio, and teacher evaluations, curriculum could also be assessed in order to ensure that it 

aligns with and makes possible the goals and outcomes set forth by the program. Furthermore, 

the goals and outcomes themselves need to be assessed in order to determine their validity, 

worth, and alignment with stakeholder contexts, requirements, and needs. Additionally, as Hea 

and Turnley mention regarding to their own revised training practices, teacher training and 

professional development structures must also be assessed regularly to ensure they are meeting 

the needs of instructors; the same is true for the reward structures attached to these training 

practices. In order to balance and make manageable these complex assessment needs, I argue we 

can turn to Selfe’s assessment plan, one of the only extensive examples of a practical assessment 

framework that focuses specifically on programmatic technology initiatives. He advocates a 

formalized community approach, where stakeholders offer collaborative feedback that identifies 

the issues most in need of immediate assessment and revision; he offers WPAs a five step 

process:  

1. Identify stakeholders (e.g. students, teachers, tech support staff, facility or site administrators, 

program administrators, student workers, stakeholders outside the department, etc.); 

2. Define issues and areas of interest on which to focus (e.g. instructional and curriculum 

design, access, technical support, technology choices, fiscal and material realities, 

professional development and recognition, continuing fiscal management, broadening and 
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nurturing institutional relationships, technological policy concerns, long-term technology 

choices, etc.);  

3. Observe current sites of effort and involvement (ask: what issues do groups of stakeholders 

currently consider most important? How are they involved in these different areas?); 

4. Identify sites for increased involvement and investment (use the information gathered from 

first three steps to outline a range of opportunities, activities, and events that will help 

increase stakeholder involvement); 

5. Pinpoint and fine-tune involvement (i.e. Pick specific initiatives, times, dates, spaces, ways 

stakeholders can get involved) (124-47). 

Here we can see Selfe creating a plan that works to balance the many areas of assessment needs; 

step two specifically asks stakeholders to choose the areas most in need. I contend that this type 

of practical strategy frames our assessment practices as (re)formative, allows space for the depth 

and breadth of ecologies in need of assessment in these SPTI efforts, and can therefore help us 

create, maintain, and sustain appropriately flexible and innovative FYC SPTI.  

Ecological Relationships. All the ecologies discussed above—goals and outcomes, 

curricula, and teacher training—are intricately interwoven with this assessment ecology; all three 

of those ecologies need to be considered in these assessment practices. However, this ecology is 

also interrelated and interdependent on the ecologies that will be explore below; these practices 

are heavily affected by available funding as well as a WPAs’ available time. The overall 

decentered and collaborative administrative styles that guide this constellation will also 

encourage the shared authority, collaboration, and transparent communication structures 

necessary for these assessment activities. Selfe’s five-step assessment framework could provide 

at least a starting point for WPAs in these efforts. 

 

Ecology 6: The Securing of Initial and Ongoing Funding 

Any type of coordinated administrative effort necessarily requires funding. In the case of 

SPTI in FYC this funding is needed to support both human and non-human elements. Financial 

issues at institutions of any type are complex, always changing, and perhaps some of the least 

interesting and most frustrating work WPAs must be involved in; as Anson contends, 

Working with money can be challenging for those of us who were not especially attracted 

to the subject of finance in our own scholarly training or, for that matter, in our personal 
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lives. Even financially-minded faculty who take on the management of a program or 

department can feel bewildered by university budgeting, especially on large and complex 

campuses. (233) 

However, because of the interdependence of nearly every ecology present in this constellation, it 

cannot simply be ignored, passed over, or vaguely understood by WPAs. As Anson argued, “as 

vexing or unappealing as the subject of money may be to many of us, no writing program can 

run without a budget, and no administrator can ignore the effects of finances on the principles 

and delivery of writing instruction” (233). Furthermore, the work of McAllister and Selfe and 

Taylor encourage WPAs to think beyond material technologies as the primary budget items. 

McAllister and Selfe advise WPAs to carefully examine the “real costs” behind technology 

initiatives. Certainly hardware and software need to be purchased and updated, but there also 

needs to be money for the IT support staff who tends to those machines. WPAs also need to 

consider the money needed to educate faculty and staff. McAllister and Selfe call for us to 

consider the funding needed for the people AND the machines that are a part of our technology 

initiatives. Taylor similarly asserts that “I have been told that the standard corporate practice is to 

budget $1 on technology training for every $3 spent on hardware. Colleges and universities do 

not follow this practice (237). Consequently, he advocates that “the first thing you should do 

with your technology allowance is designate about 20 percent of it for training” (237). Certainly, 

this actual percentage will need to be determined by the institutional context a WPA works 

within; however, Taylor’s point is well taken. WPAs must think of training expenses 

simultaneously with material technology needs, not as afterthoughts.  

McAllister and Selfe and Taylor raise important issues about funding needed beyond 

hardware and software purchases; however, I contend that there is more than just training that 

needs financial attention. Nearly every ecology noted above needs financial consideration. If we 

are to create goals and outcomes and curricula connected to FYC SPTI and support them within 

a feminist constellation, WPAs need committees of involved and invested FYC stakeholders. 

Those participants need to be compensated or rewarded in some way. If we are going to ask 

teachers to attend additional training or to revise and rework their FYC syllabi, they too need to 

be compensated or rewarded in some way. Furthermore, if our initiatives and all their interrelated 

ecologies require thoughtful and consistent assessment, the stakeholders involved in those 

assessment practices also need to be compensated or rewarded. Of course, monetary reward is 
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not the only method of compensation; however, those systems and their relationships still need to 

be carefully considered and weighed by WPAs. Finally, and importantly, this funding needs to 

be continuous. Grants are helpful for starting; however, this funding needs to be constantly 

renewed and allocated as needed if our programmatic technology initiatives are going to remain 

sustainable.  

Ecological Relationships. This ecology’s connections to all those noted above—goals 

and outcomes, curriculum development, training and professional development, and 

assessment—means that WPAs need to budget for far more than material technologies and 

software in order to create successful and sustainable technology initiatives. However, the 

additional time, work, and effort these practices require will connect to the remaining two 

ecologies in this constellation. 

 

Ecology 7: The Creation and Oversight of New Staff and Faculty Positions 

Little attention has been paid to the potential of this ecology in computers or composition 

or WPA scholarship. Often these technology-focused staff/faculty/graduate assistant positions 

are mentioned tangentially in institutional narratives or as one of the many items on a WPA 

wishlist; as Talyor notes, “ideally, you can hire someone to help direct the technological aspects 

of your writing program” (239). Miller’s work mentions these positions within the narrative of 

his own experiences; he notes that a restructuring in his own program allowed him to create “a 

new assistant director line for an administrator/teacher in charge of instructional technology 

(239). Takayshi and Huot similarly mention the creation of a position in their institutional 

narrative  

A tenured associate professor whose research involved composing technologies thus 

received one course release per semester for directing the new office for digital 

composing; additionally, a graduate student in rhetoric and composition received a course 

release as assistant coordinator of digital composing. The designation of a digital 

composing coordinator (and the accompanying commitment of financial resources) was a 

recognition by the university and departmental administration of the work necessary for a 

smooth transition into the new curriculum. (93)  

These positions may feel like pollyannaish dreams for overworked WPAs; however, I would 

argue these positions can be creatively configured, if the systems of coordination and power are 
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properly navigated. This position can be given with a course release to existing faculty. I would 

argue that it could also serve an important component of an existing faculty member’s service 

requirements, if such an arrangement is properly defended and outlined to the appropriate levels 

of the department and/or institution. Furthermore, this could be a position given to a graduate 

student as part of a course requirement, as a Directed Independent Study course, in lieu of a 

course, as an administrative position, or as a research opportunity. Of course, a full time 

dedicated position would be the most ideal and the most helpful for WPAs working to coordinate 

SPTI; however, alternative versions can also be productively supportive and far easier for WPAs 

to negotiate and receive. These would surely be complicated negotiations, but they can be aided 

and supported by feminist administrative philosophies. 

Ecological Relationships. The number and sheer complexity of the ecologies involved in 

FYC SPTI requires dedicated time and attention. I would argue that this burden of work can be 

assuaged by the creation of new job positions that focus solely, or at least in part, on 

coordinating, managing, and maintaining the ecologies in this constellation. Staff, faculty, or 

graduate students can head and coordinate committees dedicated to creating and/or revising FYC 

goals and outcomes, curricular development, or assessment practices. They can also be involved 

in creating and/or delivering teacher training and professional development or even securing, 

managing, and sustaining funding. However, these positions need to be argued for and created by 

informed and savvy WPAs. Feminist administrative approaches can guide these power-sharing 

collaborations and empower a WPA to navigate her institutions complex knots of power, 

authority, influence, and financial support. However, in the end these positions must also be in 

constant contact with WPAs in order to be successful. While these positions can aid WPAs in 

balancing the task of maintaining these FYC SPTI ecologies, they cannot simply be created and 

then abandoned; they need to be maintained and given sustained attention. This interconnected 

loop will be explored in the next ecological system below.  

 

Ecology 8: The Creation and Maintenance of Reward Structures to Support WPAs 

Needless to say, the constellation of ecologies listed above—those that are necessary for 

the creation and maintenance of successful FYC SPTI—require dedicated time and effort from 

WPAs. WPAs are at the center of these constellations and with so many constantly changing, 

constantly moving, constantly intertwining parts, this constellation of ecologies not only requires 
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careful attention but sustained attention. However, SPTI is not the only the only task a WPA has 

to manage; it is one constellation of ecologies out of MANY that a WPA must balance. Horning 

reminds us that WPAs “work long, hard hours for their programs and their own professional 

development. But ultimately, fatigued and enervated, they hit the institutional wall. War stories 

abound” (4). WPA scholarship is filled these “war story” narratives concerning the amount of 

work, tasks, relationships, and initiatives WPAs are responsible for and the lack of recognition or 

reward they see for such efforts. WPA scholarship like Ward’s identifies what she calls “burnout 

antecedents” (52), or common factors that lead to WPA frustration, confusion, exhaustion, and 

eventual burnout; using the work of Cordes and Dougherty, she places these antecedents into 

three categories: “’role characteristics,’ including ‘role overload, ambiguity, and conflict;’ 

‘organizational characteristics,’ including ‘job context and contingency of rewards and 

punishment,’ and ‘personal characteristics,’ including ‘job expectations, perception of career 

progress, and certain demographic characteristics’” (52). If WPAs plates are already overloaded, 

if they are already overworked, and if SPTI and its many interconnected ecologies fall into 

nearly all of Ward’s categories for burnout antecedents—role, organizational, and personal—the 

work of managing these ecologies must be properly supported; otherwise, savvy WPAs will 

recognize that their time, efforts, and energies are best spent in other places, places that their 

institutions, departments, or programs more consciously values and rewards.  

 As Leverenz reminds us “initially [technology initiatives] can appear overwhelming—it 

means revising course outcomes, rewriting curriculum, rethinking professional development for 

teachers, and convincing others of the merits of these changes…In addition, most WPAs would 

need to argue for additional institutional resources--classrooms or labs, computers or wireless 

networks, software, technical support” (45). Therefore, “surely one of the biggest challenges is 

simply finding time to make these kinds of significant changes in one's writing program, 

especially in the absence of clear institutional incentives (and rewards) for doing so” (Leverenz, 

46). This discussion of time/effort and proportional incentives/rewards is not a new conversation 

in the subdisciplines of WPA or computers and composition. Both subdisciplines have spent 

years calling for and creating documents to support the validation of professional and tenure and 

promotion guidelines that include, value, and reward the work in their respective areas of 

emphases. The Portland Resolution was created and distributed for WPAs with this purpose 

specifically in mind. The scholarship of Schwalm, Garbhardt et al., and Roen et al. all work to 
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make similar arguments and create similar guidelines for WPAs. “Evaluating the Intellectual 

Work of Writing Administration” was also created and released by the Council of Writing 

Program Administration to provide an outline of what is included in the intellectual work of 

being a WPA. The subdiscipline of computers and composition has responded to similar 

exigences by creating the “CCCC Promotion and Tenure Guidelines for Work with Technology” 

and offereing accompanying case study examples in order to ensure that faculty members’ time, 

work, and efforts involving technology, digital culture, and classroom technology inclusion are 

acknowledged, valued, and seen as viable considerations in tenure and promotion processes. The 

CCCC executive committee has also written “CCCC Position Statement on Teaching, Learning, 

and Assessing Writing in Digital Environments,” and the journal Kairos and it’s editor Ball have 

contributed scholarship on the topic. However, these two areas have yet to overlap. If we want 

create SPTI in FYC programs that is balanced and healthy, WPAs need to put in the sustained 

time and effort to understand, navigate, and revise these structures; however, they cannot in good 

conscience as savvy professions do so if they are not properly recognized, valued, and rewarded 

for doing so. I would argue that until such efforts are incentivized and rewarded in institutionally 

appropriate and formalized ways, this SPTI work will not get the time and attention it requires 

and will therefore never thrive and sustain in the ways it otherwise could.  

Ecological Relationships. Each one of the seven ecologies explored above requires time, 

effort, and continuous, careful consideration by WPAs. These are delicately balanced ecologies 

and WPAs must take the time to understand the power structures around them, create goals and 

outcomes, develop aligning curriculum, train instructors to deliver this new curriculum, assess all 

the above practices, find, secure, and maintain funding to support all these practices, and 

coordinate with additional or new staff and faculty positions. Therefore, I argue that in order for 

these ecologies to get the attention they require, the time and effort that WPAs invest into SPTI 

must be acknowledged, valued, incentivized, and rewarded through formalized institutional 

structures.  

 

Overall, this study’s model of a constellation of interrelated, interdependent ecologies 

can help WPAs better recognize, understand, and navigate the complicated processes of SPTI in 

their FYC programs. This model purposes a more comprehensive, ecology-based theory of SPTI 

which can then be embedded into local and institutional contexts in order to help WPAs move 
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forward as informed agents of change in their SPTI efforts. The next chapter will detail and 

explore broad trends in the categorized findings from this study’s two research methods inside 

the first three steps of Selfe’s framework: stakeholder involvement, programmatic goals and 

outcomes, and material technologies.   
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CHAPTER 3 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION: SELFE’S THREE-STEP FRAMEWORK 

 

This chapter reports the findings from this study’s national survey, interviews, and focus 

groups through the combined lenses of Dickie Selfe’s sustainability-focused three-step 

framework and Kristie Fleckenstein et al.’s ecological frame. This chapter uses survey 

answers—both multiple choice answers and open-ended write-in comments—to speak to the 

realities of current First-Year Composition (FYC) programs and the variety of ways their efforts 

toward technology inclusion align with, or fail to align with, the three-step framework offered by 

Selfe.24 In addition to survey answers, I will present results from site-based interviews and focus 

groups, which will speak to the ecological connections between and among these framework 

guidelines that Fleckenstein et al. argue are important. Weaving together survey, interview, and 

focus group answers in this way allows the interview findings to corroborate, clarify, 

contextualize, and, at times, complicate the large-scale survey answers and their implications; it 

allows these findings to report on both the successes and shortcomings of the framework steps 

and the spaces and interdependent relationships between and among them.  

 The sections that follow move progressively through the steps and processes offered in 

Selfe’s three-step framework. Survey statistics and findings are reported first and interview 

results follow in each of the framework’s main sections:25   

1. Participants and programmatic demographics 

2. Stakeholder involvement  

3. Programmatic goals and outcomes 

4. Materials needs 

 

 

 

 

                                                
24 The three complications Selfe offered as important additions to this three-step framework are discussed alongside 
survey and interview/focus group findings in the following chapter.  
25 These sections also include small discussions of the findings concerning their connections to Selfe’s work. While 

this combination of findings and discussion does not necessarily follow the traditional genre of a findings chapter, 

this pairing will allow for more in-depth discussion and application of these findings and their accompanying 

discussion in Chapter 5, which will begin to develop a framework for sustainable technology initiatives. 
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1. Participant and Programmatic Demographics 

 

Who Participated in the National Survey? 

The nationally disbursed survey described in the previous chapter had 125 respondents. 

The majority (92%) of survey respondents reported teaching in four-year colleges or universities. 

The next largest majority (7%) reported teaching at community colleges, and the remaining 

participants articulated in written comments that they taught in adjunct positions at a variety of 

institutions in a range of institutional types. Most respondents (57%) reported their professional 

identity as “professor”(either probationary, assistant, associate or full), 20% as graduate students, 

and 12% as lecturers or adjuncts. The remaining respondents labeled their professional identity 

as “institutional administrator” (4%), staff (1%), or a combination of staff, professor, or 

administrator (5%). These demographic findings suggest that the findings of this study will 

reflect mostly the attitudes and opinions of tenure or tenure line faculty and graduate students at 

four-year institutions; which is what one might expect based on the convenience sampling in the 

survey.26  

 

Who Participated in the Interviews and Focus Groups? 

I conducted interviews and focus groups were at three public institutions located in the 

state of Florida. Institution 1 was a large research university with about 40,000 students overall: 

one interview was conducted with the FYC program’s Writing Program Administrator; one focus 

group was conducted with 4 FYC instructors (all graduate student teaching assistants with at 

least two years of teaching experience and a focus on either creative writing, literature, or 

rhetoric and composition in their graduate academics); and one focus group was conducted with 

three students from one of the instructor’s current FYC courses. Institution 2 was a liberal arts 

university with approximately a 30,000 student population: one interview was conducted with 

the FYC director; one focus group took place with two graduate teaching assistants (one new to 

the program that year in rhetoric and composition and one at the end of Ph.D. studies in 

literature); one final focus group was conducted with four students from one of the instructor’s 

current FYC courses. Finally, institution 3 was a community college with around 20,000 

                                                
26 For a discussion of this limitation and possible future directions for alternative non-convenience sample research 

options, see Chapter 6.  
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students: one interview was conducted with a full time teaching faculty member who oversaw 

the college’s FYC courses; one focus group was conducted with two full time teaching faculty 

members who regularly taught FYC courses; and one focus group was conducted with two 

students from one of the faculty member’s current FYC courses.  

 

How Were FYC Programs Structured? 

Survey findings. The programs in which survey respondents taught spread relatively 

evenly on a spectrum of classes offered and size. Thirty-one percent offered 51-100 sections of 

FYC per semester, 31% offered more than 100 sections per semester, 22% offer a much smaller 

1-25 sections per semester, and the remaining 18% fell in the middle offering 25-50 sections per 

semester. While participant demographic findings reveal an uneven number of respondents from 

four-year institutions, this relatively proportioned range of class sizes allow this study’s findings 

to speak to a balanced range of institutional sizes. In terms of programmatic course organization, 

over half of respondents reported teaching a program that offered a two-semester sequence in 

their FYC programs (51%); 31% offered a one semester stand alone course; and the remaining 

17% reported offering a range of one and two semester sequences based on their institution’s 

placement practices. Finally, when asked about programmatic administration, over half of 

respondents (53%) reported that their FYC programs were led by “designated WPA with at least 

one course release.” The next largest majority (22%) identified a “tenure-line faculty with a 

course release” as the administrative head of the FYC program. Eight percent claimed “other 

departmental administrator such as department chair,” and 9% offered write-in answers that 

clarified that their designated WPA was also a tenure-line faculty member whose job description 

included administrative work.  

Interview and focus group findings. All three institutions where interviews and focus 

groups took place had similar FYC program arrangements; statewide regulations meant that each 

university offered a two-semester sequence for their First-Year Composition program. Institution 

1 offered more than 100 sections of FYC per semester; Institution 2 and Institution 3 offered 

between 51-100 FYC sections per semester. Institution 1 had a full-time designated Writing 

Program Administrator and two graduate student assistant directors. However, the position was 

not tenured or tenure-tracked. Institution 2 also had a designated FYC director and two graduate 

student assistant directors; however, the administrator had received tenure years prior, largely 
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based on administrative and service work. Finally, Institution 3 had a full time teaching faculty 

member who oversaw the maintenance of the FYC courses and program; however, the position 

was not officially designated as “administration” or valued by the institution as such.  

 

2. Stakeholder Involvement  

A variety of survey and interview questions explored this important first step from 

Selfe’s framework in order to better understand which stakeholders were involved in actual FYC 

technology initiatives and the nuances of their levels of involvement. 

 

Who is Involved in FYC Technology Initiatives? 

Survey findings. Figure 1 

displays respondents’ answers to 

the level of involvement of 

various stakeholders in their 

institution’s FYC technology 

initiatives. Respondents were 

asked to reflect on a range of 

stakeholders at each of Selfe’s 

suggested institutional levels and 

rank each stakeholder’s level of 

involvement on a scale of 1-5.27 

As the figure shows,  

department administrators (i.e. 

FYC directors, department chairs, 

undergraduate directors, etc.) were identified as the most involved and influential group in these 

technology initiatives. Department technology consultants and IT specialists were the second 

most involved group, followed very closely by FYC instructors. At the very bottom of the list 

with the least involvement were community vendors/businesses and FYC students.  

                                                
27 Further discussions about the notion of “involvement” and the nuances of this term are detailed in Chapter 5. 

Figure 2: Involvement of stakeholders in FYC technology 

initiatives  
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These findings paint a perhaps unsurprising but complicated picture when layered over 

Selfe’s framework. Departments seem to have more input and involvement in these efforts—and 

thus by extension more input and control—than institutional or community forces which is 

encouraging considering that those like Selfe, DeVoss at al., and Selber warned us against ceding 

control of these initiatives to higher institutional levels. With departmental forces still involved at 

such a high level, we as English professionals may be able to better align these technology 

initiatives with our own best pedagogical practices in the field of composition and with current 

research in computers and composition. This is encouraging; however, Selfe’s 2005 work as well 

as Stuart Selber’s 2004 work pushed the field to consider the institutional levels beyond our 

departments and to include all those associated with these technology initiatives in decision 

making processes. This survey shows almost no involvement on the part of community 

members/vendors/businesses, the very people our students will meet and work for after their 

college careers. This may not be surprising considering how insular our institutions can be; 

however, as Selfe argued, it may not be the most productive or sustainable practice to continue if 

we want to prepare our students for writing in the technology-heavy 21st century work force 

community. Perhaps even more troubling is the low levels of involvement concerning FYC 

students. Selfe’s book dedicated chapters to exploring the myriad of ways students could be 

involved in these FYC technology initiatives (e.g. tutoring, technology training, formal and 

informal feedback, actual programmatic development input, etc.). The results of this survey show 

the institutions presented by these participants—who are arguable among the most privileged and 

connected to the conversations in the field—have not achieved these levels of student 

involvement.  

Finally, the open-ended comments from this survey question provide yet another insight. 

Seventeen of the survey respondents wrote in to clarify that the answers they provided were 

“extreme guesses” or that they were “very uncertain” about the answers they provided, especially 

concerning the stakeholders beyond their classroom. These write-ins all centered around the 

theme of confusion or a lack of clarity about not only who was involved in these technology 

initiatives but also who was allowed to be and in what ways that involvement could be achieved. 

This pattern of opacity in terms of the workings of these technology initiatives will be discussed 

further throughout this chapter as well as Chapters 4 and 5.   
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 Interview and focus group findings. Layering interview responses over these survey 

answers corroborates survey findings and offers potential implications of some of these areas of 

deficiency. Like survey participants, nearly all interview and focus group participants voiced 

confusion about the number and roles of involved stakeholders in their FYC technology 

initiatives. Directors across all three institutions noted that others were involved in their FYC 

technology initiatives, but there wasn’t regular contact with these stakeholders, specifically IT or 

technology support staff: 

• “And I don’t really know much about (Department IT specialist)’s job. He’s got a lot of 

freedom. He can come and go as he wants to. But I don’t know if that’s considered a staff 

position. I know it’s not a faculty position. I just don’t know…there is also another tech 

support team in the building, but they are mysterious. I have no idea who or what they are 

connected to” (FYC Director 1);   

• “I think there is another department on campus that deals with technology issues, like IT 

issues” (FYC Director 3);  

• “There is someone across campus you can ask for help from with classroom tech and lesson 

ideas. I think you find them in the library” (FYC Director 2). 

 These types of responses across institutional types show a lack of transparency and a lack of 

understanding in terms of available resources and how those can best be used. These are all 

responses from the administrators of these programs, those most likely to be guiding a large 

number of teachers, instructors, and adjuncts in their FYC programs; needless to say, these 

comments provide an array of potential missed opportunities for support.  

Beyond IT support, there was also confusion about more local support staff at Institution 

1:  

There is a TA who gets a course release for working with the computer classrooms, but 

there are whole semesters where I don’t think [the IT support staff] knows who that is. I 

don’t know who is supervising them or what they are doing. I mean, no body ever asked 

me who I thought should be that person. I don’t know…I don’t know, maybe s/he does a 

lot, but who do they answer to. (FYC Director 1)  

Here we can see an implication of this lack of transparency; a position has been created to help 

support these technology initiatives and the teachers and classrooms attached to them; however, 

the position has lost some of its potential power and/or agency because of a lack of oversight by 
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and communication amongst involved stakeholders. A similar pattern of confusion and lost 

agency emerged in instructor interviews at Institutions 1 and 2. Instructors at Institution 1 were 

aware of online available resources; however, they did not know who was in charge of these 

resources or how they could contribute: 

• “There are two helpful websites and some tech people in the building, but I have no idea who 

runs the pages or who those people are” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “There’s a Facebook page and some scattered links, and I have ideas I could add, but I don’t 

know who to even talk to about it” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “I hate the software on the computers in the classrooms, and someone told me once that we 

could add new programs, can we do that? Is that a thing we have a say in?” (FYC Instructors 

1);  

• “There is a section of the teaching guide that talks about technology, but it needs revision, 

like serious updating, but I don’t know who does that or if we even could as instructors” 

(FYC Instructors 2).  

Here we can see instructors at the two larger institutions express confusion over who creates, 

controls, and maintains these resources; we can also hear an interest in involvement and 

collaboration that is being lost or stifled because of the lack of awareness about who to take their 

concerns and questions to.  

The instructors in Institution 3 provided an interesting contrast to this. In the instructor 

focus group at Institution 3, there was a very clear consensus that one specific woman, the dean 

of the Communications and Humanities division, was the person to contact with all issues (“[all 

technology and instruction question] go through the Dean. It may have to go through other 

people or parts higher up, but I would go to the dean first for sure and she would set that up for 

us” (FYC Instructor 3).). All questions of support or confusion or involvement circled back to 

one person that instructors knew how to easily contact. Here we can see a productive 

transparency existing in this smaller institutional type. Institution 3’s instructors regularly met 

with an array of stakeholders in their faculty meetings—“deans, library staff, communications, 

humanities, IT staff, faculty development, they are all there” (FYC Instructors 3)—and answers 

indicated that there were clearer understandings of who controlled what portions of technology 

and classroom support. Through the comparison of these contextual factors, we can see increased 

agency in the smaller community college setting in terms of stakeholder involvement and 
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control. These issues of transparency and lost/fostered agency will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5.  

 

How are Non-Academic Stakeholders Involved? 

Survey findings. Because Selfe’s, DeVoss et al.’s, and Selber’s previous scholarship 

about technology initiatives also placed a large emphasis on understanding the institutional levels 

and stakeholders beyond that of the classroom and its instructor, additional survey questions 

worked to explore the specifics of institutional and community involvement. Selfe’s 2005 work 

emphasized the importance of, and our past failures in, creating events and/or spaces that invited 

all stakeholders to participate, coordinate, and collaborate. Fifty-nine percent of respondents 

reported no such events at their institutions; only 41% reported that they invited community or 

institutional faculty members to participate in technology initiative FYC activities. Of those 45 

who responded that they did invite these stakeholders’ involvement, 36 wrote in comments to 

clarify the type of involvement. The largest majority of these written answers, just over half, 

reported that institutional and community stakeholders were invited to attend “showcase” events 

of sorts. Keyword trends within these answers revealed an emphasis on “displaying,” 

“celebrating,” “showcasing,” and “awarding” completed student writing and/or technology-

enabled projects. Here we can see an emphasis on sharing and showcasing the final products of 

these FYC technology initiatives but a lack of opportunities for institutional and community 

members to become involved as more than passive audience members of these initiatives and 

their resulting texts. Responses indicated that these stakeholders were not asked to meaningfully 

contribute to the technology-initiatives’ development, design, or re-design; rather, they were 

invited to witness their outcomes and tangible products.  

The second most common write-in answer expressed institutional and community 

involvement in a workshop-like event.  Keyword trends from these answers centered on 

“workshops,” “brown bag lunches,” and “speakers events” that invited all members of the 

university and select community business partners to attend. Here we can see a professional 

development element being layered atop these levels of stakeholders; however, again, these 

answers do not reflect an active, participatory role for these stakeholders either. Rather, they 

were invited to attend and, again, act as passive audience members in technology initiative 

training. Only one write-in answer displayed active involvement by institutional and community 
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members: “they are invited to outcomes assessment meetings.” While 41% of respondents did 

report that their FYC technology initiatives involved those outside of their department, write-in 

answers offered a picture of passive, audience-like involvement where institutional members 

were presented the end products of these technology-initiatives or were expected to sit passively 

to be trained in how to use these technologies. This involvement is encouraging at the most basic 

level, but the type of involvement presented here does not necessarily align with the ecologically 

conscious model that our past scholarship has advocated for.  

 When asked to reflect on community members as a separate and specific group of 

stakeholders respondents’ answers strayed even further from Selfe’s suggested framework. 

Seventy-eight percent of respondent reported that their FYC technology initiatives did not work 

to engage community members; only 22% reported they did. Of these 22%, trends in write-in 

answered displayed programs that connected to community stakeholders through service learning 

partnerships, but that the majority of those relationships were established and maintained in an 

ad hoc fashion founded in the agency taken by individual instructors (the complications of ad 

hoc programmatic organizing are discussed in the following section). As mentioned above, 

Selfe’s work argued that if we are to create sustainable technology initiatives we need to 

recognize, consider, and involve all affected institutional levels. As one responder wrote,  

Despite their high-minded and humanistic Latin motto, my college tries to stay as isolated 

from the community members as possible. Administrators and students alike see the 

surrounding area as a threat and do their best to keep the precious technology and 

pedagogy under lockdown at all times. They are working on building a fence around the 

school, ‘enhancing’ its borders, so to speak.  

Though perhaps sarcastic and cynical, this written response emphasizes the separation often 

present between the academy and its surrounding community and the disjoint between academic 

philosophical missions concerning community and actualized practices and relationships.  

 Interview and focus group findings. Finings from FYC Director interviews and 

instructor focus groups at all three institutions align with survey findings; none of the 

participants reported involvement of outside, non-academic and/or community stakeholders in 

their technology initiatives. In fact, instructors at Institutions 1 and 2 expressed confusion 

regarding the question itself and the need for such stakeholder involvement: 
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• “Like how would outside people be involved in our comp classes? I never really thought 

about it. They aren’t here; not that I know of in our program in any ways. Should they be?” 

(FYC Instructors 2);  

• “Oh, that’s far reaching. As far as I know, we don’t have any relationships with them outside 

of when a TA chooses to teach a service learning-like project. And that would be something 

the TA would have to find the connections for and set up on their own. Man, should we be 

doing that? Now I kind of think yes” (FYC Instructors 1).  

All three FYC Directors similarly reported a lack of formal structures for non academic and 

community member involvement: 

• “Oh no, we don’t have like workshops or meetings with them. A TA can choose to be 

involved with community organizations, but I’m not involved in those processes or 

relationships” (FYC Director 1);  

• “No we stay pretty local. I can’t think of any ways they are involved off hand. No” (FYC 

Director 2);  

• “They are sometimes involved with internships, but not comp classes, that I know of” (FYC 

Director 3).  

As with survey findings, interview and focus group responses reported little outside stakeholder 

involvement, and if involvement did occur it was initiated by individual instructors working in 

ad hoc fashions. This findings displays an overall lack of involvement and engagement in the 

communities in which our programs exist, and while FYC students may be a few years away 

from graduating and entering into these spaces, the 21st century literacy practices that exist as the 

foundation of our FYC courses and programs should arguably still align with the world outside 

our academic walls.  Selfe and his framework pointed us in this direction in 2005; however, 

surveys shows that the institutions and FYC programs represented in this study still have a long 

road ahead of them in terms of bridging these separations and disjoints between and among 

institutional and community levels. 

 

How is New Stakeholder Involvement Encouraged? 

Survey findings. Finally, Selfe argued that technology initiatives could not succeed or 

sustain by depending only on tech-savvy junior faculty; rather, new faculty and teaching 

assistants and those “who take on computer-supported instructional efforts later in the game” 
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needed to be meaningfully included. However, survey answers shows that 63% of respondents 

did not identify their FYC program as having “concerted efforts to include additional/new/other 

faculty in FYC technology initiatives.” Of the 37% that reported they did have efforts that 

aligned with this advice, 70% of write-in comments clarified that these efforts were mainly in the 

form of “workshops” and “brown bags;” about 15% reported “team-teaching,” or “blended 

classroom” spaces where teachers with different levels of technology experience and interest 

collaborate; and the remaining 15% cited competing issues of disinterest or apathy among 

faculty. The first category may not be that surprising—workshops and brown bags are a common 

professional development trope in our field—however, the mention of blended and team taught 

classrooms presents an interesting new direction the programs represented in this study are 

moving in. The final category presents a sobering counter to this direction, however. As some 

responders wrote “I talk to other faculty in the department about integrating more technology, 

but few are interested;” “We offer others to try new things (few take us up);” “Individuals can 

come up with initiatives, no one has.” These comments point to another important finding and 

tension that will weave throughout the remaining findings of this chapter and the next: 

disinterest, apathy, and the importance of buy in. Selfe’s past work has pointed us in the 

direction of searching out a variety of stakeholders from an array of institutional and community 

levels; however, the effort put into identifying and finding stakeholder, creating events, and 

inviting participation can all be easily thwarted or muted by disinterest from these stakeholders. 

Identifying and offering inclusion and achieving engaged, meaningful collaborative inclusion of 

stakeholders are two very different accomplishments. 

Interview and focus group findings. Interview and focus group findings add one final 

additional layer; they emphasize the important role that teacher training and graduate-level 

courses in composition pedagogy can play in encouraging new stakeholder involvement, agency, 

and interest. FYC directors and instructors at Institutions 1 and 2, which both had large numbers 

of graduate teaching faculty in their FYC programs, all noted the importance of initial training 

and follow up course work in building a community of engaged stakeholders for their technology 

initiatives. Both institutions involve some mention of technology inclusion in their teacher 

training seminars, and both had seminar elements that helped teachers include technology in their 

individual syllabi and lesson plans. As one director argued, “The biggest moves we have made 

for technology programmatic inclusion really happen in GTA summer training. When we make 
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using technology an integral part of the summer training program we are teaching the new TAs 

how to use it, giving them exposure to different kinds of technology, and helping them bring it to 

their classes” (FYC Director 2). Another director similarly asserted “I think that when we 

include multimodal texts and projects in the TA summer training and [teacher training] strands 

that shows [teachers] how much we value it. They are required to use a strand during their first 

year, and each of the strands, all of them, now include some kind of multimodal project…When 

it’s in the summer training and it’s in the strands it’s going to happen in the classroom” (FYC 

Director 1). Survey questions did not focus specifically on graduate structures as a means for 

stakeholder inclusion, but these interview responses reveal their importance and their conscious 

use by FYC directors as a way to bring in new faculty members to FYC technology initiatives.  

Institution 1’s director further argued that placing this emphasis on technology inclusion 

in initial teacher training and graduate courses had positive effects later on:  

One of the things that makes our program and its technology efforts so strong is the First-

Year Comp committee. The things those folks do are absolutely amazing. I wouldn’t 

have time to do that Teacher’s Guide, or to do that Guide in the way it’s done concerning 

technology People always ask me, ‘how do you do that?’ And I have to say ‘I don’t, I 

help, but it’s the FYC committee. They ask how I pay them and I say ‘I don’t. I send out 

an email and they come and work their butts off.’ I think that many TAs get interested 

early on and then appreciate being treated as professionals and treated and valued fairly. 

(FYC Director 1) 

Here we can see that early emphasis on technology inclusion and its value resulted in more 

interested stakeholders, stakeholders willing to serve on committees and build resources later in 

their academic careers because of the inherent professional development value they saw in the 

activity.  Here we can see the possible potential in using training programs and courses as 

technology initiative entry points for new FYC instructors.  

 

Stakeholder Involvement in Summary  

 Overall, these reports show represented FYC programs working to include a range of 

stakeholders in their technology initiatives; however, a full sustainable approach like the one 

suggested by Selfe is not quite actualized. Few stakeholders beyond faculty and department 

administrators were included at meaningful levels. Community members and FYC students 
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themselves were barely included at all. Furthermore, the involvement they did appear to maintain 

placed them in passive roles that asked them to receive or view the effects of these technology 

initiatives as opposed to being involved in their creation, maintenance, or (re)design. 

Complicating this even further were issues of apathy and disinterest that manifested themselves 

throughout these survey questions. Selfe’s work emphasized the importance stakeholder 

involvement at as many institutional and community levels as possible, but these survey findings 

question what FYC programs are to do when faced with disinterest by these outside stakeholders. 

Furthermore, interviews and focus groups displayed the possible agency that was stifled or lost 

when stakeholders failed to communicate with one another and encourage transparency 

concerning their relationships to one another and the technology initiatives as a whole. These 

interviews also revealed the important potential that lies in training courses and graduate level 

work due to its ability to bring in new stakeholders, engage them immediately, and encourage a 

culture that values technology inclusion from the start of their teaching tenures.  

 

3. Programmatic Goals and Outcomes 

 A range of survey and interview questions asked respondents to reflect on the goals and 

outcomes present in their FYC programs and the influence technology initiatives had in these 

programmatic missions. 

 

Do FYC Program Goals/Outcomes Connect to Technology Initiatives? 

Survey findings. Sixty percent of respondents reported no FYC programmatic goals and 

outcomes connected to technology inclusion or technology initiatives. Furthermore, 64% of 

respondents categorized the inclusion of technology in their individual FYC classes as being 

determined on an individual teacher-by-teacher basis (i.e. teachers decide on their own whether 

to utilize technology and technology-enabled pedagogies).  About 19% reported that technology 

inclusion choices were made “on a departmental level (i.e., the department/program requires 

technological incorporation and/or pedagogies)” and 3% answered “on an institutional level (i.e., 

institutional initiatives/administrators require technological incorporation and/or pedagogies),” 

answers which align more with Selfe’s framework. The remaining 18 respondents (or 14%) 

provided write-in answers that can be categorized two ways:  
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• technology decision were made by a mix of the stakeholders listed above (“all of the above;” 

“I would say a mix. Institutionally, there is the requirement that students need to have access 

to a laptop. Departmentally, there are certain assignments which presuppose technological 

access. Individually, teachers use technologies in their classrooms in a variety of ways.”);  

• teachers had day to day or week by week individual agency concerning technology inclusion 

in their classes but a final end of semester technology requirement handed down by 

department or institutional administration (“Teachers can use as little or as much technology 

over the course of the semester. However, all students must submit an end-of-term 

eportfolio;” “We require an ePortfolio, for example, and one assignment needs to incorporate 

visual elements.”).  

Here we see a rather large percentage of these FYC programs still working in an ad hoc fashion 

concerning technology inclusion in their FYC courses.  

These numbers are quite similar to what Daniel Anderson et al.’s 2006 study found 

concerning the incorporation of multimodality in the English classroom: 

 Eighty-four percent of respondents (n=37) indicated that multimodality was taught on an 

"individual teacher basis" while only 32 percent reported that multimodality was taught 

in specific courses (rather than by specific teachers). On both undergraduate and graduate 

programmatic levels, 24 percent of respondents (n=9 in both cases, although not the same 

9 respondents in each case) indicated that multimodality was emphasized as part of the 

curricula, and 21 percent (n=8) indicated that multimodality was implemented in general-

education sequences (q6). 

While their focus was on multimodality specifically, its relation to technology inclusion and 

technology initiatives is evident, and both this survey’s results and theirs are counter to the 

programmatic focus that Selfe’s framework advocates for. The majority of survey respondents 

are not being guided by programmatic goals and outcomes but rather making individual choices 

about their technology inclusion efforts. Respondents’ reactions to this lack of programmatic 

guidance and consistency will be discussed later in this chapter. 

 Interview and focus group findings. Interview responses from Institutions 1 and 2 align 

with these survey findings. Both FYC directors reported little programmatic guidance in terms of 

goals and outcomes that aligned with or included technology inclusion and initiatives: 

• “Well, you know, they don’t exist” (FYC Director 2);  
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• “Our outcomes relate to creating composers of all kinds of texts, so the structure of the essay 

depends on the message you are trying to communicate. We want to treat them like real 

writers. But because we have so many TAs with different backgrounds and teaching styles, 

this doesn’t have to involved technology” (FYC Director 1).  

Instructors at both universities also reflected this in their responses, emphasizing—like the 

survey findings show—individual instructor agency concerning technology-inclusion  

• “Technology is an option. We’re not pressured to include it, it’s not required but it’s 

encouraged and explained early on” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “Technology is optional in the program. We have three computer classrooms, so if a GTA is 

placed in one of those classrooms they are encouraged to take advantage of the technology, 

but at the same time, they are not required to use it” (FYC Instructors 2).  

Once again, Institution 3 and its smaller size and more connected/networked faculty 

provide a contrasting model. FYC Instructors at Institution 3 commented that “there is a course 

outcome for [technology]…I do know it’s streamlined throughout the entire university. So the 

[technology-inclusive] course outcome is for the entire university, and of course as a program, 

we decided what should be characterized within that” (FYC Instructors 3). Here, Institution 3 

provides a model of open communication and consistency concerning FYC goals and outcomes, 

similar to the transparency present concerning stakeholder relationships at Institution 3. The 

institution had university-wide technology initiatives and therefore connected outcomes, ones 

that allowed each department to articulate and contextualize the specifics of their technology 

inclusion and programmatic initiatives. Institution 3’s FYC instructors specifically noted this 

programmatic consistency as something they appreciated: “I really, really do like the idea of it 

being streamlined across the entire campus. They are trying to make it so that we all use the 

same outcomes sheet for this, but it works for us as English” (FYC Instructors 3).  

 

What Do These Goals/Outcomes Look Like? 

Survey findings. Additional survey questions worked to clarify the specifics of those 

programs that did have goals and outcomes connected to technology inclusion and initiatives. Of 

the 40% of respondents who reported that technology inclusion was noted in their programmatic 

goals and outcomes, about 60% of write-in answers named the WPA Outcomes Statement as the 

model for their outcomes. These respondents quoted the final plank of the WPA outcomes 
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statement directly, detailing that their program quoted or paraphrased specific bullet points from 

that plank to include in their FYC programmatic mission: 

• “Students should utilize different technologies to support and develop the students’ 

information literacy skills, their writing processes, and their written products;”  

• “Students should be able to understand and take advantage of the differences between print 

and electronic composing processes;  

• “Our outcomes call for a consideration of how various technologies shape communication 

with different audiences using different genres.”   

Approximately 20% wrote in to clarify that they had responded yes to the question but were very 

unsatisfied with the current goals/outcomes: 

• “Use it effectively, to sum it up briefly. Outcomes assessment for all graduates include 

technology goals of emailing and attaching a file and such;”  

• “Only that we should find some way to help student with it, but nothing that would remotely 

be considered an outcome.”   

Most of these respondents noted that the word technology was present in their FYC programs’ 

goals and outcomes statements but that it was mentioned in passing, tangentially, without further 

clarification, and in vague terms. The remaining 20% of write-in comments noted that they had 

checked ‘no’ to the above question but that such outcomes were in the midst of being drafted, 

added, or revised at their institution:  

• “Nothing formal, but a subcommittee is working on that now;”  

• “Right now, we are on the cusp of including more technology in our programmatic 

development. The first-year writing program has been stagnant for quite some time, and has 

recently gotten new leadership. This leadership is about to push really hard to include new 

technological initiatives.”   

These findings reveal that a relatively small percentage of survey respondents’ FYC 

programs considered technology inclusion and initiatives in their programmatic goals and 

outcomes. Many of the programs that did followed the guidelines provided by the WPA 

outcomes, which becomes even more complicated when the recent revisions to the WPA 

Outcomes Statement are considered. The CCC Outcomes Committee has reported at multiple 

conferences in recent years that the separate technology plank that many respondents’ programs 

are currently relying on is being revised and edited out as a separate plank to the statement. 
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Rather, technology, electronic texts, technology-enabled composing practices, etc. will be woven 

throughout the main planks of the statements, making technology inclusion more of an ever-

present goal to 21st century FYC goals and outcomes as opposed to a tacked on entity at the end 

of the statement. This will, no doubt, present an interesting challenge in the future.  

 

How, and By Whom, are These Goals/Outcomes Created? 

Survey findings. Selfe’s work did not simply emphasize that these goals and outcomes 

be created but collaboratively created by an array of stakeholders. Figure 2 displays the 

responses from the 40% of 

respondents who reported that they 

did have technology inclusion- and 

initiative-related FYC goals and 

outcomes and how they reflected on 

stakeholder collaboration. FYC 

directors were selected most often as 

involved in the creation of these 

statements, and the second most 

selected answer was a collaborative  

committee. Nearly 60% of 

respondents reported that a committee 

of stakeholders created these goals and 

outcomes. FYC instructors were also 

selected as relatively highly involved (selected by just under half of responders). Least involved 

were FYC graduate teaching assistants (selected by 16%) and institutional administrators 

(selected by 7%).  

 Interview and focus group findings. While interview and case study Institutions 1 and 2 

did not have FYC goals/outcomes connected to technology inclusion or initiatives, both of their 

directors did mention potential complications/impediments to future processes of creating them, 

complications that emerged from stakeholders at institutional levels higher than their own: 

• “The program’s goals also still have to follow the state Gordon Rule which says how many 

actual words a student must write while in FYC courses. So it gets confusing when we want 

Figure 3: Involvement of stakeholders in goals and outcomes 

creation 
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to make an outcome include multimodal texts that have more than ‘just words.’ I also have to 

follow state standards with AP credits and dual enrollment. This changes the kind of student 

that comes in and what they are ready for and how long we get with them. It’s hard to make 

outcomes and goals and make sure we achieve them when nearly 70% of students pass out of 

[the first FYC course] for one reason or another” (FYC Director 1);  

• “Technology goals and outcomes get complicated because of the WAC requirements in the 

university as a whole and then the state Gordon Rule and its word limit requirements” (FYC 

Director 2).   

Here we can see a complication that survey questions did not afford space for. FYC directors at 

both of the larger universities expressed interest in creating these kinds of outcomes; however, 

they were also quick to note that they did not have complete agency or control over the goals and 

outcomes of their program. State mandate and government policies also affected them and 

needed to be taken into consideration; high school educational systems also affected these 

practices. These ecological complications and loops will be addressed further in Chapter 5.  

 

Goals and Outcomes in Summary  

Overall, the findings provided by current FYC programs in this study does not present a 

picture that aligns with Selfe’s framework for technology initiatives: only 40% of survey 

participants had FYC goals and outcomes connected to technology inclusion or initiatives, and 

this number was complicated even further. About 20% of that set was unhappy with the 

tangential, vague, or under-clarified mentions of technology, technology inclusion, and 

technology initiatives in their outcomes; nearly 40% were not collaboratively created by 

involved stakeholders; and almost 60% were based on the wording from a WPA outcomes 

statement that is about to be revised to omit the plank programs were relying on. Interview 

responses largely corroborated these findings and offered state mandates, government education 

policy, and high school advanced credits as complications to the process of creating these 

programmatic goal and outcomes. Institution 3, again, provided a small counter point to these 

findings, offering a program whose smaller size and connected faculty allowed for consistent 

technology initiative focused goals and outcomes across the university as a whole.  
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4. Material Technology Needs 

In order to explore the kinds of technologies present in current FYC programs, research 

participants responded to a range of questions that asked them to detail the material technologies 

available to them for their FYC course. Participants were questioned about the physical spaces 

and resources available, how long those resources existed, and what they deemed as their level of 

technology inclusion. The responses from these questions as well as the patterns and trends in 

written comments, interviews, and focus groups reveal some important changes occurring in our 

institutional settings and the challenges those changes are presenting for FYC stakeholders.  

 

What Material Technologies are Available for FYC Classes? 

Survey findings. First, survey participants were asked to speak to the availability of 

computers classrooms for their FYC courses. Only 17% of respondents answered that “all FYC 

courses are taught in a computer classroom”; the largest percentage (45%) claimed that 

computers were available upon request for FYC courses; 12% checked that “technology can be 

used only if instructors bring their own laptop/equipment. Finally, 8% answered that “no 

computers classroom are available” for FYC courses. Combining the first two categories of 

answers reveals that over 60% of respondents have the opportunity to teach in a classroom where 

computers are available for all FYC students. Furthermore, 43% of respondents reported that 

these computer classrooms had been in place for six or more years at their institution. 

Considering the subdiscipline of computers and composition emerged with its own journal and 

conference making arguments for technological inclusion in our composition classes nearly 30 

years ago, these are could be considered relatively promising and validating findings.  

 Interview and focus group findings. Similar material technology set ups were present at 

interview institutions as well. Institution 1 had two computer classrooms with desktop computers 

available for each student and two wireless-enabled classrooms for student-brought technologies. 

However, only the desktop computer classrooms were available for FYC instructors and courses. 

These FYC computer classrooms were owned, controlled, and maintained through the English 

department and had been in existence for at over 10 years. Institution 2 also had two computer 

classrooms with desktop units for each student and one wireless classroom. Like Institution 1, 

these computers classrooms had been in existence for over 10 years and only the desktop 

classrooms were available to FYC instructors and classes. Unlike institution 1, the FYC program 
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itself, not the English department as a whole, owned, controlled, and maintained these desktop 

classrooms; the complications this created for the FYC director will be discussed in the funding 

section of the next chapter. Institution 3, yet again, presented a different picture. As one FYC 

Instructor said, “every 1101 I have taught for 6 years has been in a computer classroom, with 

computers there for each student…most classroom buildings on campus have only computer 

classrooms, like all three floors. I don’t know too many people who have ever taught 1101 in a 

traditional classroom” (FYC Instructors 3). All of these classrooms, however, were controlled by 

higher levels of university and IT staff, and both instructors and the Director were uncertain as to 

exactly who that was, how they were controlled, and who was responsible for maintaining them.  

Bring Your Own Technology (BYOT) in surveys. The range of responses and the 33% 

of survey participants who opted to select this question’s “other” category and provided written 

explanations offer this study interesting insights. These 44 write-in responses can be categorized 

into four different types of answers: the first one provides a clarification on the availability of 

these classrooms, and the last three offer different physical set ups for the material technology 

resources that push against the subdiscipline’s master narrative of “computer classrooms.” First, 

10 of the respondents who selected “other” clarified that computer classrooms were available but 

availability was limited in a variety of ways. Specifically, many wrote that computer classrooms 

spaces existed but generally could not be requested for FYC courses (“we have a couple, but 

they are reserved for the professional writing classes. Thus, FYC is scheduled in those 

classrooms only if availability remains after the PW classes are scheduled;” “there are several 

computer classrooms on our campus--three that I can think of--but FYC instructors generally 

can't request them.”).  Others expressed that availability was limited currently, but plans were 

emerging to improve that (“we have one dedicated room in which most sections are taught; 

another room is in motion now;” “we have not yet had computer classrooms available that are 

large enough to hold a standard class (20). We will, though, beginning next year.”).  The second 

category of responses (9 participants) provided answers that detailed a “hybrid model” where 

FYC courses were taught in traditional, non-computer classrooms for a certain numbers of days 

per week and then rotated into shared computer labs or classrooms for other days (“hybrid 

section - half the time in a traditional classroom; half the time in a computer lab;” “FYC is taught 

in the computer lab one day of a three day a week class;”). The third category of answers offers a 

similar remix of sorts to the computer classroom model. The four respondents in this category 
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mentioned that their FYC programs used a laptop or tablet cart model where instructors could 

request and bring in a portable station of technology for students to use (“we can request laptop 

carts to support in-class activities.”).   

The final, and largest, category of write-in responses for this question pushes beyond 

remixing the computer classroom model; it challenges its very necessity. As one respondent 

succinctly stated it “all writing classes are taught in rooms with wireless capability…all students 

are required to have laptops, so any classroom can become a tech-classroom.” All the answers in 

this category mentioned the wireless capabilities of their classrooms, ubiquitous computing 

initiatives at the institutional level, or the material technologies brought in by students 

themselves, as opposed to those already present in the classroom. As another participant wrote 

“for the most part, it's BYOT/L.” Here we see an interesting challenge to the master narrative of 

our subdiscipline and its nearly 30 years worth of advocating for computer classrooms. When 

“all classrooms are computer classrooms,” as another responded answered, due to campus-wide 

wireless access and an increase in the material technologies students bring with them into our 

classrooms, there are a number of new challenges that arise, pedagogically, programmatically, 

and administratively.  (These issues will be discussed further in depth and in concert with current 

scholarship Chapter 5). Overall, the answers provided by this one seemingly simple question 

about the presence and availability of computer classrooms reveals how apparently 

oversimplified the notion of the “computer classroom” is in today’s English departments and 

FYC programs. This question reveals that about half of respondents are still using, or pushing for 

more use of, computer classrooms in one capacity or another; however, the other half are 

experimenting with alternative models: hybrid classes, portable technology carts, and wireless, 

BYOT models.  

BYOT in interviews and focus groups. Interestingly, despite the lack of a question or 

prompt directly addressing laptops and students-brought material technologies, every interview 

and focus group discussed the notion of BYOT classrooms—directors, instructors, and students 

alike. Institutions 2’s director was the most vocal about the need for a change in perspective 

amongst composition professionals: “In composition, historically, we have always thought about 

‘the computer classroom’ or ‘the computer lab’ or ‘the digital studio’ and that feels like an 

increasingly dated concept to me” (FYC Director 2). He argued that because “we are dealing 

with a situation where our technology is always already aging” (FYC Director 2), that we need to 
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move away from what he termed a “sacred spaces model” of composition pedagogy: “as 

technology becomes more, you know, everywhere, we won’t need these designated labs” (FYC 

Director 2). He argued that “we cling to the idea that computer classrooms have to be argued for, 

and fought for, and ours as English faculty, like they are sacred spaces. But now nearly every 

student has a laptop or an ipad or a phone, why do we need these sacred spaces anymore. Why?” 

Instead, in his own program he is working to  

designate technology intensive sections which means it’s a bring your own laptop 

section. So a student could only register if they could certify that they had a laptop or 

tablet to bring to the classroom. I think increasingly students have the technologies and 

we’ve got the wireless networking, so instead of us having to invest in computers that are 

just going to age, specially when we can only afford one computer classroom, we can sort 

of designate lots of mobile rooms based on what students have available to them. (FYC 

Director 2) 

Here again we see findings similar to the survey; the trope of computer classrooms with desktop 

units for each students, the trope that has permeated our scholarship for 30 years, is being 

updated, challenged, and revised because of wireless internet capabilities already present on 

campus and the prevalence of student-brought material technologies.  

While FYC Director 2 was optimistic and excited about these changes, many of the other 

interview and focus group participants expressed anxieties, questions, or complications that 

result from these wireless BYOT classrooms models. These comments fall into three main 

categories: 1) concerns about “controlling” these student-brought technologies; 2) anxieties 

about these technologies as distractions; and 3) questions about new BYOT-inclusive 

pedagogies.  First, the instructors at all three focus group institutions expressed concern about 

“controlling” the kinds of material technologies students brought with them. Some FYC 

Instructors explicitly asked students not to take out their own material technologies during class 

time: 

• No cell phones in is my syllabus and because there are computers in the classrooms, I don’t 

know, I just ask them not to bring their own. But I still get maybe 3 or 4 students every 

semester who ask to use their own and I never really know what to say” (FYC Instructors 3);  

• “Ahh the laptops! I hate being that teacher, and I know technology is important, but no, I 

make them keep them away. It’s in the syllabus” (FYC Instructors 1);  
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• “It’s hard to regulate the technology students are bringing with them. Some of the old school 

professors prefer not to have any present unless they specifically ask for it. It kind of feel like 

a guessing game, ‘should I be the professor who walks around and looks at students’ screens 

or do I want to be the professor who just lets them do what they need to do” (FYC Instructors 

2). 

There was a confused tension here about what to do with student-brought material technologies 

amongst FYC Instructors: they recognized the importance of technology inclusion in the 

classroom, but because they did not know how to manage what students were doing on their own 

machines, the resulting default reaction was largely a full ban on these technologies, which they 

articulated through their syllabus guidelines.  

This leads to the second major category of interview and focus group comments, 

concerns that these student-brought material technologies are merely distractions. Instructors and 

students at all three institutions noted this issue. Some saw these technologies only as 

distractions to lectures and class discussions: 

• “I can’t tell you how many times I’ve seen kids playing Candy Crush Saga on their phones. It 

drives me up the wall. They take their computers out like they are taking notes but they aren’t 

taking notes, they are looking at Facebook” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “I mean I do it. Like in my government class, I’m so bored. I hate that class, so every time 

she’s up there I’m like yeah Candy Crush” (FYC Students 2);  

• “I actually have to choose not to take my laptop to class. Just my notebook and my pen, 

otherwise I just scroll through me newsfeeds” (FYC Students 1);  

• “I just can tell they aren’t paying attention and when I walk by I can see them minimize the 

Facebook chats or text message conversations, or the Pintrest page, or the Tumblr blog. I just 

don’t know how they are possibly paying attention” (FYC Instructors 1).  

Others noted their distracting potential but saw class size, teaching style, and class organization 

as factors that could affect their distracting influence:  

• “Is it distracting? No, not really. I think it was because it was an interesting class and a small 

class and there was a lot of interactions among students as well, you’re not able to just do 

something else. In a huge lecture hall you’re just super bored and like oh let me go on 

Facebook” (FYC Students 1);  
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• “It comes down to the fact that the person who is distracted on their computer or phone 

would probably be drawing a doddle anyway. The people who are going to get distracted are 

going to be distracted anyway whether the technology is there or not” (FYC Students 2). 

Here, participating FYC students were countering the distraction narratives offered by FYC 

instructors, suggesting that small, discussion-based courses could affect the pull of being 

distracted by technologies and pointing out that distracted students are present in class regardless 

of the technologies available.   

The third final category of responses to BYOT classrooms questions the need for and 

potential shape of new BYOT-inclusive classroom practices and pedagogies. Here, instructors 

and directors were working to understand how their classroom approaches and teaching practices 

would need to change if they choose to embrace a BYOT classroom: 

• “Half my students are bringing in laptops or tablets…and we have good wireless coverage…I 

like to encourage what I call responsible use of portable technologies. [For example,] I’ll put 

an MLA citation example up on the board and encourage them to take a picture of it.  At first 

I used to yell at them when they brought out the cell phone and someone said ‘I was just 

adding the assignment to my calendar.’ It’s about understanding that there are good 

functional uses to the little computers they carry in their pockets” (FYC Director 2);  

• “I think we are really working with a generation that is so multimedia based in terms of 

attention that if you are only focusing on one medium you’re not engaging all the different 

learning styles that they have” (FYC Instructors 2);  

• “I started using a class designated Twitter hashtag to have students ‘live tweet’ the class 

session, you know, take notes, ask questions, provide examples, post links to related articles, 

make jokes. I felt like they were already multitasking, so why not have them multitask about 

the class content. We have a class happening and a class back channel conversation 

happening…I’m not sure they have the time or attention span to be distracted beyond that” 

(FYC Instructors 1). 

This last category of BYOT comments moves beyond issues of control or anxiety about their 

distracting potentials and works to embrace the BYOT classrooms as a reality, taking the 

implications of such a change head on, exploring new multimedia and multitasking pedagogies. 

The number of comments about these BYOT issues regardless of a direct question of prompt in 

interviews and focus groups aligns with the survey findings; student-brought technologies are an 
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important and emerging issue for 

participating FYC directors, 

instructors, and students. These 

findings will be discussed further 

alongside current scholarship on 

wireless classroom in Chapter 5. 

 

In What Ways are These 

Material Technologies Used in 

the FYC Classroom? 

Survey findings. The 

availability of or the presence of 

material technologies and the use 

or actual inclusion of these 

technologies into daily classroom 

activities and assignments are two 

different things. Therefore, survey 

respondents were also asked, more 

specifically, to reflect on how what 

role these technologies played in their 

FYC classes. Seventy-three percent 

reported that they considered technology inclusion to be “integral or fundamental to their FYC 

courses;” 22% characterizes technology as an “enhancement of in-class work; and 5% reported it 

was “peripheral or nonessential.” This large percentage of respondents who consider technology 

inclusion “integral” to their FYC courses presents an encouraging picture for technology 

initiatives and makes a statement about where the future of FYC composition may be moving in 

participants’ institutions. However, this finding is complicated when paired with the responses 

provided about specific technology use in the classroom. In order to better understand just what 

respondents meant when they reported “using technology in their FYC classes,” participants 

were asked to select as many technology uses as applied to their courses; Figure 3 displays their 

answers. Here we can see that word processing software, online writing spaces, course 

Figure 4: Specifics of technology inclusion in FYC courses   
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management sites, online readings and videos, and technology-enabled peer review editing were 

utilized by nearly all instructors, which is perhaps not surprising. However, the bottom section of 

the chart displays answers that were selected far less frequently. The question options were 

arranged specially to move along a spectrum of technology inclusion for consumption toward 

technology inclusion for production. The answers on the lower half of the chart offer options like 

website creation, multimodal assignments, video creation, and ePortfolios. As is apparent, these 

answers were selected by far fewer respondents, which reveals that while technology inclusion 

may be present in these classes it is largely being used for consumption and distribution of 

course materials as opposed to production of actual student projects and assignments. Here we 

see a disjoint between what scholars in the computers and composition subdiscipline have argued 

for (increased attention to the use of technology as a tool for critical production not just 

consumption) and what is manifesting in respondents’ FYC classrooms. This disjoint will be 

discussed further and alongside relevant scholarship in the Chapter 5.  

Interview and focus group findings. Interviews and focus groups show a similar 

spectrum of technology inclusion in FYC classes. Instructors at Institution 2 reported using 

technology largely for distributing class materials and as devices for completing class 

assignments: 

• “We use Blackboard and put up readings…sometimes people show videos like TedTalks” 

(FYC Instructors 2);  

• “I use Google Drive for collaborative class notes. There is a different word file for every day 

we have class. So students log on to their computers every day and they open the 

collaborative classroom notes for that day and they type in their notes to it” (FYC Instructors 

2);  

• “Students have to write their journals on a blog this semester and then sometimes I pull 

quotes together and project them…to get discussion going in class” (FYC Instructors 2);  

• “I also use [technology] in terms of office hours. If they can’t come in to meet with me…or 

they just want to do it sometime over the weekend, I will meet them over Skype. They send 

me their document over Google Drive then they can meet with me in real time while I 

comment on their draft and ask questions about what if they are not sure why I don’t like a 

certain section or what I do like” (FYC Instructors 2).  
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Here instructors’ assignments and activities were being delivered by or supplemented with 

technology. Like the scale on the survey, we can see instructors’ technology inclusion efforts as 

a means to deliver course content or supplement course certain activities.  

Instructors at Institution 3 moved a bit away from this model closer to what Selber called 

critical technological literacy. One instructor specifically was working to create a semester plan 

that asked FYC students to not only use and access technology but to think about it critically and 

its place, effect, and future impact on communication and society:  

I’m doing something different this semester…I’m doing something different with 

composing. They have to define composing and look at it in different ways, based on any 

type of text. Some are doing music, some are doing dance. Then we talk about how do we 

define reading, being the audience as these texts. I am so excited about. This is my ‘let’s 

see what happens summer.’” (FYC Instructor 3) 

She explained that “we talk about and they journal about whether print will go extinct. It has to 

do with technology, but it’s implicitly in the lessons. So the idea of Barnes and Noble shutting 

down, of everything going online” (FYC Instructor 3). Other journal prompts asked students to 

reflect on the definition of composing when considering different media and how multimedia 

texts circulate and distribute. Her final assignment asked students to “take two forms of media 

and compare them. Say Harry Potter, someone could look at the toys versus a book and talk 

about the affordances of both” (FYC Instructor 3). This model of technology inclusion required 

students to do more than use the material resources and technologies around them to complete 

the course; it asked them to think about them critically and analyze the different ways technology 

changes notions of composing. However, students are “still pretty much just using Word to 

create their projects, there isn’t any multimodal composing happening” (FYC Instructors 3).  

The last push toward what Selber calls rhetorical technological literacies was present in 

the focus groups with Institutions 1’s instructors. These instructors’ technology inclusion 

involved delivering content, like Institution 2’s instructors, and asking students to reflect on its 

effects on composing and the culture at large, like Institutions 3’s instructor; however, they were 

also asking students to create multimodal texts and experiment with online distribution and 

circulation. As noted above, one instructor at Institution 1 heavily used Twitter in the classroom, 

as her students reported:  
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Twitter involvement was 10% of the course grade. 10 tweets a week for a total of 140 for 

the semester which usually had to do with the class material and topics we brought up in 

class…there was also “live tweeting” during class where each person had a live tweet day 

on the day of class they signed up for. (FYC Students 1)  

Furthermore, “the second assignment has students write a research paper…and then 

communicate that research in the form of a comic and then one medium of the student’s choice” 

(FYC Instructors 1). Finally, the last course assignment was a group viral media campaign where 

students were asked to select a topic and create texts in at least seven different forms of media 

such as Facebook, Twitter, blogs, website, YouTube, flyers, sidewalk chalk, songs, memes, 

Instagram, or Pintrest to share their topic, research, and message with the public. Students from 

this class explained how they shared their texts and social media pages with friends, acquired 

followers, and even met community members connected to their topics through the assignment: 

• “Our project changed into a focus on the slut shaming movement mostly because it had more 

of a viral aspect to it, it had a community of people who were already into the topic, so 

tapping into those communities helped…We spammed our friends first and begged them to 

help but then the chalking and flyers on campus got us other people we didn’t really know. 

Especially with the Instagram. Half way through the project I was like ‘let’s see if we can get 

people who are actually in to this, not just trying to push it out,’ and I think we ended up with 

184 followers on Instagram and we don’t know any of them” (FYC Students 1); 

• “I got in touch with a feminist group called the F Word, and some girl saw our flyers or the 

chalking and she actually reached out to us on our Facebook page and she said I would love 

to get more involved in this and collaborate with the group she’s a part of. She’s on the board 

for global women’s empowerment, so I’m actually going to meet with her” (FYC Students 

1).   

This model of technological inclusion encouraged students to develop all three of Selber’s 

technological literacies: functional, critical, and rhetorical. It encouraged students to be critical 

consumer and active producers. It also encouraged them to compose with materials technologies 

and an array of media and then explore notions of online distribution and circulation. While this 

instructor at Institution 1 stressed that this was not a common assignment amongst other 

instructors in the FYC program, it does display some interesting directions that move FYC 

instructors away from simply using material technologies to house class materials or supplement 
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discussion and workshopping. It provides a model where pedagogies are meaningfully altered 

due to technology inclusion efforts. 

 

Material Technologies In Summary 

Survey and interview findings concerning the material technologies available for FYC 

programs reveal some significant changes taking place. While many FYC programs still have 

dedicated computer classrooms, many others are exploring alternative materials setups such as 

hybrid labs, mobile technology carts, and wireless BYOT classroom configurations. Interview 

and focus groups expounded on the complications connected to this final category of student-

brought material technologies raising questions about control, expressing anxieties about 

distractions, and noting the need for larger changes to overall pedagogies and classroom 

management styles. As a field, we have over thirty years worth of scholarship concerning 

computer classrooms, their layout, their implementations, and their support; however, these 

findings reveal that these models and theories are in need of updating and/or revision. These 

material changes in technologies affect the sustainability of our programs as well as a number of 

other related ecologies in our technology initiatives; these interdependent systems concerning 

material technology changes, and BYOT classrooms specifically, will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

Finally, questions concerning the specifics of instructors’ technology inclusion show a range of 

implementation. Most survey and interview participants reported using technology to deliver and 

supplement course content, casting students as both users and consumers. However, some 

participants’ technology inclusion encouraged critical analysis of technology, its role in 

composing, and its place in culture. A smaller number actually asked student to become 

producers and fostered rhetorical digital literacies.  

 

 In this chapter I have presented findings related to the first three steps in Selfe’s 

framework for technology initiatives. Place alongside one another, the survey findings and 

interview and focus group answers reveal trends and patterns in each of these steps and the 

interconnections and relationships between and along them. These trends and the discussion 

started here will be continued in the discussion of this study’s SPTI model in Chapter 5. The next 

chapter will report survey and interview/focus group findings in relation to the three additional 

complications Selfe offers in his work: support structures, funding, and assessment.  
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION: SELFE’S THREE ADDITIONAL 

COMPLICATIONS 

 

In this chapter I report the findings from this study’s national survey, interviews, and 

focus groups using Dickie Selfe’s three additional complications and Kristie Fleckenstein et al.’s 

ecology-based work as lenses. Like the previous chapter, this chapter will weave together survey 

and interview/focus group findings in order to allow the interview answers to corroborate, 

clarify, contextualize, and, at times, complicate the survey findings. This organization scheme 

will, again, allow these findings to report on both the comprehensiveness of Selfe’s framework 

for technology initiatives and the spaces and interdependent relationships between and among 

the framework’s steps.  

 In the sections that follow, I move through the three additional complications offered in 

Selfe’s framework and conclude with a report of participants’ summative reflections on their 

FYC technology initiatives. Again, survey statistics and responses will be reported first and 

interviews and focus groups will follow in each of the framework’s main sections: 

5. Support structures (800 lb. Gorilla 1) 

6. Funding (800 lb. Gorilla 2) 

7. Feedback and assessment 

8. Summative reflections 

 

1. Support Structures (800 lb. Gorilla 1) 

In order to better understand whether and in what ways actual FYC technology initiatives 

are dealing with Selfe’s first 800-pound gorilla, survey and interview participants were asked to 

reflect on the types of technological and pedagogical training they received through the FYC 

technology initiatives and their level of satisfaction with those support structures.  

 

What Kinds of Technological Support Structures are Available? 

Survey findings. Figure 4 displays the responses for technology-based training or 

training that focused on how to use specific software, hardware, or classroom material 

technologies. When asked to check all that applied, respondents selected self-training 87% of the 
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time. Departmental and institutional workshops were the second and third most selected 

categories for technology training, 60% selection and 56% selection respectively. Technology 

consultants and IT specialists were also selected as offering technological support by just over 

half of respondents (52%). Online training (38%) and help from friends/family outside the 

institution (30%) were also commonly chosen answers. FYC directors (29%), colleagues (22%), 

and undergraduate/graduate students (14%) were selected far less often. Of the 16% that wrote in 

to clarify, two major trends arose. 

First, about a third of these written 

comments clarified that all training 

they marked above was optional 

for FYC instructors. The second 

most common write-in answer 

pairs with this first trend; many 

responders wrote in to refer to a 

trend mentioned earlier in this 

chapter, apathy or disinterest (“I 

have offered to host workshops on 

audio and visual composition, but 

no takers;” “There are training 

resources, but none of these are 

built into mandatory training so 

many people do not utilize them.”). 

Here again we see survey 

respondents volunteering apathy, disinterest, or lack of buy in as a complication to their 

technology initiatives.  

Overall, about 60% of respondents had technology training available to them through 

departments, institutions, or IT specialists. However, survey respondents’ reported levels of 

satisfaction with this training complicate these finings. Only 17% of respondents assessed this 

training as “effective.” The largest percentage, 50%, found it sufficient and 33% found it not 

sufficient.  These numbers are a bit better than what Daniel Anderson et al. reported when they 

Figure 5: Technological training opportunities for FYC stakeholders   
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questioned participants about technology training for multimodal initiatives (“Only 36 percent 

(n=I4) of survey respondents reported that their institution or department conducted "somewhat 

effective" technology training programs and an additional 5 percent (n=2) indicating that their 

institution's technology training was "very effective"); however, they still indicate that few 

survey respondents believe the technology training they received was effective.  

 Interview and focus group findings. Interview and focus group answers from all three 

institutions aligns with these survey findings; directors and instructors noted that there was some 

evidence of training and support to help teachers understand and use the classroom material 

technologies, but these structures and opportunities were not sufficient. Participants at 

Institutions 1 and 2 noted that there was technology training through initial graduate teacher 

training structures but it was minimal: 

• “We have a half day training we attend before the semester starts if you are assigned a 

computer classroom. [Our training manual] has a small section on technology and also 

specifics that teachers can use, but that’s it…you have to, kind of, figure it out on your own” 

(FYC Director 2);  

• “There is some mention of what the classroom has and Blackboard functions in summer 

training, but it’s covered in, like, a day of the class” (FYC Instructors 1).  

Instructors also noted that if they needed additional help with technology they had to seek it out 

on their own, often outside the department: 

• “You can ask the [IT] department on campus, but they are often busy and you wait on hold 

for a while. There is also something with the library staff, tutorials I think, but you have to 

set it up yourself” (FYC Instructors 2);  

• “There are tech support people somewhere in the building, right? I’ve never gotten the 

courage to call them” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “I think a lot TAs just ask each other, they ask friends or mentors to teach them how to use 

Blackboard or the projectors” (FYC Director 1). 

Instructors at Institution 3 were very clear that no technology training existed at all (“let me be 

honest, let me think. No. There is a first year faculty seminar. There were discussion about rules 

and regulations, go over the syllabus, course behavior, safety, that kind of thing, I don’t 

remember anything related to technology. You just get a classroom and it has a teacher’s station 

and student computers” (FYC Instructor 3).). Here we can see, like the survey results indicated, 
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only a small amount of technology support structures were available to these FYC instructors 

and those that did exist were abbreviated and rushed. We can also see that like survey 

participants who selected ‘self taught’ as the most common option, instructors had to exercise 

personal agency in order to find other technology support options. Many noted asking friends, 

colleagues, and even students to help them use classroom technology.  

 

What Kinds of Pedagogical Support Structures are Available?  

Survey findings. 

Respondents selected personal 

or individual research and 

training most often (70%) in 

regard to pedagogical 

support—support structures 

that helped FYC instructor’s 

develop and incorporate 

technology inclusion into their 

specific pedagogical practices, 

i.e. assignments, lessons, class 

activities, etc. (Figure 5). They 

selected departmental and 

institutional workshops, again, 

as the second and third most 

common training options (53% 

for each option).  “Help from 

online support systems and/or tutorials” was selected by just over 40% of respondents, and help 

from FYC directors and other outside colleagues/listservs were each selected by about a quarter 

of the respondents (26% and 24% respectively).  

Of the 20% of respondents who provided comments in the “other” category, about 50% 

described a specific person or institutional position who was responsible for pedagogical 

training: 

• “From computer-assisted instruction coordinator;”  

Figure 6: Pedagogical technology training opportunities for FYC 

stakeholders   
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• “Help from technology mentors;”  

• “We have a coordinator of online and hybrid teaching for the writing program teachers--she 

offers workshops, works with a committee developing an online resource;”  

• “Our dept has an instructional designer who works with teachers;”  

• “Next year, we will have a mentor for multimedia composing who will work with teachers in 

workshops and one-on-one consultations.” 

Here we can see a trend developing; titles and institutional position like computer-assisted 

instruction coordinator, technology mentor, instructional designer, and multimedia compositing 

mentor are emerging in order to help provide pedagogical support and/or supplement support for 

how-to technological IT training. Through the percentage of respondents who mentioned these 

newly emerging positions was relatively small, it could provide an interesting direction we may 

be moving toward in terms of technology initiative support structures—a direction that Selfe 

suggested in his work. He asserted that “new job descriptions, methods of salary adjustment, 

systems of release time, changed responsibilities, and faculty assessment systems are going to 

have to be put in place to provide more visible ways of valuing the technology-rich efforts 

suggested in this volume” (42); these findings suggest at least some of these FYC programs are 

moving in this direction.  

Comparing these two training survey questions directly provides further findings. While 

the percentages of support options selected may look similar between the two questions, the 

number of responses checked in the pedagogical support question versus the technological 

training question offers an important finding. Both questions allowed participants to select all 

that applied to their FYC programs and their professional development opportunities: for 

technological training the 116 respondents selected a total of 475 options; for the pedagogical 

training question the 114 respondents selected a total on 358 options. This is a difference of over 

100 responses that indicates that participants received far fewer pedagogical training 

opportunities in regard to their technology initiatives. The providers for both kinds of training 

may have been similar (self training, or through the department, institution, FYC director, etc.); 

however, respondents were clearly being offered far fewer opportunities for pedagogical training 

than technological training. This finding certainly does not align with the advice from scholars in 

the field who have advocated for more focus on pedagogical professional development and a 

move away from how-to models. This picture continues to develop when these responses are 
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layered over respondents’ assessments of their available pedagogical training. Similar to the 

technology training assessment, about 15% of respondents found it effective. However, fewer 

respondents found this training sufficient (46%) and more found it insufficient (39%) when 

compared to technology training. Overall, there appear to be fewer professional development 

support structures for pedagogical training than technology how-to training and those that were 

provided were assessed as less effective.  

 Interview and focus group findings Once again, interview and focus group answers 

from all three institutions mimic and complicate these survey findings. Technological and 

pedagogical support structures for technology inclusion in FYC courses was minimal at all three 

institutions and what was available was deemed insufficient by all instructors interviewed. As 

noted in previous questions, the institutional contexts of Institutions 1 and 2 allowed for 

pedagogical training through graduate and teacher training structures:  

• “GTAs are required to take a semester course about theories of composition pedagogy, but 

that course is pretty much a crap shoot depending on who you get. A different professor 

teaches it every year, so if someone doesn’t specialize in technology or doesn’t think digital 

humanities is important, we won’t go over how to use any of it in the classroom” (FYC 

Instructors 2);  

• “There is also a “required [graduate course] that is sort of an introduction to composition 

theory, and it depends on who is teaching it, but there will usually be some discussion or 

some readings about pedagogy and technology from Cindy Selfe or Gail Hawisher, you 

know you have to go with the classics” (FYC Director 2);  

• “Summer training has I think 2 days about why to include technology in our courses and 

some experienced teachers present about their lessons, but that’s it” (FYC Instructors 1).  

Once again, instructors at Institution 3 reported no discussion of pedagogical training in regard to 

technology inclusion (“you mean like how to put it in my class assignments and projects and 

lesson? Oh no, we don’t have that, we don’t talk about that…maybe informally with other 

teachers” (FYC Instructors 3).).  

Instructor participants at all three institutions were quick to offer responses or potential 

solutions to these training deficiencies. Their suggestions for improved pedagogical training fell 

into four categories: 1) a desire for extended training beyond a teacher’s first year; 2) the need 

for publicity about additional training opportunities; 3) the need for new or specially-designated 
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staff positions to provide this training; and 4) the desire for training beyond the traditional 

workshop model. First, instructors at Institutions 1 and 2 noted the need for pedagogical support 

beyond an instructor’s first year: 

• “There is so much to learn your first year anyway just about teaching and then trying to 

incorporate how you are going to teach with technology, I don’t know, I think that comes 

along when you get more experienced. I think if more [guidance about technology] was 

incorporated for second year GTA that could be really helpful. That first you are just trying 

to figure out your teaching style and who are and how to be in classroom” (FYC Instructors 

2);  

• “We have the first-year courses for teaching support, but the tech stuff is complicated and, I 

don’t know, scary, so I didn’t try it till my second year and then the training course was over 

so I would have liked to had meetings or support or workshops for when I was going through 

that. It takes a bit to mature as a teacher. One year of support doesn’t feel like enough” (FYC 

Instructors 1).  

These answers echo earlier interview findings that suggest the important role that graduate 

structures and training play in FYC technology initiatives; however, they also highlight the 

limitations and the need for professional development beyond instructors’ first years.  

Second, instructors had a sense that some workshops or training might be happening, but 

they weren’t aware of them: 

• “With a lot of the available support options the big problem here is just publicity, all the 

time. GTAs just don’t know what’s out there on campus” (FYC Instructors 2);  

• “There some workshops that I have attended from the First Year Composition Committee 

and they are super helpful, but there is almost no one there. The word about them is just not 

spread” (FYC Instructors 1). 

Here we see another potential implication of the opacity of many of these FYC programs. FYC 

directors at both of these institutions noted that workshops were available for pedagogical 

training; however, both sets of instructors were confused or uncertain that these opportunities 

existed.  

Third, like survey participants who noted the presence of specialty staff positions who 

offered pedagogical training, Directors at Institutions 1 and 2 commented on the potential of 

adding additional staff to provide this type of professional development: 
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• “It seems like we really need more of the workshops that the FYC committee does, and its 

seems like that would be the perfect job for a graduate students assistant to take on. And not 

just for computer classroom teachers, but everyone in the department regardless of classroom 

who wants to add technology.  This is really something I should bring up next time we meet 

and choose this person. It just seems like I should know if they are doing something for the 

FYC program, you know” (FYC Director 1);  

• “I’d love to be able to get a staff position or something similar that is responsible for just this, 

for providing teaching ideas and resources for tech options with students (FYC Director 2).  

Again, a designated staff position for these types of support structures seems to be a direction 

these FYC programs as moving toward.  

Finally, instructors at Institution 1 noted potential new models for this type of training, 

beyond the field’s traditional workshop model: 

• “It would have been really helpful as an incoming student in pedagogy who was interested in 

tech to have a list of teachers who utilized technology in the classroom and list of days they 

were including tech. That way TAs could pick and choose the types of lessons they saw and 

they would have been able to make more connections in the dept with people and 

pedagogical styles” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “What about a model of team teaching that could help take the pressure off teachers 

including technology and lessen the planning time load…New teachers would get experience 

with an older TA and older TAs would get a break and help with planning and grading” 

(FYC Instructors 1).  

Similar to the write-in answers from the survey above, these interview participants offered new 

models of classroom observation, mentoring, and team teaching that could help supplement 

professional develop workshops and aid FYC teachers in their technology inclusion efforts in 

more manageable ways.  

 

How is Stakeholders’ Involvement in Training Rewarded or Valued? 

Survey findings. Seventy-five percent of respondents reported that there was no reward, 

pay, or recognition for their technology inclusive efforts. Departmental recognition was offered 

to 13%, institutional recognition to 10% and additional pay to 6%. The 17% of “other” write-in 

comments provide a more nuanced picture. About 50% of these write in comments emphasized 
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the idea that their FYC programs and English departments “got creative,” as one responder stated 

it, when finding reward systems: 

• “There's a $500 prize in my department for innovative and outstanding graduate student 

teaching that integrates digital media/technology;”  

• “I had to create and fund a Technological Teaching award;”  

• “We have drawings for prizes and also have some awards;”  

• “In general, faculty are invited to list teaching innovations in their annual reviews.”   

Here we can see technology initiative stakeholders at various universities working in creative, ad 

hoc fashions to create reward systems in order to maintain interest and reward effort. Another 

40% of these write in comments mentioned that rewards and recognition were offered, but only 

for online and hybrid courses: 

• “Teachers who convert a course from F2F to online or hybrid are given $2500 summer 

stipends to work on curriculum development;”  

• “One-time payment for going through online course training, but otherwise no specific 

reward for incorporating new elements;”  

• “Additional pay for summer distance ed/online courses only.” 

Here, pedagogical practices focused on technology inclusion were being emphasized and 

rewarded by institutions, but only the technological and pedagogical training and effort 

connected to online courses. Both types of pedagogical work require quite a teacher’s time and 

effort; however, one is being valued and rewarded more by institutions than the other. With so 

few teachers rewarded or even recognized for the extra work they are putting into creating FYC 

pedagogies that focus on technology inclusion it is not surprising that other portions of this study 

revealed low levels of stakeholder interest and buy-in concerning technology initiatives. These 

interconnected problems will be discussed further in Chapter 5.  

 Interview and focus group findings. Interview and focus groups showed a range of 

reward structures: none, creative solutions, and formal solutions. Institutions 2’s Director and 

instructors were candid about the lack of reward or value placed on FYC technology inclusion 

efforts (“Rewards? Nope. Seriously, no” (FYC Instructors 2); “They are encouraged, but no, 

that’s an interesting question” (FYC director 2).). Institution 1’s instructors and directors 

reported implicit rewards or creative evaluation strategies: 
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• “If we are good at [including technology] in our FYC class, we are asked to talk during 

summer [teacher training]. I always thought was cool, like a validation. You’re treated as a 

professional and mentor and it kind of made me want to do even more with technology” 

(FYC Instructors 1);  

• “Students show more interest in the lessons when I use technology, they actually care about 

the assignments and try harder. That’s a reward or incentive for me” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “We invite those instructors who [use technology well in their classes] to present as experts 

of sorts in summer training and in some of the workshops and things the First Year 

Composition Committee heads. It helps me learn too, but I think [instructors] appreciate 

being treated as valued professionals too” (FYC Director 1). 

At this institution, opportunities to speak as experts to other instructors and increased levels of 

student interest were deemed acceptable rewards and incentives for instructors’ technology 

inclusion efforts.   

Instructors at Institution 3 argued that their efforts were not praised as such but rather 

expected of instructors in the program: 

Rewards? No, its expected. How can I say this? Let’s put it this way: it would not be 

good to come to your interview [at this institution] without having an answer for how you 

plan to use technology in the classroom. It is expected…When you look at the four pillars 

in our contract, technology is one of them and you are just expected to do it in some way” 

(FYC Instructor 3). 

They further clarified that because of the small size of the university and their department, they 

had agency in deciding what new projects they undertook and how those projects would count 

toward their yearly evaluations. One instructor clarified: 

What I’m doing right now [with adding new technology and digital projects to my FYC 

course] I’m going to use as part of my annual assessment for this year. Every year we 

have to do a new [professional development] project. I’m going to make this technology-

inclusive course count for that. So it’ll count for me, but then I’ll bring it up and offer it 

to whole program so that can use it if they want to. You can find innovative ways to 

make it count” (FYC Instructor 3).  

Institution 3 offers an alternative model where technology inclusion efforts were valued on a 

more formalized institutional level. These interview and focus group answers show a range of 
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reward structure possibilities, especially Institution 1 and 3. Neither model reported requiring 

additional funding from the department, rather both worked within current academic structures—

teacher training and teachers’ yearly evaluations—to make room to acknowledge and reward 

FYC instructors’ technology inclusion efforts.   

 

Training Support Structures in Summary 

Overall, self-training and workshops were the most common methods of technological 

and pedagogical professional development available to survey and interview participants. 

However, neither survey participants nor interviewees considered this training particularly 

effective. Interviews and focus groups revealed that graduate courses and teacher training classes 

were often used as mechanisms for technology inclusion training; however, these practices were 

rushed, inconsistent, and/or deemed insufficient by participants. Both sets of responses provide 

possible alternative approaches to these training structures: 1) the creation or designation of new 

staff positions to help offer these type of technological and pedagogical support structures to 

FYC technology initiative; 2) the inclusion of technological and pedagogical professional 

development opportunities beyond initial teacher training courses and an instructors’ first years; 

and 3) the desire for training that modifies the field’s traditional trope of workshop as 

professional development (such as team teaching, extended observation, or technology-focused 

mentoring programs). Through these findings we can also hear echoes of problems noted in 

previous sections: a lack of communication and overall transparency concerning FYC 

programmatic functions and the complications connected to stakeholder apathy and disinterest.  

Intricately intertwined with these training structures are the ways in which stakeholders 

are rewarded for their participation, time, and efforts. Surveys and interviews showed very few 

formal reward structures in place; rather write-in answers suggested that creative approaches 

were more common, such as small monetary awards or prizes, invitations to present as “experts” 

among new TAs, or reworking of annual review structures to allow room for technology-

inclusion efforts. Technological and pedagogical training was not always firmly in place in FYC 

programs, and when it was it often failed to meet the needs of instructors. Other times it was 

available but not well attended due to a lack of publicity or apathy on the part of stakeholders. 

Furthermore, when it was attended and instructors took the time and put in the effort toward 

technology inclusion, their efforts were rarely rewarded or overtly valued.  
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2. Funding (800 lb. Gorilla 2) 

In order to gauge the awareness of and specifics behind Selfe’s second 800-pound 

funding gorilla, survey and interview questions asked current FYC participants to reflect on the 

finances supporting their own technology initiatives and how these funds are controlled.   

 

How are FYC Technology Initiatives Funded? 

Survey findings. The largest percentage (41%) of respondents reported that their funding 

came from the institutional level, and the second largest group (31%) responded that they were 

unaware of how these technologies and initiatives were funded. Twenty-five percent reported 

being funded through department finances; 23% from funds given by the college level (i.e. 

College of Arts and Science or College of Liberal Studies); and 11% reported that their FYC 

programs had their own budget that managed technology initiatives. The 10% of write-in 

answers to this question fell into two main categories: 1) these initiatives were funded by 

distributed students fees (an option not available on the survey) and 2) funding came from a 

complex mix of institutional levels (“Funding sources vary. The college has instructional support 

services, for example, that faculty and graduate student instructors can go to for technological 

support. The center maintains control over certain classrooms, and they also lend equipment;” “I 

presume that most teaching support comes through our Center for Teaching Excellence, in which 

the Director of the Experimental Classroom (our teaching with technology center) is housed. 

Some support has also come through external grants (Title III, etc.).”).  

Similar to what Selfe found in his research, a relatively large percentage of these FYC 

stakeholders knew little about how their technology initiatives were funded. As one survey 

responder commented, “I suspect that it is overseen by some dean at the center for something 

and something.” While Selfe advocated for increased understanding of these complicated 

financial structures, comments and percentages likes the one’s displayed in this survey convey a 

lack of transparency about funding issues among FYC stakeholders. Even when answers to this 

question are filtered for respondents who identified as professors and/or administrative staff 

(arguably those who would/should be most informed on these issues), one-third still reported not 

knowing how funding was allocated. Furthermore, those that were aware reported that the 

funding for these choices came from higher levels of the academic institution hierarchy, which 
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could—arguably—create tensions and problems in terms of control and agency of how those 

funds are allocated, used, and renewed.  

Interview and focus group findings. Interview finings falls along similar lines. 

Institution 1 and 3’s directors and instructors reported confusion about the funding for the 

technology initiatives, and many guessed that they were funded by upper levels of institutional 

administration: 

• “Funding? I really don’t know. No idea. The money to maintain the two computer 

classrooms comes from the English department…or maybe higher up. I think...I’m not sure. I 

don’t know anything about the funding. I just know it gets done, you know” (FYC Director 

1);  

• “Oh yeah, no idea about the funding. How did we even get those computers or the new 

mouse pads and who paid for the laptop classrooms” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “I think it comes from IT or just the university administration. I have to be honest, I don’t 

have any idea” (FYC Instructors 3);  

• “I’m pretty sure that the computers in the classroom are covered by IT staff and college 

money” (FYC Director 3).   

Institution 2, in contrast, connected with some of the write-in comments above 

concerning student fees (“There is a student technology fee. There is also a university wide 

technology fee committee that oversees who can write grants and request funds” (FYC Director 

2).). The director and instructors also noted the use of what the instructors called “crafty, creative 

funding” connected to program-created workbooks: 

The other things is I have a slush fund. One of the required books for our FYC courses is 

a workbook…part of the idea was to save on our photocopying budget but we also put a 

$5 royalty on top of that and that goes into an account that’s devoted solely to technology 

and I have control over that account. That’s what’s used for the maintenance of the 

computer classrooms.” (FYC Director 2).  

Here Institution 2 provides an alternative to the confusion and institutionally-funded models that 

dominate the survey findings and other interviews; both the director and instructors were clear 

about where the funding was coming from and were “creative” about working within the 

confines of their FYC program and its needs to make explicit monetary space for technology 

needs.  
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Who Controls this Funding? 

Survey findings. These trends continue in participants’ responses to questions about 

control and agency in regard to funding. When asked who had control over how the funding was 

used and distributed, 40% of respondents chose institutional administrators. Again, we see 

funding and control coming from higher levels of the academy. Thirty-three percent of 

respondents reported they were unaware of who controlled the funding, a percentage similar to 

the question above. And again, even when answers were filtered to reflect only professorial and 

administrative participants, this percentage remained consistent. It was not just that teaching 

assistants, adjuncts, and graduate students did not know who controlled the funding; just as many 

faculty and administrative staff were uncertain as well. Departmental administrators (i.e. 

undergraduate directors or department chairs) were selected by 20% of respondents; technology 

coordinator/consultant was selected by 19%; and FYC and/or writing program administrators by 

only 17%.  The 15% of respondents who provided write-in answers pointed to a trend witnessed 

in another set of answers, specialty job titles: 

• “The lab director, who receives one course release, handles the fund and determines its 

purchases, updates, etc.;”  

• “A committee of faculty in rhetoric and composition who specialize in technology's use in 

multimodal composition pedagogy;”  

• “VP for Technology;”  

• “We have a Director of Digital Media Studies, I think. That person is in charge of the digital 

media courses and has a pretty big influence on how we equip our digital media classrooms. 

We also have a full-time staff member who runs the Digital Media Project, which is the 

office that technically oversees and equips the digital media classrooms and handles rental 

equipment for our students (like cameras, etc).”).   

As mentioned before concerning pedagogical training, respondents’ answers point in the 

direction of new job titles or positions that take on the responsibilities necessary for these 

technology initiatives. While this was, again, only about 15% of respondents, the repetition of 

independently composed comments that aligned in such ways presents and interesting trend that 

will be explored further in the next chapter. 

Interview and focus group findings. Interview responses from Institutions 1 and 3 

continue to reflect confusion over who controlled funding. Instructors and directors made nods to 
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higher levels of administration and committees that they were not a part of (“I’m sure it goes 

through some technology committee and maybe the department chair is a part of. I don’t know” 

(FYC Director 1); however, Institution 2 again provides a counter picture. Director 2 knew 

exactly where funding came from, who controlled it, and in what ways he could create agency 

for himself, the program, and its technology initiatives: 

 We are in totally control of the computer classrooms, which is great for FYC classes but 

complicated too. The flip side is, we are wholly responsible for maintaining the 

technology in those rooms, for finding the money. The workbook slush fund helps, but 

there is not line item budget anywhere for technology from the college…so I had to find 

my way onto the committee for the student technology fees to, you know, have a voice 

and speak for the program.” (FYC Director 2)  

He also noted that he made inroads with the teaching excellence committee on campus in order 

to network with and apply for funding through their technology initiatives. He admitted that this 

networking with other institutional levels and committees beyond the English department was of 

particular interest to him: “I have always been interested in higher administration; I’ve always 

seen that as my path. I am actually exiting this director position soon to become a dean” (FYC 

Director 2). Here we can see a model of a director where interest in and knowledge of upper 

levels of administration and their workings have benefitted the FYC program and its technology 

initiatives. As he articulated “oh, I know where the money is, how to find it, how to argue for it, 

but it took me a little while is all” (FYC Director 2). This model of conscious exploration and 

mapping of institutional structures as a means for acquiring agency and securing funding will be 

discussed further in Chapter 5.  

 

Funding in Summary 

Survey and interview responses show that a large percentage of participating FYC 

stakeholders had very little knowledge about how their technology initiatives were funded and 

who controlled that funding. As one responder phrased it, “they like to keep the funding sources 

and control obscure.” Even the vague pronoun “they” conveys further opacity in terms of 

funding awareness, especially when paired with a comment like “it is overseen by some dean at 

the center for something and something” from the previous question. Interview answers from 

Institution 2 and the director’s conscious efforts to trace the upper levels of administration may 
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provide future directions that move away from the confusion noted by the majority of these 

participants.   

There is one last important caveat here about funding that emerged from about five of the 

written survey responses to these funding questions. These participants noted that their initiatives 

weren’t directly funded because students brought their own technology to the classrooms: “There 

is none. We work on the "BYOT" model (Bring Your Own Tech).” Selfe’s work noted the 

careful balancing act that these technology initiatives require concerning how much money goes 

to buying hardware and software, how much goes to maintaining those material resources, and 

how much goes to professional development. However, write-in comments about BYOT models, 

like those noted in earlier questions about classroom set up, alter this financial balancing act. If it 

becomes more and more common for students to bring their own material technologies and 

devices to the classrooms and more and more classrooms, programs, departments, and 

institutions develop BYOT models, software, hardware, and maintenance may no longer be 

major line items in our budgets. This has some interesting and rather far-reaching implications 

for all those involved in these initiatives and/or FYC SPTI; these BYOT implications will be 

discussed further in Chapter 5.  

 

3. Feedback and Assessment 

In order to understand the feedback and assessment efforts of FYC programs, survey and 

interview participants were asked a range of questions regarding these sustainable feedback 

loops and their connections to assessment and (re)design efforts in their FYC technology 

initiatives. 

 

Is Feedback Concerning FYC Technology Initiatives Gathered and in What Ways? 

Survey findings. Over 60% of survey respondents reported that they were not asked for 

feedback regarding their FYC technology initiatives. Of the 40% who reported that feedback was 

gathered from stakeholders, the most commonly written answer related to ad hoc methods that 

included stakeholders who happen to be present at opportune moments, those who happen to be 

on voluntarily listservs, or students who provided unsolicited feedback. These numbers become 

even more complicated when considered in relation to how many participants chose to skip (not 
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respond to) this survey question. This question was the most frequently skipped in the survey.28 

Only 60% of respondents chose to answer this question about feedback, making the 40% who 

responded “yes” only about 16% of the overall total of survey participants. These low numbers 

do not align with Selfe’s emphasis on feedback, and these trends continue in further clarification 

questions. Write-in answers reveal that the most common form this feedback takes is ad hoc, 

informal conversation (39%) and electronic communication/email (32%). Only 25% of 

respondents selected regular formal meetings; however, when this number is put in relation to 

the total number of participants, it reflects that 14% of all participants reported participating in 

regular, formal meetings where feedback was solicited.  

 Interview and focus group findings. This was similarly the least discussed topic in 

interviews. Despite explicit prompt questions about feedback structures, this topic often took up 

the smallest amount of time in interviews and focus groups. Directors and instructors at all three 

institutions reported no formal structures in place to gather feedback from FYC stakeholders 

regarding technology initiatives. Like survey respondents, they all emphasized that feedback was 

informal, on an ad hoc basis, and required stakeholder agency in order to take place. Directors at 

Institutions 1 and 2 emphasized that they maintained an “open door policy” in regard to 

feedback: 

• “Not really formally. It would be informal.  I have a pretty good rapport with the graduate 

teaching assistants. They can let me know any problems they are having. Also if they have 

problems that they bring into the pedagogy course the instructor lets me know about that. So 

that’s another mechanism for feedback. But there is really isn’t anything, formal” (FYC 

Director 2);  

• “My door is open and I’m here a lot and I also see quite a few TA in the pedagogy course, so 

sometimes I hear about it” (FYC Director 1). 

Here we can see that feedback was not discouraged, but it was certainly not formalized in any 

way. Instructors at all three institutions reported informal conversations as the dominant method 

of providing feedback: 

• “We talk in the hallways and at social events or in offices a lot. I’m not sure how much gets 

back to [the FYC director] but we talk together and that can help” (FYC Instructor 1);  

                                                
28 Unfortunately, the constraints of the survey methodology do not allow me to speculate if this low response rate 

was connected to the wording of the question or to participants’ overall confusion and/or disinterest concerning 

issues of feedback and assessment.  
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• “We talk to search and there some GTAs who you know use it more and you can talk to. The 

GTAs assistants to the director also hear some stuff in the hallways sometimes too” (FYC 

Instructors 2);  

• “Just maybe with other teachers in passing” (FYC Instructors 3).  

Like the survey participants, interviewees reported informal ad hoc structures that required 

instructors to seek out other stakeholders in order to offer feedback or suggestions. 

 

Are Technology Initiatives Assessed and in What Ways? 

Survey findings. Eighty-three percent of survey respondents reported that their FYC 

technology initiatives were not assessed. Only 17% reported actual assessment practices, and 

clarification write-in answers showed that over half of these assessment plans were tacked on to 

already existing FYC programmatic assessment surveys. The remaining half reported that their 

technology initiatives were assessed through students’ texts and/or learning outcomes, for 

example through class assignments/project or e-portfolios (“through students' attainment of 

digital literacy fluency, as evidenced by self-assessments and assessment of assignments;” “We 

do this with our composition committee which assesses the electronic portfolios;” “ePortfolio 

initiative.”).   

Only 15 participants wrote in to answer the final question about Selfe’s last consideration 

in these sustainable feedback systems: feedback loops. Twelve percent of the total of survey 

respondents reported about how these assessment efforts fed back into and affected their 

technology initiatives. While this percentage is quite small, the responses to this question reflect 

sustainability-focused practices. About half reported that these assessment findings were used to 

redesign their initiatives in a number of ways: better pedagogical training, new material 

technology purchases, revision in professional development workshops offered, and 

development of new course design and assignments. About a quarter wrote in to note that these 

assessment efforts were too new to notice change or feedback from their findings. Unfortunately, 

the remaining quarter reported that assessment findings were not being used: “It was ignored and 

most of the technological support for writing teachers was removed;” “It would only be useful to 

the individual instructor, who has the option of making recommendations, but those 

recommendations will likely not be acted upon.” 
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 Interview and focus group findings. None of the interview and focus group institutions 

reported any assessment practices in place regarding their FYC technology initiatives; as one 

director phrased it “assessment seems like another area where we are really falling down” (FYC 

Director 1). However, directors did reflect on the complications they have faced, or would 

potentially face, as they worked to create assessment plans: 

• “And the bottom line is, there is probably no one in rhet/comp who wants to take on another 

job. But if we are going to have that position with the graduate student assistant, someone has 

to work with that person” (FYC Director 1);  

• “We don’t have a program-wide assessment. Yes, we could probably get a grant and set up 

some kind of assessment but there would be no funds to keep that assessment in place. You 

can’t have assessment without funding. You can’t ask GTAs to spent time…without 

sustainable funding” (FYC Director 2). 

Both directors are pointing out that implementing an assessment plan is not an easy task, and 

using the lens of this study, is actually rather intertwined with other ecological systems, levels, 

and stakeholders such as funding, graduate students, systems of reward for such work, and the 

existence of assessment structures in other areas of the English department; these connections 

will be placed in dialogue in the following chapter.  

 

Feedback and Assessment in Summary  

The findings reflected in these questions are far from aligning with Selfe’s framework. 

And these findings look even bleaker when placed in context with the questions’ overall low 

response rates and the small percentage of time they were discussed in interviews and focus 

groups. The five survey questions about feedback and assessment were the most frequently 

skipped in the survey; while the limits of the survey will not allow for speculation as to why the 

questions were so frequently skipped, there is a statement being made when all of the low 

response rate questions fall into a similar category of Selfe’s framework. Interview and focus 

group institutions also reported a lack of formalized feedback and assessment models. Interview 

responses revealed some of the complications directors encountered when this step of Selfe’s 

framework was considered, namely how these efforts are funded, who undertakes them, and how 

that work is rewards/valued. More than any other portion of Selfe’s framework, survey responses 
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regarding assessment and feedback loops displays an area that clearly needs more of our time 

and attention.  

 

4. Summative Reflections 

 Lastly, participants were asked about their overall evaluations of their FYC programs’ 

technology initiatives and areas within these efforts that needed to most attention and revision. 

While continual, formative assessment plans may be the preferred model for FYC technology 

initiatives, reading across broad summative assessments and reflections of these current 

iterations of these technology initiatives can help this study better understand areas of need and 

potential future directions.  

 

Survey Summative Reflections 

Only 13% of survey respondents considered their programs’ technology initiatives as 

“very effective.” The largest percentage (48%) reported their initiatives were “somewhat 

effective,” and 39% deemed them “not effective.” In order to understand these low levels of 

satisfaction better, respondents were also asked to offer write-in comments about the most 

pressing needs/improvements they believed their FYC technology initiatives required in order to 

move forward. Eighty-three participants responded to this survey’s open-ended question about 

areas of need and improvement (about 67% of overall participants), and their answers fall into 

three main categories and seven smaller ones. The largest number of respondents (37%) 

commented that their most pressing issues related to material technology needs. The most 

commonly noted material need was the creation or addition of smart classrooms/computers 

classrooms/computer labs: 

• “We need more "smart" classrooms with web access and projectors;”  

• “We need a dedicated computer lab with support before considering instructor training;”  

• “For starters, FYC should be taught in computer classrooms because so much of the work 

during class should be actually writing;”  

• “Computer classrooms, rather than just classrooms with educational technology.” 

The second most commonly noted material need related to updating current classrooms, material 

technologies, and available software (“Lab software and hardware upgrades;” “New computers. 

The current ones are about 13 years old. Not kidding. They still run Windows XP.”). Smaller 
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numbers mentioned the need for mobile carts of technologies (“A COW (computer station on 

wheels)--several of them--would be spectacular.”), and others mentioned the funding needed in 

order to acquire these materials technologies (“Financial support for using technology;” “Every 

department on campus EXCEPT English is well funded in technology”). Here we can that the 

largest percentage of respondents are still focused on material technologies and the need to 

acquire these first and foremost; as Selfe argued in 2005 “normally, and unfortunately, 

[technology choices] are usually the first and often the only issue discussed at meetings about 

technology-rich environments” (132). These survey responses show that these material concerns 

continue to remain paramount in these FYC stakeholders’ minds.  

 The second most common category (25%) of answers to this question focused on the 

need for programmatic guidance or (re)design. All of these answers pointed to the need for 

direction, consistency, and/or outcomes from the programmatic or departmental level in terms of 

technology initiatives. Many used the term curriculum: 

• “Updating our curriculum to include multimodal assignments, while still fulfilling the 

university's expectation that we produce student writers;”  

• “Broader inclusion of multimodal composing in curriculum;”  

• “Ongoing support, integration of multimodal assignments across the curriculum.”  

Others used terms such as goals and outcomes: 

• “More thorough integration of technology consideration into programmatic goals;” 

• “Discussion/establishment of tech-related goals”  

• “Support from department in developing student learning outcomes relating to technology.” 

Smaller numbers framed these programmatic needs in terms of coordination:  

• “We don't even have an established FYC program: instructors have near-complete autonomy 

to meet course outcomes, but there's no upper-level coordination;”  

• “There's no technological infrastructure in my program/department/institution;”  

• “Our program doesn't have a formal mission or direction. It is my hope to begin to forge an 

identity as a WRITING PROGRAM, not just FYC. It is my hope that such a 

vision/mission/direction would include pedagogy and support for the use of technology.” 

While still others used phrases related to consistency: 

• “More coherent integration of information and communication technologies across sections;”  
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• “Come to agreement about the common technology requirements that all students should 

experience in the courses.”  

The terms or phrases used may differ—curriculum, goals, outcomes, coordination, consistency—

but the needs expressed all point to changes that would occur at the programmatic or 

departmental levels. Here we can see an emerging trend; nearly a quarter of respondents are 

volunteering that the most pressing need they see for their technology initiatives is a move away 

from ad hoc and individual technology inclusion models and a move toward programmatic 

coordination of technology initiatives; this is an important trend that will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5. 

 The third most commonly identified improvement (21%) noted the need for more training 

and professional development. Some of these comments talked about training in general terms 

(“More training, more support;” “More training for faculty;” “More training for instructors”); 

however, the majority used or referenced pedagogical training specifically in their answers. Here 

we see participants emphasizing that they do not need more how-to technology training but 

rather training that relates material technologies and Selfe’s and Selber’s technological literacy 

ideas to their pedagogies, class activities, and assignments: 

• “More professional development for faculty to become familiar with pedagogies related to 

the use of technologies;”  

• “Adequate training, adequate pedagogical support;”  

• “Pedagogical training and support from someone who knows what they are talking about and 

doing;”  

• “More tech pedagogy training for teachers.” 

One respondent pointed out this nuance in training directly: “We need faculty training 

desperately -- not just of the "how to teach with tech" variety, but to introduce fundamental 

tenets of how FYC and technology are not just complementary, but fundamental to how writing 

happens.” These responses indicate that these FYC stakeholders have recognized the need for 

more professional development, but specifically for the kinds of training that will help them 

move beyond understanding how to use the material technologies. Nearly all of the respondents 

in this category used some form of the word pedagogy in their answers, which points us in a very 

specific direction as we move forward with our technology initiatives.  
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 The remaining 17% of respondents’ answers fell into 7 different categories, each 

containing anywhere from 3-6 respondents’ answers. The first of these smaller categories 

addressed the need for interest and buy-in from stakeholders, a theme mentioned earlier in the 

chapter: 

• “Less indifference from, and more self-sustaining learning by, faculty;”  

• “I honestly feel so stuck - I have evidence from student work to make arguments for the 

necessity of infrastructural improvement and curricular redesign, but what does one do when 

one's audience doesn't consider this valid evidence?”  

• “More important than actual improvements or needs is simply this: buy-in.”  

Once again, we see respondents pointing out disinterest, apathy, or lack of buy-in as an obstacle 

they faced continuously. The second small category of answers focused on a need for better 

communication: 

• “There's a gap between how the university's technology administrators want to invest the 

budget and how faculty know that a lot more could be done with a lot less by taking new 

approaches for integrating academic technologies in the classroom;” 

• “Tying institutional focus on technology to departmental focus on pedagogy;” 

• “Knowledge of tech by admins who make policy.” 

Respondents in this category comment directly on either a lack of communication between 

institutional levels or indirectly about the confusing effects of this miscommunication. The third 

small category of these remaining answers commented on a need for new faculty or positions, 

another trend noted in earlier sections:  

• “We need tenure-track hires in multimodal composing, digital rhetorics, etc.;”  

• “We have one half-time person for support, and he's expected to do everything, so getting 

additional help there;”  

• “Rhetoric and composition faculty.”  

Again, these answers reveal that a potential future direction for these initiatives may not be to 

add more work to already over burdened stakeholders but to bring in new faculty and staff 

dedicated specifically, or at least in part, to these technology initiatives. The remaining smaller 

categories called for 1) a need for recognition of faculty members working toward technology 

inclusion in their classes (“Offering rewards for using tech appropriately;” “Support in the form 

of recognition of innovative and effective use of technology within the departmental structure--
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i.e., support for development of courses that incorporate technology through innovative teaching 

course release or stipend”); 2) more assessment of the technology initiatives (“incorporation of 

technology into program assessment;” “assess digital literacy”); 3) increased access to computer 

classrooms for FYC courses (“Greater Access To Computer Classrooms;” “Access to computer-

equipped classrooms;” “We need computer labs specifically designated for first-year writing 

courses to give instructors more opportunity to use the hardware”); and (4) inclusion of 

ePortfolios as a programmatic element (“Once we have the infrastructure available, we then plan 

to implement e-porfolios and other changes to more effectively integrate technology;” “We are 

also piloting an ePortfolio system that I would like to see more broadly implemented across the 

department and college. To sum up, we need to consider ePortfolio implementation.”).   

 

Interview and Focus Group Summative Reflections  

Interview and focus group findings reveal summative reflections that fall into similar 

categories as those present in survey write-in answers. However, there is one key difference: 

while the need for material technologies (i.e. computers, projectors, hardware and software 

upgrades, laptops carts, etc.) topped the list of the most frequently mentioned need for FYC 

technology initiatives in survey findings, material needs were not mentioned by any of the 

interview or focus group participants. While computers and upgrades were discussed in nearly all 

of the interviews and focus groups, when the final question in interviews asked participants to 

reflect on what they perceived as the most pressing need and/or necessary future direction for 

their FYC technology initiatives, no one mentioned material technologies or computers directly. 

Rather, the most common two responses mimicked the second and third largest categories from 

survey participants above: the desire for programmatic guidance and need for additional training 

support structures. Instructors at Institution 1 noted the need for consistent FYC goals and 

outcomes  that related to their technology initiatives: 

• “I feel like we kind of just need to be…be on the same page, all the teachers. We need to 

know what to include and how much to include when it comes to technology. I think it would 

help instructors feel more confident or less confused and…our students would get more 

consistent courses” (FYC Instructors 1);  

• “I think needs to be more direct in the [teachers’ training guide]. That way new and old TAs 

have something to work from” (FYC Instructors 1). 
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Echoing survey participants, these instructors argued that the large size of their FYC program 

necessitated more explicit, consistent, and direct connections between their FYC goals and 

outcomes and their FYC technology initiatives. 

Instructors at Institutions 2 and 3 both noted training as the most pressing issue their FYC 

technology initiatives needed, and similar to survey participants, they specified the need for 

pedagogical training: 

• “I’d like to have some help changing assignments. I know how to use the computers and 

teachers station and that technology. I would like to talk with more people about how they 

change their classes or lessons or assignments” (FYC Instructors 2);  

• “I would say training, training for pedagogical implementation, but I know that most of us 

would be against it because its something new and there so much we have to do already. We 

have gone through so many trainings; we have liked 4-5 trainings in one semester. In terms 

of what’s required of us, we teach [4-5 sections], we have the learning commons, we have 

advising, we have to be on committee, I think faculty might be against the [additional 

training], not because they don’t want to use or include technology but because there is just 

so much to do” (FYC Instructor 3).  

The desire for more pedagogical training and support structures is present in these answers, but 

Instructors at Institution 3 also complicated this need immediately by noting that instructors were 

already too busy and overburdened to attend additional training. This complication is similar to 

findings revealed in the section above concerning training structures, and again emphasizes the 

importance of not simply providing instructors with more training opportunities but also 

rewarding and valuing the effort it takes for them to attend such professional development 

sessions.   

FYC directors provided answers that fell into some the smaller write-in categories from 

survey responses. The FYC Director at Institution 1 immediately noted that better organization 

of communication structures was the first issue her program needed to tackle in order to build 

and maintain the technology initiatives in place:  

Well first of all, have us more organized. So there is a TA who is in charge of our 

technology initiatives and giving technological support, but then that person is given no 

guidance. That person is held to no expectations right now. So that’s an area where we 

are really falling down…We just need better communication and organization with this 
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position, and honestly between all of the people involved with our technology.” (FYC 

Director 1) 

This larger program needed conscious and formalized organization and communication; 

however, the FYC Director was also quick to add “and, honestly, I don’t want to take this on. 

I’ve got so many other things that need my attention or are required of me. I just don’t have the 

time.” Similar to the findings about training above, the need for better organization and 

communication was identified but because that work is time consuming it needs to be rewarded 

and valued if WPAs are going to prioritize technology initiatives in their already overburdened 

schedules.  

Finally, the FYC Director at Institution 2 noted the need for new staff: 

What I’d really like to see is like ‘the associate provost in charge of teaching technology’ 

or a real rank title and mission that this is a real part of our academic mission. That just 

doesn’t exist, and that trickles down. If you don’t have leadership in the provost office, 

then why should a dean care and why would it happen in an FYC program” (FYC 

Director 2). 

 As in funding questions above, the FYC director’s engagement with and interest in higher levels 

of academic administration was reflected in his answers; he saw the most pressing need for the 

success of his program as not just new staff positions that support technology initiatives, but staff 

positions that do so at higher levels of the academic administrative hierarchy.  

 

Summative Reflections and Needs in Summary 

 Survey respondents mentioned material needs most often; however, many noted material 

technology iterations that moved beyond the standard computer classroom as we have conceived 

of it as a field. Many mentioned shared lab settings that teachers would rotate into; others noted 

the desire for mobile laptop/netbook/tablet carts that would supplement BYOT classroom 

settings. Other responses called for consistent goals, outcomes, and expectations across FYC 

technology initiatives that they could emply to their own technology inclusion efforts. In 

addition, professional development, specifically pedagogically-focused professional 

development, was another area of need. Respondents were no longer satisfied with only how-to 

technology training; they were searching for strategies to incorporate technology in more 

meaningful ways in their FYC courses. Finally, other participants identified their largest concern 
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as the lack of communication and understanding between the large numbers of stakeholders 

involved in their FYC technology initiatives.  

 

While Selfe’s framework does afford insight into the ways we are both succeeding and 

falling short in certain areas, interview and focus group findings repeatedly displayed the 

interconnectedness and interdependency between each of his framework steps. Interview 

participants consistently reported that changes or complications in one area of his three-step and 

three-complication framework affected, altered, and complicated other areas of the framework; 

this ecological dynamic is similar to what Fleckenstein et al. reported in their work. Much like 

how small changes in a biological ecosystem affect the system as a whole in a myriad of ways, 

small changes to one element of our FYC technology initiatives can produce ripple effects 

throughout other interdependent, interrelated areas of our technology initiatives. These complex 

ecological connections and interdependencies—and their importance to the FYC SPTI—is 

explored in the following chapter; Chapter 5 will use research findings and discussions from the 

previous two chapters to detail exigencies for this study’s FYC SPTI constellation of ecologies. 

The chapter will then explore the limitations of this study and future directions for research 

concerning technology initiatives, FYC SPTI, and this study’s ecological model.   
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND CONNECTIONS  

 

This final chapter will first detail this study’s ecological model for sustainable 

programmatic technology inclusion (SPTI), provide rationales for each ecology’s inclusion in the 

constellation based on research findings, and offer potential strategies from current scholarship 

in the field of rhetoric and composition and subdiscipline of computers and composition that 

WPAs can embed within their institutional contexts and apply to their own FYC programs. 

Lastly, I will explore the limitation of this study and its findings and offer directions for future 

research or study regarding both FYC SPTI and this study’s ecological constellation model. 

 

Constellation of Interrelated and Interdependent Ecologies for Sustainable Programmatic 

Technology Inclusion 

 

“Composition programs are complex, dynamic systems; when we tinker with one facet of a 

program, that tinkering will impact the entire program” (Geoffrey Chase 244) 

 

 The previous two 

chapters explored the 

comprehensiveness of Dickie 

Selfe’s six-part framework 

by applying findings from 

surveys, interviews, and 

focus groups to the areas of 

his framework. However, 

interview and focus group 

findings complicated Selfe’s 

sequential framework and 

revealed the complex, 

interrelated, and 

Figure 7: Constellation of interrelated, interdependent ecologies for 

sustainable programmatic technology inclusion      
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interdependent connections between and among these framework steps. While Selfe’s six-part 

framework was helpful for framing the research concerning these technology initiatives, its 

sequential, individualized, and disconnected steps do not fully reflect or represent the complex 

systems this research study’s participants reported. Therefore, this study’s model employs an 

“ecology of the mind,” similar to the model used in Fleckenstein et al.’s work, in order properly 

make room for and acknowledge the connections between and among Selfe’s sequential 

framework.29 

This study’s resulting constellation of interrelated and interdependent ecologies includes 

eight ecologies that I argue need to be consciously considered and thoughtfully contextualized by 

WPAs. Four of these ecologies align with and will reiterate categories from Selfe’s framework; 

however, I will add four additional ecologies to this constellation that address issues brought up 

in this study that Selfe did not incorporate. Figure 6 above displays the constellation of 

interrelated and interdependent ecologies of SPTI in FYC programs. All eight ecological systems 

are intricately interwoven and connected and exist in a circle around a central guiding 

administrative philosophy. As the diagram reflects, it is not simply that each ecology is 

connected to its neighboring ecologies; rather, because they are all intertwined in a looped circle, 

all ecologies are interdependent on all others in the constellation.30  

This study’s model of a constellation of interrelated and independent ecologies includes 

the following:  

• Guiding decentralized, collaborative administrative philosophies 

• Ecology 1: the creation and maintenance of goals and outcomes connected to SPTI 

• Ecology 2: the creation and maintenance of FYC curricula connected to SPTI 

• Ecology 3: the development of accompanying pedagogical training  

• Ecology 4: Material technology needs and BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) 

classrooms  

                                                
29 This way of thinking emphasized that “any material situation is constituted out of a complex series of co-evolving 

interdependencies and that change emerges out of those interdependencies. Thus, emergent change cannot be 

approached progressively or as a series of discrete sequential moves” (Fleckenstein et al.10); rather, “change must 

be diffused throughout the entire array of constitutive loops, or it can neither emerge nor be sustained. To be viable, 

the ecology must be perceived as a network of interdependent processes” (Fleckenstein et al.17). 
30 While the elements of this constellation of ecologies will necessarily be reported singularly, separately, and in a 

linear fashion on the page, it is important to note that there is no real separation, functional sequence, or hierarchy 

among them. Because they codetermine one another, they need to be consciously considered simultaneously in all 

their interrelated complexity if they are to be a useful lens for WPAs creating sustainable technology inclusive 

initiatives. 
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• Ecology 5: the creation and implementation of assessment strategies 

• Ecology 6: the securing of initial and ongoing funding  

• Ecology 7: the creation and oversight of new staff and faculty positions 

• Ecology 8: the creation and maintenance of reward structures to support WPAs 

For each section I 1) briefly discuss the research findings that serve as the exigencies for each 

ecology’s inclusion in the constellation and 2) explore a small sampling of possible strategies 

WPAs should embed with the contexts of their programs, departments, and institutions and then 

employ for navigating that ecology’s complex loops.31 Finally, I explore the connections 

between and among these ecological systems. I map connections, relationships, and 

interdependent loops between and among the ecologies in the constellation in order to explore 

how FYC efforts toward SPTI function as simultaneously interrelated systems as opposed to 

sequential processes and the ways in which these connections must be recognized and attended 

to if we are to create SPTI.  

 

Guiding Administrative Philosophies 

Research Exigencies. Survey and interview findings from a range of questions 

(stakeholder involvement, support structures, and summative reflections) revealed complications 

stemming from a lack of stakeholder communication and institutional transparency concerning 

how power and agency were constructed, distributed, and flowed. Findings concerning 

stakeholders revealed that many participants had little knowledge of and were often confused 

about who was involved in their technology initiatives. Furthermore, this lack of communication, 

transparency, and coordination lead to a lack of agency and missed opportunities for involvement 

at some institutions (one graduate technology assistant role was underutilized and FYC instructor 

interest in collaboration was stifled). Both survey and interview participants noted that certain 

training and professional development opportunities were available but they were difficult to 

find, required complicated networking to discover, and/or were not properly advertised.  Finally, 

summative reflections from survey participants similarly focused on a need for organizational 

                                                
31 Certainly, the constraints of this chapter cannot properly do justice to the complications and nuances in each of 
these ecologies. It would take a book length argument, perhaps multiple books, to properly untangle those ecological 

loops; in fact, many of these ecologies do have their own dedicated books and edited collections already. The 

sections below will detail a small sampling of that scholarship and focus on the arguments I would assert are the 

most helpful, challenging, useful and/or pressing for WPAs working to develop or maintain FYC technology 

initiatives. 
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understanding and better communication as their primary concern, and interview summative 

reflections revealed that better organization of communication structures was a primary area of 

need. The frequent mention of this problem and its rather far-reaching implications serve as the 

exigency for the inclusion of these guiding administrative philosophies in this ecological 

constellation.  

Potential Strategies. I argue that in order to build SPTI in FYC programs these 

communication problems need to be addressed. One strategy for addressing this problem area 

could lie in how we frame our work and identities as WPAs through our administrative 

philosophies. I argue that exploring and adopting decentered, collaborative, experimental, 

flexible, supportive, interrelation models of administration can be beneficial for our work with 

FYC SPTI (see for example Dickson; Gunner “Decentering” and “Collaborative”; Goodburn and 

Leverenz; Mirz and Cullen; Kelly-Riley et al.). How these administrative philosophies manifest 

themselves in actual WPA practices will certainly vary for individual WPAs and their own 

institutional, departmental, and programmatic contexts. However, these administrative 

philosophies and the practices recommended within them can help provide a guiding point for 

WPAs navigating the constellation of ecologies in their FYC SPTI efforts. Whether these 

administrative philosophies have been labeled feminist or democratic more generally, they all 

similarly encourage WPAs to flatten hierarchies, encourage experimentation, reward excellence, 

support members of a program, adopt both/and rather than an either/or leadership stances which 

foster community and interrelational authority, be flexible in decision making, and a embrace a 

collaborative sense of community (Dickson, Miller). If we are going to administrate complex, 

interdependent, looped FYC SPTI, I argue that WPA first consider adopting an administrative 

philosophy that aligns with these material circumstances. De-centered, collaborative 

administrative models accept, work to explore, and glean agency from the distribution of power 

and the collaboration of involved stakeholders and can thus help WPA embrace the complexity 

of the systems around them and work within it to create sustainable practices. 

However, adopting these administrative philosophies will likely not solve the 

complicated problems of comprehending and communicating the power structures that 

manifested in this study’s findings. What is needed is an administrative model that acknowledges 

the collaborative, experimental, flexible, supportive, and interrelation dynamics of power present 

in these SPTI efforts and accompanying practices that work to trace, map, and understand how 
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these structures move so they can be effectively understood and communicated. In order to make 

this task manageable, Sharon McGee has turned WPAs to the work of Tim Peeples and his ideas 

concerning postmodern mapping.32  McGee and Peeples urged WPAs to make concerted efforts 

to map the power structures around them, considering stakeholders, values, ideologies, and 

material conditions, among other contextually-based factors. They encouraged WPAs not to see 

these maps as static representations, but to consistently reflect on them and their changing 

dynamics and create more than one map to reflect a variety of situations, initiatives, and 

contexts.33 In the end, McGee argued that “having a visible representation of the WPA on these 

kinds of maps gives the WPA a sense of place, a way to view the cycle of work and the WPA’s 

place in it” (McGee 70).  While such maps will certainly not be easy to create and will require 

time and effort from WPAs (a constraint that will be discussed in other ecologies below), these 

maps could help WPAs working toward SPTI in FYC. As the findings from this research attest, 

these structures were largely unknown by participating WPAs and stakeholders alike. If WPAs 

adopt decentered and collaborative administrative philosophies which better reflect the 

conditions of this ecological constellation, create these types of dynamic postmodern maps, and 

then work to communicate appropriate portions of their contents to involved stakeholders, some 

of the problems noted by research participants could be assuaged or avoided. Guided by an 

administrative philosophy and practices that align with rather than avoid these complex, 

interdependent ecologies and armed with maps that work to understand how power, influence, 

and authority move in relation to a WPA in this constellation, we can create more communicable 

SPTI.   

 

Ecology 1: The Creation and Maintenance of Goals and Outcomes Connected to SPTI 

Research Exigencies. Survey responses from the previous chapter revealed that only 

40% of participants had goals and outcomes that connected to their FYC technology initiatives, 

and about 20% of that set was unhappy with the tangential, vague, or under-clarified mentions of 

                                                
32 These argument for postmodern mapping have been repeated in other composition scholarship as well: 

“postmodern mapping, a tactic for using spatial thinking to explore social, disciplinary, and institutional 

relationships in composition studies, has been discussed by the two of us (Sullivan and Porter) elsewhere, most 
extensively in Opening Spaces” (Porter et al. 623).  
33 Kathleen Ryan’s work has similarly combined feminist theory, WPA work, and postmodern mapping; however, 

she pushes even further to argue that such an approach helps WPAs understand the ecologies around them. She 

names her approach a “rhetorical ecological feminist agency” (85), and while her argument also emphasizes the 

important of place and location, its basic principles align with the argument here. 
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technology in their outcomes. Interview and focus participants reported that their FYC programs 

still worked in ad hoc fashion to regarding FYC technology inclusion. Further complicating this 

was the finding that of the 40% of respondents who reported FYC goals and outcomes connected 

to technology initiatives, nearly 60% named the WPA Outcomes Statement as the model for their 

technology outcomes. Respondents quoted or paraphrased the final plank of the WPA outcomes 

statement, detailing that their program chose bullet points from that plank to include in their FYC 

programmatic mission. However, as of June 2014, a revised WPA outcomes statement submitted 

to the CWPA Executive Board for consideration removed this plank entirely.34 Finally, both 

survey and interview findings from participants’ summative reflections noted a need or desire for 

new programmatic goals and outcomes and the need for direction, consistency, and/or outcomes 

from the programmatic or departmental level. These desires, needs, and calls for inclusion of 

goals and outcomes that connect to participants’ FYC technology initiatives present exigencies 

for the inclusion of this ecology in the constellation. 

Potential Strategies. This study revealed a desire for revised goals and outcomes; 

however, the creation of these outcomes is, of course, largely affected by and needs to be 

embedded within institutional and departmental contexts and should be done by a collaborative 

team of stakeholders who are aware of and conscious of these contextual factors. I argue, 

however, that current scholarship can provide another important starting point: as noted in 

Chapter 2, WPAs need to recognize how past models of “writing outcomes first, technology 

second” (Leverenz) limit what is possible in FYC program. As Carrie Leverenz argued, “[Past 

scholarly models] invite writing program administrators to focus on how technology can support 

their pre-existing learning outcomes for writing classes, rather than advising WPAs to consider 

how technology might change those outcomes—not for the sake of learning technology alone, 

but for the sake of defining writing in a more inclusive way” (43-4). Mike Palmquist has 

similarly argued,  

We should recognize that information technology makes possible more than additional—

or even better—strategies for meeting our teaching goals. It also makes possible new 

teaching goals. Recognizing this possibility is important for all teachers of writing, but it 

                                                
34 The effects of this revision are yet to be seen. However, preliminary drafts shared at recent conferences reported 

that mentions of technology and technology-related composing activities were going to be included across the 

existing planks in order to encourage more meaningful technology consideration. However, with so many programs 

utilizing the older plank, there could be confusion when/if this revision is accepted and distributed. These effects 

certainly require more of our attention as FYC stakeholders.  
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is particularly important for WPAs, who often construct program-wide curricula and 

coordinate faculty development programs. (emphasis added, 98)  

These are not add-and-stir technology models; rather, these are inclusive ones that begin to 

explore how technology changes what we can do in the composition classroom. If we intend to 

create the programmatic technology consistency this study’s participants called for—which can 

help us create SPTI overall—I argue that we need to consider technology’s reformative 

possibilities in our FYC goals and outcomes.  

 More specifically, these revised goals and outcomes could include words like 

multiliteracy—“those literacies facilitated and supported by computer technologies…visual, 

audio, multi-media, and digital” (Leverenz 38)—or new media composing—“a newer term to be 

used in composition circles and refers more explicitly to the production of new kinds of texts, 

especially those now made possible for the average writer thanks to increasingly accessible 

digital technologies” (Leverenz 39)—or the more commonly used multimodal text—texts “that 

exceed the alphabetic and may include still and moving images, animations, color, words, music 

and sound” (Selfe and Takayoshi 1). I argue that revising FYC goals and outcomes to include 

both alphabetic, academic writing and these kinds of technology enabled compositions better 

prepares our students for both their academic and professional careers. As Bill Cope and Mary 

Kalantzis argue, our teaching of writing needs to catch up with cultural changes in the 

workplace, the public sphere, and even our personal lives: “when technologies of meaning are 

changing so rapidly, there cannot be one set of standards or skills that constitute the ends of 

literacy learning” (6). These strategies—placing technology inclusion as an initial rather than 

afterthought consideration in our goals and outcomes creation and exploring the inclusion of 

alphabetic and technology-enabled compositions—need to be embedded within a WPA’s 

programmatic, departmental, and institutional contexts; therefore, the results will certainly vary 

from one setting to another. However, the study’s participants called for new or revised FYC 

goals and outcomes that provided them with consistency and a clear valuing of technology 

inclusion; I argue these strategies can provide at least a starting point for WPAs as they navigate 

SPTI in this ecology.  
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Ecology 2: The Creation and Maintenance of FYC Curricula Connected to SPTI 

Research Exigencies. Survey and interview findings in the previous chapter reported that 

the majority of FYC instructors’ technology inclusion efforts consisted of using material 

technologies to deliver and supplement course content, casting students as users and consumers 

of technology and technology-enabled texts. When asked to clarify the specifics of their 

technology inclusion, nearly all participants selected word processing software, online writing 

spaces, course management sites, online readings and videos, and technology-enabled peer 

review editing. Far fewer participants selected options like website creation, multimodal 

assignments, video creation, and ePortfolios, answers that envision students as producers of 

multiliterate, new media, and/or multimodal texts. Interview responses displayed a variety of 

technology inclusion practices that aided students in cultivating a range of Selber’s technological 

literacies (functional, critical, and rhetorical). Institution 2 largely cast students as users of 

technology, therefore encouraging functional literacies. Institution 3 had instructors who asked 

student to analyze and critique the technology around them therefore building critical literacies. 

Finally, Institution 1 asked FYC students to create websites, blogs, video, audio, and a range of 

other multimodal texts therefore encouraging rhetorical literacies. However, what was clear was 

a lack of consistency. Summative reflections from survey and interview participants revealed 

that instructors desired direction and consistency from the programmatic or departmental level in 

regards to how much technology to include and in what ways, and many used the term 

curriculum specifically in identifying the area where the most attention was needed. The wide 

and varying range of reported technology inclusion and these calls for curricular consistency by 

research participants make curriculum development an important ecology to consider within this 

constellation. 

Potential Strategies. As noted in Chapter 2, I argue, alongside Palmquist that WPAs 

working create SPTI in FYC programs must think beyond add-and-stir methods and consider the 

ways technology inclusion can actually alter what is assigned to students in FYC sections.  

Before any practical and context-specific choices are made concerning curricula, I would argue 

that WPAs working to create SPTI in FYC programs frame technology inclusion an immediate 

factor of consideration—not an extra or late add-on—and encourage those involved to consider 

making curricular choices that foster a range of technological literacies, ones that encourage 

students to be both critical consumer and rhetorically-savvy producers of technology-enabled 
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composition. Once again, these efforts and curricular revisions need to be embedded within each 

WPA’s individual context; however, I argue that creating curricular consistency that values 

technology inclusion can aid us in creating SPTI in FYC programs.  

For example, these new curricula might eschew creating and implementing rigid 

instruction and assignment parameters and instead urge FYC instructors to build assignments 

based on rhetorical approaches. Elizabeth Wardle’s work pointed us directly to the language we 

used in assignment sheets: “Do you have rigid and acontextual guidelines? Or do your 

assignments ask students to really think through problems rhetorically” (151)? She advocated 

that we stop creating assignments and projects that do the rhetorical work for students; she 

argued, instead, that assignments should create spaces for students to make their own rhetorical 

decisions. Johndan Johnson-Eilola and Stuart Selber’s work argued that a similar rhetorical 

approach in our curriculum “can provide us with a framework that can adapt to new technologies 

as they are developed, taken up, and used by people in concrete situations” (18). They argued 

against rigidly prescribed assignments and assignment prompts that outlined the specifics of 

given rhetorical situations, required compositions in specific genres, and/or stipulated the use of 

specific technologies because “if we tie our teaching to specific forms and genres, our teaching 

will start showing its age within only a few years (or months), as new communication 

technologies come into use” (18). I argue, alongside Johnson-Eilola and Selber, that our FYC 

curricular changes could benefit from a “project-based approach to learning that opens up the 

context for writing, reading, and using texts and requires students to learn about and choose 

specific technologies that work most effectively for the contexts in which they (and their readers) 

are working: printed text, email, phone call, FLASH animation, digital video, websites and 

more” (20). In the end, such curricular approaches have the potential to provide students not 

simply with sets of skills suited to specific, static situations, genres, or technologies but a method 

for adapting those skills to new situations (Johnson-Eilola and Selber 33). I argue that these 

rhetorical project-based models can help serve as a guides for WPAs who are working to place 

technological inclusion as more than a tangential add-on to FYC courses. Final curricular choices 

will necessarily depend on institutional context; however, the strategies provided by these 

scholars can provide starting points to build structures of technological consistency and value in 

our FYC programs that will encourage sustainable and lasting practices.  
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Ecology 3: The Development of Accompanying Pedagogical Training  

Research Exigencies. Survey responses from the previous chapters revealed that about 

60% of respondents had technology training available to them through departments, institutions, 

or IT specialists; however, only 17% of participants assessed this training as “effective.” 

Interviews similarly reported there was technology training through initial graduate teacher 

training structures but it was minimal and difficult for FYC stakeholders to track down, find, and 

participate in.  When asked about pedagogical training for technology inclusion, the number of 

survey responses indicated that participants were receiving far fewer pedagogical training 

opportunities, and only 15% of respondents found those structures effective. Interview findings 

revealed that graduate and teacher training structures were, again, important spaces for 

pedagogical training; however, focus group participants also reported their dissatisfaction with 

these structures and offered an array of possible improvements for technology inclusive 

pedagogical training: 1) a desire for extended training beyond a teacher’s first year; 2) the need 

for publicity about additional training opportunities; 3) the need for new or specially-designated 

staff positions to provide this training; and 4) the desire for training beyond the traditional 

workshop model (e.g. team teaching or classroom observation). Furthermore, problems of 

disinterest and apathy were voiced both explicitly and implicitly throughout these sections 

bringing the importance of buy in and cultures of interest to light.  

Finally, the third most commonly identified improvement in survey participants’ 

summative reflections (21%) noted the need for more training and professional development, and 

the majority of responses referenced pedagogical training specifically in their answers. Interview 

participants named the same pedagogical structures as areas of need in their FYC technology 

initiatives; however, they also complicated this need by noting the lack of reward structures for 

such efforts. Seventy-five percent of survey respondents similarly reported that there was no 

reward, pay, or recognition for their technology inclusion efforts, and other write-in comments 

suggested that many programs and WPAs had to “get creative” when rewarding such work (e.g. 

monetary rewards, teaching awards and recognition, invitations to mentor new instructors, etc.). 

These needs and desires for the valuing and rewarding of participation in technology inclusion 

training provide an exigency for this ecology’s inclusion in the overall constellation.  
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Potential Strategies. As with the sections above, strategies for working in this ecology 

of pedagogical training need to be embedded within a WPA’s institutional context, the structure 

of her FYC program, and the amount of flexibility she has regarding the professional 

development of her staff. However, there are some initial starting points in previous scholarship. 

As Chapter 2 noted, I ague that technology training should not be offered only to those teachers 

who elect it by choice; if we are hoping to create consistent SPTI that emphasizes the importance 

of technology inclusion and builds cultures of buy in, this training needs to a normalized and 

regular part of our FYC pedagogical cultures. Furthermore, as Shelley Reid contends, this 

training should include “quick-start and delay-start” (205) practices that extend pedagogical 

support beyond a teacher’s first year. As some of the focus group participants noted, the first 

year of teaching can be overwhelming, so often instructors choose to focus on improving their 

technology inclusion or altering their pedagogies later in their teaching tenures. However, there 

were very few formalized structures in those years to help support participants’ innovation; 

attention to the timing and availability of training opportunities as it relates to the scaffolding of 

FYC instructors’ tenure could help better support technology inclusion efforts. Finally, as 

interview and focus group participants suggested, I would contend that WPAs explore alternative 

methods of training, methods that extend beyond workshop and brown-bag sessions, in order to 

cultivate sustainable cultures of informed investment, interest, and buy-in. For example, Ken 

McAllister and Cynthia Selfe have suggested developing reading groups, circulating current 

scholarship, organizing speakers’ series, providing a reading list of additional resources, offering 

travel money for conferences and workshops, compiling and sharing web resources, and holding 

regular informal meeting or social events where instructors can share common experiences, 

ideas, advice, wisdom, humor, and warnings concerning their technology-inclusion efforts (359-

60). If we intend to create and maintain SPTI our training practices need to be consistently 

implemented, provide long-term continual support, and consider exploratory methods beyond 

traditional workshop models.  

 However, another equally important loop in this ecology noted in Chapter 2 and 

reiterated in this study’s findings is the presence of reward structures for those FYC stakeholders 

who participate in technology inclusion training practices. This ecology cannot be sustained 

without interest and buy in from FYC instructors, and those cultures cannot be sustained without 

the proper levels of value and reward attached. The demands of service, administration, research, 
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teaching, mentoring, committee work, classtime, and tenure and promotion pull at all involved 

stakeholders in various ways, and there is simply no way to avoid the fact that keeping current 

with ever changing hardware and software programs, creating technology inclusive lesson plans, 

altering assignment prompts, and creating assessment plans takes additional time. Therefore, I 

argue that WPAs must consider training methods and rewards structures for those training 

methods simultaneously if this ecology is to function and sustain. Survey participants offered a 

small sample of reward options (monetary rewards, teaching awards, course releases, etc.); 

however, reward options need to be explored more closely by WPAs within their individual 

institutional context if we are going to properly support the training structures we instructors to 

participant in, which in turn support, sustain, and emphasize the value of technology inclusion in 

our FYC courses.  

 

Ecology 4: Materials Technology Needs and BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) 

Classrooms  

Research Exigencies. Seventeen percent of survey respondents reported that “all FYC 

courses are taught in a computer classroom;” the largest percentage (45%) claimed that 

computers were available upon request for FYC courses; 12% checked that “technology can be 

used only if instructors bring their own laptop/equipment. Finally, 8% answered that “no 

computers classroom are available” for FYC courses. Combining the first two categories of 

answers revealed that over 60% of survey respondents had the opportunity to teach in a 

classroom where computers were available for all FYC students. Similar material technology set 

ups were present at interview institutions: Institutions 1 and 2 had desktop classrooms available 

upon request, and Institution 3 offered computers classrooms for all FYC sections.  

However, and perhaps more importantly, this study’s findings revealed the prevalence of 

wireless and BYOT (bring your own technology) classroom models. As one survey respondent 

succinctly stated it “all writing classes are taught in rooms with wireless capability…all students 

are required to have laptops, so any classroom can become a tech-classroom.” In multiple 

sections of this study’s survey and interviews, participants reflected on the prevalence and 

implications of student-brought material technologies in their FYC courses: many survey 

participants wrote in to clarify that while classroom computers might not be available to them, 

FYC students brought their own laptops, tablets, and/or smartphones. Furthermore, despite the 
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lack of a question or prompt directly addressing laptops and students-brought materials 

technologies, every interview and focus group discussed the notion of BYOT classrooms. As 

Institution 2’s FYC Director argued “We are dealing with a situation where our technology is 

always already aging,” and we need to move away from what he termed a “sacred spaces model” 

of composition pedagogy: “As technology becomes more, you know, everywhere, we won’t 

need these designated labs” (FYC Director 2). While FYC Director 2 was optimistic and excited 

about these changes, many of the other interview and focus group participants expressed 

anxieties, questions, or complications that result from these wireless BYOT classrooms models: 

1) concerns about “controlling” these student-brought technologies; 2) anxieties about these 

technologies as distractions; and 3) the questions about new BYOT-inclusive pedagogies. 

Certainly any FYC technology initiative requires material technologies; however, the findings 

from this study revealed that navigating this ecology may require thinking beyond the creation 

and maintenance of what the field has traditionally understood as “computer classrooms.” 

Ubiquitous wireless capabilities on campus and the increasingly prevalence of student-brought 

material technologies in FYC classrooms mean that WPAs may need to reconsider how they 

configure the material needs of their SPTI efforts, and this ecology’s place in the overall 

constellation, if they hope to create sustainable practices and spaces. 

Potential Strategies. Across educational scholarship, scholars have begun to take note of 

these wireless and BYOT models and the effects such material configurations have on 

pedagogical practices (Popham et al.; Kairos’ 2004 Coverweb issue “The Rhetoric and Pedagogy 

of Portable Technologies;” Hea’s edited collection Going Wireless; Sana et al.; among many 

other education-based pieces in Journal of Research on Technology, Computers and Education, 

New Directions on Teaching and Learning, The Internet and Higher Education, The Chronicle 

of Higher Education, T.H.E. Journal: Technological Horizons in Education). While material 

conditions, the presence of wireless capabilities, student demographics, and institutional, 

departmental, programmatic and student socioeconomic contextual factors will certainly affect 

how a WPA navigates this material technologies ecology, the past work our field has done can 

provide a starting framework. First, I argue, alongside Amy Kimme Hea, Will Hochman and 

Mike Palmquist, and Melinda Turnley that WPAs work to see that BYOT models have the 

potential of doing more than distracting students; rather, when framed in a new way, they can 

actually encourage certain participatory practices more efficiently than desktop computer 
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classrooms. For example, Hochman and Palmquist contended that the portability and flexibility 

afforded by devices such as wireless laptops support group work, small-group discussions, and 

project-based learning more effectively than conventional wired computers. Similarly, Turnley 

argued that these wireless technologies can have pedagogical applications that allow us “to frame 

our efforts in terms of production rather than just consumption” (99), thus encouraging rhetorical 

technological literacy practices like those encouraged in sections above. These types of group 

oriented, production-based pedagogical approaches manifested in the classroom practices at 

Institution 1 where instructors’ explorations with in-class tweeting and blogging was well 

received by students. As in ecology sections above, I argue that no matter the institutional, 

departmental, or programmatic contexts, WPAs can benefit from framing these wireless, BYOT 

material changes as meaningful (re)visionary possibilities, as opposed to bothersome distractions 

and/or afterthoughts or add-ons to current FYC programs. However, I argue that these practices 

require programmatic guidance, like many of the other ecologies in this system. As Pamela 

Takayoshi and Brian Huot have argued “Faculty's frustration at knowing how to respond to 

attention management issues suggests that writing program administrators need to pay attention 

to the ways computer technologies create new situations and call for new strategies” (108).  If 

these technologies are going to be utilized productively, we need to help our FYC instructors 

create pedagogical practices, assignments, and projects that consider incorporation rather than 

prohibition of these technologies. This requires a (re)development concerning our curricula 

alongside a (re)vision of our training structures.  

Second, these wireless and BYOT classroom models also affect ecologies of funding for 

our FYC SPTI efforts. If hardware, software, and maintenance are no longer major line items on 

a WPA’s technology-related budget, there are a multitude of new areas where WPAs can spend 

that money (e.g. training, assessment, new faculty positions, etc.). However, the increasingly 

accepted practice of passing technology costs on to students (Taylor “Ten”) has its own 

complicated implications: “Already marked by race, gender, class, age, able-bodiedness, and 

region-of-origin among a myriad other differences, students need not also be marked by the 

functionality of their laptops” (Meeks “Ownership”). Simply because many students have laptops 

or other wirelessly-enabled devices that they bring to class does not mean that all students do; we 

need to consider how we can accommodate students who do not have their own devices and what 

kinds of messages of exclusion and privilege we are sending with these practices; these practices 
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need to be consciously and contextually considered by involved FYC stakeholders. Material 

technologies are a necessary part of FYC SPTI efforts; however, the findings from this study 

revealed that wireless capabilities and BYOT classrooms models were altering the shape of this 

ecology for participants. I argue that seeing the transformative (as opposed to disruptive) power 

of these student-brought technologies, considering how such possibilities (re)vision our 

curriculum and teacher training, and carefully navigating the financial changes such models 

bring can help a WPA begin to navigate this shifting ecology. 

 

Ecology 5: The Creation and Implementation of Assessment Strategies 

Research Exigencies. Findings reported in the previous chapter showed a conspicuous 

lack of feedback structures and assessment practices concerning FYC technology initiatives. 

Over 60% of survey respondents reported that they were not asked for feedback regarding their 

FYC technology initiatives; those that were asked for feedback reported ad hoc, informal, and 

irregular methods. Furthermore, 83% of respondents reported that their FYC technology 

initiatives were not assessed. These findings are complicated further when placed in context with 

the questions’ overall low response rates: the five survey questions about feedback and 

assessment were the most frequently skipped in the survey. This was similarly the least discussed 

topic in interviews. Directors and instructors at all three institutions reported no formal structures 

in place to gather feedback from stakeholders regarding technology initiatives nor any 

assessment practices in place regarding their FYC technology initiatives. Interview FYC 

directors did express interest and desire to take up assessment work; however, they also reflected 

on the complications they have faced, or would potentially face, as they worked to create 

assessment plans, such as the need for funding, stakeholder participation, and systems of reward 

for such work. Any ecological system necessarily includes feedback loops in order to maintain 

and sustain itself, and FYC SPTI efforts necessarily require assessment in order to (re)evaluate, 

(re)align, and (re)vitalize practices. These needs and the conspicuous absence of such practices 

in this study’s findings provide an exigency for this ecology’s inclusion in the overall 

constellation. 

Potential Strategies. The specifics of these needed assessment plans will be different 

when embedded in different programmatic, departmental, and institutional contexts; however, 

there are some guiding strategies from our field’s work that can help provide starting points for 
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WPAs navigating this ecology. The model in Chapter 2 noted that the work of Kathleen Blake 

Yancey and Brian Huot reminds us that assessment can be more than summative drudgery used 

to justify our practices to others, garner support for our causes, or secure funding. It can even be 

more than simply formative in shaping a program or a cause. Creating SPTI in FYC programs 

requires more than tacking a few additional goals, assignments, or training workshops on to our 

already existing programs, it requires a rethinking, remediating, and restructuring of our 

programs. Therefore, I argue that this lens of assessment as (re)formative is what is needed for 

FYC SPTI if our efforts are to be sustainable. 

I also argue that these (re)formative practices need to go beyond assessing only student 

and teacher performances. Like McAllister and Selfe and Bertram Bruce and Maureen Hogan, I 

argue that WPAs need an ecological lens for their assessment practices if they are to create and 

maintain SPTI. This means that in addition to evaluating student texts, ePortfolios, and teacher 

evaluations, curriculum should also be assessed in order to ensure that it aligns with and makes 

possible the goals and outcomes set forth by the program. Furthermore, the goals and outcomes 

themselves need to be assessed in order to determine their validity, worth, and alignment with 

stakeholder contexts, requirements, and needs. Additionally, as Hea and Turnley mention in 

regard to their own revised training practices, teacher training and professional development 

structures must also be assessed regularly to ensure they meeting the needs of instructors; the 

same is true for the reward structures attached to these training practices. In order to balance and 

make manageable these complex assessment needs, I argue we turn to Selfe’s assessment plan, 

one of the only extensive examples of a practical assessment framework that focuses specifically 

on programmatic technology initiatives. He advocates a formalized community approach, where 

stakeholders offer collaborative feedback that identifies the issues most in need of immediate 

assessment and revision.35 I contend that this type of practical strategy frames our assessment 

practices as (re)formative, values stakeholder collaboration and community building, allows 

space for the depth and breadth of ecologies in need of assessment in these initiatives, and can 

therefore help us create, maintain, and sustain appropriately flexible and innovative FYC SPTI. 

 

 

                                                
35 Selfe’s five-step assessment framework is detailed in Chapter 5 of Sustainable Computer Environments. Step 2 of 

this framework emphasizes the collaborative selection process discussed here.  
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Ecology 6: The Securing of Initial and Ongoing Funding 

Research Exigencies. The largest percentage (41%) of survey respondents and the 

majority of interview participants pointed to upper levels of institutional administration as 

sources of funding for their FYC technology initiatives. When asked who controlled these funds 

and their distribution, 40% of survey respondents chose institutional administrators, and a 

number of write-in answers pointed to specialty faculty or staff positions like “lab director,” “VP 

of technology,” “Director of Digital Media,” etc. Interview participants who reported knowledge 

of this funding control revealed locally controlled FYC funds, replenished creatively through an 

“FYC workbook slush fund.” However, there is another important finding from these questions: 

the prevalence of confusion. The research from this study revealed that these financial structures 

were largely unknown to these FYC stakeholders. Thirty-one percent of survey respondents 

indicated they were unaware of how these technologies and initiatives were funded, and 33% 

reported they were unsure who controlled the available funding; interviews and focus groups 

reported similar confusion about the funding for FYC technology initiatives and the control of 

that funding. This reliance on vague and obscure upper level funding and the overwhelming 

number of respondents who were unsure or completely confused about where this funding came 

from and who controlled it in what ways is, I would argue, unproductive for creating SPTI. 

While it may be difficult to tackle and balance financial issues and budgets, no SPTI effort can 

exist without funding and more specifically without sustained findings. Hence, financial matters 

must necessarily exist as an important and interwoven ecology in this constellation.  

Potential Strategies. Financial issues at institutions of any type are complex, always 

changing, and perhaps some of the least interesting and most frustrating work for a WPA; 

however, as Chris Anson has argued, “As vexing or unappealing as the subject of money may be 

to many of us, no writing program can run without a budget, and no administrator can ignore the 

effects of finances on the principles and delivery of writing instruction” (233). Therefore, while 

there is no perfect model or perfect source for this funding that will work across institutional 

contexts, past scholarship can again give us some starting frameworks for understanding this 

ecology that we can then embed within individual institutions, departments, and programs. First, 

I would argue we look to Anson’s work concerning postmodern mapping practices. Anson 

directly applies Peeple’s postmodern mapping practices—those noted in the guiding 

administrative philosophies above—to the “social processes and the material structures of 
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finance” (234). Alongside Anson, I argue that WPAs should map expenses, sources of income, 

and past problems with funding, paying equal attention to monetary movement, stakeholder 

influences, and structures of power. Furthermore, they should create multiple maps, layer them, 

and find areas of contradiction, confusion, and competition, while simultaneously 

acknowledging that these maps will consistently change and thus require reflection and revision. 

I would argue his practices are particularly helpful for FYC SPTI budgets due to their 

complexity and constantly changing nature. I assert that the amount of confusion concerning 

funding and the loss of agency both explicit and implicit in participants’ responses could benefit 

from the institutional transparency these types of mapping practices have the potential to 

provide.  

In addition to Anson’s mapping ideas, I argue, as in Chapter 2, that we could also benefit 

from the arguments of McAllister and Selfe and Taylor that encourage WPAs to think beyond 

material technologies as the primary budget item for technology initiatives. McAllister and Selfe 

advised WPAs to carefully examine the “real costs” behind these technology initiatives. They 

argued that hardware and software certainly need to be purchased and updated, but there also 

needs to be money for the IT support staff who tend to those machines. Taylor reminded us that 

WPAs must also think of training expenses simultaneously with material technology needs, not 

as afterthoughts. However, I further contend that if we are to create new or revised goals and 

outcomes and curricula that support them, WPAs need committees of involved and invested FYC 

stakeholders; those participants need to be compensated or rewarded in some way. If we are 

going to ask teachers to attend additional training or to revise and rework their FYC syllabi to 

meaningfully incorporate technology, they too need to be compensated or rewarded in some 

way. Additionally, if our SPTI efforts and all their interrelated ecologies require thoughtful and 

consistent assessment, the stakeholders involved in those assessment practices also need to be 

compensated or rewarded. All of the ecologies in this constellation necessitate financial backing, 

or at the very least financial consideration, in order to sustain themselves. All of these decisions 

and their resulting funding sources need to be embedded in institutional, departmental, and 

programmatic contexts; however, postmodern mapping practices and a lens that considers the 

“real costs” of these initiatives up front can provide a productive starting point for WPAs 

working to create SPTI.  
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Ecology 7: The Creation and Oversight of New Staff and Faculty Positions 

Research Exigencies. All of the above ecologies necessitate additional work, time, and 

effort on the part of the WPA. The ecology below will focus on this complicated balance of 

WPA responsibilities and rewards; however, the findings from this study also point to an 

alternative solution: the creation of new faculty and staff positions dedicated in whole or in part 

to navigating and coordinating this SPTI ecological constellation. In multiple areas of this 

study’s survey, participants wrote in to clarify that technology related tasks were delegated to 

specialty staff and faculty members. When asked about training structures, 50% of the write-in 

answer reported that technology and pedagogical training were coordinated and provided by 

technology-specific staff/faculty. Interview and focus group participants reported similar 

positions: directors at Institutions 1 and 2 commented on the potential of adding additional staff 

to provide this type of professional development. These positions again emerged in survey 

answers regarding who controlled the funding of these technology initiatives. Finally, when 

asked for summative reflections and overall needs, these dedicated staff/faculty positions were 

again noted. One of the smaller categories of write-in answers on the survey reported the need or 

called for additional staff; similarly, interview Institution 1’s FYC director noted a need for 

better coordination and increased participation of the graduate assistant assigned to these 

initiatives and Institution 2’s FYC director reflected on the need for a staff or faculty member 

housed in upper levels of administration that could help encourage, support, and maintain these 

technology initiative efforts. These types of answers emerged in small percentages; however, 

they repeated through multiple areas of both survey and interview/focus group findings. This 

chapter has worked to argue that in order for FYC SPTI to succeed and remain sustainable there 

are a number of complex ecological relationships that need to be navigated and coordinated. 

These findings provide potential future directions that would take the burden of some of this 

work off the shoulders of (already overworked) WPAs. The creation of new positions dedicated 

wholly, or at least in part, to FYC SPTI could be an important inclusion in this ecological 

constellation. 

Potential Strategies. Creating staff/faculty/graduate student positions dedicated to SPTI 

has the potential to help WPAs create more manageable, consistent, and FYC SPTI. However, as 

noted above, how these positions are argued for, maintained, funded/valued/rewarded, and 

sustained will vary by institutional context. However, I argue that relying on the maps 
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constructed in previous ecologies can help a WPA. The mapping techniques created in the 

guiding decentered and collaborative administrative philosophies at the center of this 

constellation can help a WPA understand how power moves in her institution, department, and 

program and the ways in which her authority, power, and influence can navigate those spaces. 

Empowered with these connections, she may be better able to make the appropriate cases to the 

appropriate levels of her higher administration for the creation of these positions. Furthermore, 

once she has mapped the financial structures surrounding her program, she can also better 

determine what types of funding she can find in what spaces and for how long. Furthermore, as 

research participants and past scholarship attests, these positions can be creatively configured if 

the systems of coordination and power are properly navigated. This position can be given with a 

course release to existing faculty. I would argue that it could also serve an important component 

of an existing faculty member’s service, research and/or teaching requirements if such an 

arrangement is properly defended and outlined to the appropriate levels of the department and/or 

institution. Furthermore, this could be a position given to a graduate student as part of a course 

requirement, as a Directed Independent Study course, in lieu of a course, as an administrative 

position, or as a research opportunity. These would surely be complicated and contextually 

specific negotiations, but they can be aided and supported by decentered, collaborative 

administrative philosophies and postmodern mapping practices noted above. If we are hoping to 

create SPTI in FYC programs, we must start recognizing and addressing the complexity and 

interdependency of all the above ecologies; doing so requires time, effort, and sustained 

attention, and I argue that new staff and faculty positions dedicated to these tasks can go a long 

way in helping distribute and delegate these task in a manageable and thus sustainable manner.   

 

Ecology 8: The Creation and Maintenance of Reward Structures to Support WPAs  

Research Exigencies. As the FYC Director at Institution 1 articulated, “There is a little 

voice in my brain that says ‘you got so many irons in the fire right now, what in the world would 

you do if you could do more and more and more. But you find a way to do those things, you 

know.” Technology inclusion, while important and perhaps even of interest to a WPA, is, in the 

end, yet another iron she is placing in the fire. As interview FYC directors reported and as Alice 

Horning’s work articulates, WPAs “work long, hard hours for their programs and their own 

professional development…War stories abound” (4). Needless to say, the constellation of 
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ecologies listed above—those that are necessary for the creation and maintenance of SPTI in 

FYC programs—requires dedicated time and effort from WPAs. WPAs are the administrative 

heart of these constellations and with so many constantly changing, constantly moving, 

constantly intertwining parts, this constellation of ecologies not only requires careful attention 

but sustained attention. However, technology inclusion is not the only task a WPA has to 

manage; it is one constellation of ecologies out of many that a WPA must balance. If we want to 

create SPTI, WPAs need to put in the sustained time and effort to understand, navigate, and 

revise these structures; however, they cannot in good conscience as savvy professions do so if 

they are not properly recognized, valued, and rewarded for doing so, hence this ecology’s 

inclusion in the larger constellation. 

Potential Strategies. Reward structures and their connections to promotion and tenure 

guidelines are heavily contextual and will vary drastically by institutional type and departmental 

configurations. Each WPA will need to argue for the inclusion of the time, effort, and work 

detailed in the technology-inclusive ecologies above in ways that are embedded within and 

appropriate to her institutional context, tenure and promotion committees, and departmental 

hierarchies. The postmodern maps she has created within her decentered, collaborative 

administrative practices can aid these arguments; however, they can also be aided by nationally 

recognized, vetted, and distributed documents that include this type of work in their discussions 

of professional standards. This discussion of time/effort and proportional incentives/rewards is 

not a new conversation in the subdisciplines of WPA or computers and composition. Both 

subdisciplines have spent years calling for and creating documents to support the validation of 

professional and tenure and promotion guidelines that include, value, and reward the work in 

their respective areas of emphases (i.e. WPA: The Portland Resolution; the scholarship of 

Schwalm, Gerbhardt et al., and Roen et al.; “Evaluating the Intellectual Work of Writing 

Administration.” Computers and composition: “CCCC Promotion and Tenure Guidelines for 

Work with Technology;” the scholarship of Ball; “CCCC Position Statement on Teaching, 

Learning, and Assessing Writing in Digital Environments”). I would argue that if we are to 

create, maintain, and sustain healthy constellations of ecologies for our FYC SPTI we need WPA 

guidelines and tenure and promotion work that overlaps with the work done in computers and 

composition. We need WPA documents that include technology inclusive administrative work, 

ones that acknowledge, value, and reward the time spent with these complicated ecologies. After 
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all, all five categories that the WPA council’s statement offers as a framework for WPA 

intellectual work (“Evaluating”)—program creation, curricular design, faculty development, 

program assessment and evaluation, and program-related textual production—are affected by 

SPTI; we can hear echoes of all five of these categories in the ecologies detailed above. I would 

argue that until SPTI efforts are incentivized and rewarded in institutionally appropriate and 

formalized ways, these FYC SPTI ecologies will not get the time and attention they require and 

will therefore not thrive and sustain in the ways they otherwise could.  

 

Ecological Relationships 

The eight ecologies detailed above need to be consciously considered and reconsidered 

by WPAs working towards SPTI. However, as noted at the beginning of the chapter, this study’s 

ecological lens revealed that they cannot be conceived of sequentially, hierarchically, or in 

isolation from one another if they are to help us create successful SPTI in FYC programs. Rather, 

as Fleckenstein et al. found in their work, they need to be considered with an “ecology on the 

mind” that views of change as “diffused throughout the entire array of constitutive loops, or [the 

change] can neither emerge nor be sustained. To be viable, the ecology must be perceived as a 

network of interdependent processes” (Fleckenstein et al.17). Each of the ecologies above is 

connected to, interdependent on, interrelated to, and emerges simultaneously alongside all the 

other ecologies in the constellation. While these ecological relationships are heavily embedded 

within institutional, departmental, and programmatic contexts, the sections below will detail a 

sampling of the ways these ecologies are intertwined, looped, and interdependent on one another 

and how changes in one ecology necessarily affect changes in all other ecologies.  

First, all eight ecologies and the guiding administrative philosophy are simultaneously 

interdependent on one another in a variety of looped ways. For example, any FYC curriculum 

connected to SPTI needs to align with and meaningfully serve with the goals and outcomes of 

the program. That FYC curriculum also needs to be collaboratively negotiated and created by a 

team of involved stakeholders who carefully consider and appropriately address the specific local 

context of a given institution, department, and program; therefore, this ecology is also heavily 

affected and influenced by the decentered, collaborative models of administration that guide this 

constellation. Curricular changes cannot be carried out without proper training and professional 

development, and these training practices cannot be created, maintained, sustained, or properly 
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promoted without attention to institutional context and encouragement of shared authority and 

collaboration amongst stakeholders, practices that are guided by the decentered, collaborative 

administrative philosophies that hold this constellation together. The addition of these BYOT 

material technology models affect nearly every ecology in this constellation—curricula (and 

potentially goals and outcomes by extension), teacher training, funding, assessment, new faculty 

positions, and a WPA’s balance of responsibilities. In addition, all ecologies—goals and 

outcomes, curricula, teacher training, material technologies, financial organization, new staff 

positions—need to be considered in assessment practices. Assessment practices are, in turn, 

heavily affected by available and sustainable funding as well as a WPAs’ available time and her 

collaborative connections to the stakeholders around her, which she can maintain through 

decentered and collaborative administrative practices. In addition, the (re)creation of goals and 

outcomes, curriculum development, training and professional development, and assessment 

practices are all affected by available and sustainable funding practices, which are found and 

sustained through postmodern mapping practices and administrative approaches. The number 

and sheer complexity of the ecologies involved in these FYC SPTI efforts requires dedicated 

time and attention to their coordination and sustainability, and new faculty, staff, or graduate 

student positions that focus solely, or at least in part, on coordinating, managing, and maintaining 

the ecologies in this constellation can ease a WPA’s work burden. Such positions can head and 

coordinate committees dedicated to any of the other ecologies, such creating and/or revising 

FYC goals and outcomes, curricular development, assessment practices, teacher training and 

professional development or even securing, managing, and sustaining funding. However, these 

positions need to be argued for and created by WPAs informed by decentered and collaborative 

administrative approaches and postmodern mapping that empower them to successfully navigate 

their institutions’ complex loops of power, authority, influence, and financial support. While 

these positions can aid WPAs in balancing the task of maintaining these FYC SPTI ecologies, 

they cannot simply be created and then abandoned. They need to be maintained and given 

sustained attention, as do each of one of the other seven ecologies, which requires continuous 

and careful consideration. Therefore, WPAs’ SPTI efforts must be acknowledged, valued, 

incentivized, and rewarded through formalized institutional structures. This model includes 

complex ecological interdependence, and WPAs at the center of this constellation need 

acknowledgement, reward, and scholarly support for what they do.  
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Second a change or shift in any one of these ecologies has the potential to affect the work 

done and functioning capabilities of all other ecologies. For example, a shifting in funding can 

either make possible or severely limit the kinds of material technologies purchased or the amount 

of training and professional development opportunities a WPA can provide or the rewards and 

incentives she can offer participating FYC instructors, which in turn can affect the kinds of 

curricula they create. Changes in funding can similarly affect assessment practices which in turn 

alter how a program revisions and revitalizes itself years into its SPTI efforts. Furthermore, 

altered financial circumstances can change the possibility of creating new faculty or staff 

positions dedicated to the maintenance of this constellation which in turn affect a WPA’s balance 

of responsibilities and her ability to navigate the entire ecological structure and its intricacies. 

Any ecology can be substituted in for funding to reveal the same kinds of interdependent 

structures of change. An increase or decrease in the attention paid to assessment practices can 

reveal changes necessary in misaligned goals, outcomes, and curricula. Similarly, those 

assessment-informed changes can alter training structures or encourage a realignment of funding 

allocation, which, as noted above, can then affect all other systems. A change in the material 

technologies purchased and/or available in FYC classrooms can alter the kinds of training a 

WPA necessarily provides to FYC instructors. New material technologies can also revise the 

curriculum of a program and even by extension its goals and outcomes if the change is large and 

impactful, as it could be argued BYOT models will become. New material technologies can also 

alter additional faculty support positions, both their very existence and the jobs and tasks they 

take on to support new material conditions.  Furthermore, a change in training and professional 

development can alter cultures of stakeholder buy in attached to curriculum development 

encouraging FYC stakeholders to reassess the effectiveness of goals and outcomes. Similarly, a 

change in the reward structures for a WPA and her work with these technology inclusive efforts 

can mean that she will spend more or less time navigating and attending to this constellation and 

all its involved ecologies. The looped structure of this ecological constellation means that any 

change, no matter the size, will affect the entire system and all its comprising ecologies.  

These complicated loops are just a small sampling of the interdependent connections 

between and among these ecologies; others will manifest at different times throughout an FYC 

program’s lifespan and at different moments in an institution’s, department’s, and program’s 

SPTI history. Each one of these ecologies is complicated and looped in its own right; however, a 
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WPA must also recognize that a change in one ecology necessitates a change in all other 

ecologies and thus consistent administrative oscillation on her part. If we hope to create 

successful SPTI in FYC programs these eight ecologies must be recognized and contextually 

navigated by WPAs who are aware of their interrelated, interdependent, and consistently shifting 

nature.   

 

Limitations and Potential Future Directions  

While the research methods and findings from this study did reveal important insights 

concerning the current state of technology initiatives and potential future directions of FYC 

SPTI, there are—as with any research project—limitations to this study, its findings, and its 

resulting implications. These limitations will be detailed alongside possible future directions for 

further research and study in the sections below. 

First, this study’s research methods relied on a convenience sample of participants. While 

this did allow for a pointed picture of FYC stakeholders involved and interested in technology 

initiatives, these results cannot be considered fully generalizable or fully representative of a 

national picture of FYC programs or technology initiatives. Therefore, future research could 

involve collecting data from a larger sample size and even one selected from a random sample of 

institutions and FYC stakeholders at those institutions. This would allow for the voices of 

stakeholders not specifically inclined to technology inclusion in their FYC courses to be heard 

and for their opinions and needs to inform the constellation of ecologies created here.  

Second, this study relied on subjective, participant-reported data. While this did reveal 

interesting and important tensions between and among the concerns of stakeholders, it is a data 

set that can be heavily affected—either consciously or unconsciously—by participants’ opinions, 

lack of knowledge, or personal biases. Whether they intended to or not, participants may have 

provided responses, reflections, or complications that did not accurately reflect the structures of 

their FYC programs or technology initiatives. Consequently, future research into these FYC 

technology initiatives or SPTI efforts could involve additional interviews with a larger number or 

wider array of FYC stakeholders in order for the convergence of data sets to beget more 

confidence in the findings. Additionally, future researchers could collect, code, and analyze 

documents connected to FYC programs and their SPTI efforts, such as goals and outcomes 

sheets, syllabi, assignment sheets, assessment reports, or official financial spreadsheets.  Finally, 
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in order to address these limitations of bias, future researchers could conduct their own site visits 

to FYC programs, tour classrooms spaces, and/or observe technology-inclusive classes. The 

observation notes from such research could further inform the self-reported data here.  

Third, somewhat connected to the issues of self-reported data discussed above, this study is 

also limited by some of the inconsistencies in responses provided in the interviews and focus 

group. For example, while there was transparency concerning technological and pedagogical 

support at Institution 3, the same transparency and stakeholder awareness did not exist 

concerning issues of funding. Similar inconsistencies arose when Institution 1’s FYC director 

reported an open door policy to allow for stakeholder feedback and communication; however, 

FYC instructors reported confusion about the topics they could bring to the FYC director and 

therefore what they could be involved in. The same problems were present at Institution 2 where 

the FYC Director reported consistency in technology inclusion across the FYC courses while 

FYC instructors reported technology inclusion as optional and different across each of their 

colleagues’ FYC sections. While some of these inconsistencies may be related to issues with 

self-reported data that are affected by participants’ opinions, lack of knowledge, or personal 

biases, it could also be there were miscommunication and/or coordination-related disjoints 

between and among the ecologies and the stakeholders embedded in them. Finally, it is equally 

possible that my interest in using research findings to build a SPTI ecology-based model 

influenced and limited the ways these institutions were represented. Therefore, additional 

research could focus in on these areas of inconsistency and explore, through further surveys, 

interviews, and focus groups, where exactly the disjoints are, how they were created, maintained, 

and sustained over time in the FYC program, and possible solutions or future directions to 

address these inconsistencies. Understanding these inconsistencies and disjoints between 

stakeholders could alter or potentially add additional ecologies to the constellation of FYC SPTI 

this study created and better address the realities of today’s FYC programs.  

Fourth, this study’s use and definition of  “technology inclusion” and “technology initiatives” 

was intentionally vague and open-ended in order to allow space for research participants to 

articulate for themselves (through a range of questions) what they considered to be FYC 

technology inclusion and FYC technology initiatives. While this did provide important findings 

about the range of functional, critical, and rhetorical technological literacies that FYC programs 

were supporting, this lack of definitions could have also created confusion among participants 
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and therefore among their self-reported data. Consequently, future research into these technology 

initiatives or SPTI efforts could begin by defining this term for participants or explicitly asking 

participants to articulate what both they and their program as a whole deem as “technology 

inclusion” or “technology initiatives.” Furthermore, future studies could choose to focus more 

pointedly on the implicit and/or explicit use and implementation of technology in the classroom 

as opposed to the relational issues that drove this study’s methods. The findings from such 

studies could add additional layers to the picture of current FYC technology initiatives presented 

here and provide more informed starting points for the strategies offered in this study’s 

ecological constellation.  

Fifth, any ecologically focused research must necessarily draw boundaries around the 

systems and components it can realistically study while simultaneously noting the superficiality 

of those boundaries and remembering that ecologies can be infinitely zoomed in and zoomed out 

of. While this study did attempt to include questions about community members and employers 

and conducted focus groups with students, these two groups of stakeholders remained in the 

margins of this study, its findings, and this its resulting discussions. Future research could 

include community members in interviews and focus groups, thus allowing them to voice their 

own concerns, unfiltered by the (conscious or unconscious) biases of institutional and academic 

stakeholders. Furthermore, this study did attempt to create space for the voices of students; 

however, many students who participated were in the middle of their first FYC semester and 

were uniformed and/or disinterested in the politics or organization of their FYC courses or 

program. Future research could perhaps interview older students in an attempt to allow for 

reflective distance between their FYC experiences and the interviews. Furthermore, 

conspicuously absent from the constellation of ecologies presented in the previous chapter is an 

ecology of student support structures. The findings from this study did not provide the necessary 

exigencies for such an ecological inclusion; however, it could be easily argued that if curricular 

changes include multiliteracies, new media composing, or multimodal texts, students will need 

support structures for the creation of such technology-enabled compositions. Therefore, potential 

research exigencies lie in the exploration of writing centers, multiliteracies centers and the like, 

or library tutorial services that could help students meaningfully and rhetorically compose these 

types of projects. Finally, this study drew an ecological boundary around FYC programs in order 

to create a manageable study. However, classroom technologies, cultures of stakeholder interest, 
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and training efforts (among other things) are rarely offered only to FYC instructors. Rather, they 

exist within the larger ecology of the English or Writing department, and thus necessarily affect 

and influence upper level courses and their technology inclusion efforts as well. Therefore, 

future research could work to explore the relationship between FYC technology initiatives and 

the technology initiatives of the department as a whole, the college, or the institution to better 

understand the influential connections between and among these institutional levels.  

 Sixth, while this study did gather responses from a range of institutional types, its 

findings and discussions read across those types for trends and patterns in order to create a 

framework that could be embedded within an array of institutional, departmental, and 

programmatic settings. However, as the repeated mentions in the previous chapter attest, 

contextual factors can greatly alter how a WPA navigates and balances the ecologies of her FYC 

SPTI efforts; research institutions function differently than liberal arts colleges, which function 

differently than than community colleges. Therefore, future research could work to specifically 

investigate how the differences among institutional settings, organization, and politics affect 

SPTI efforts and the model constellation provided in this study. Such findings could help WPAs 

better imagine, plan, and implement sustainable changes within the context of their own 

institutions.  

 Seventh, the model I created is affected by my own values concerning technology 

inclusion, technology initiatives, and FYC administrative work. For example, transparency, 

embedded consistency, and cultures of interest/buy in manifest both explicitly and implicitly 

throughout this study’s FYC SPTI model. While each of these values was mentioned by different 

participants throughout surveys, interviews, and focus groups, my own biases concerning the 

importance of these values in SPTI efforts affects how the model functions and is reported. I also 

acknowledge the relative limits of these values. For example, while I generally expound upon the 

merits of transparency, it might not be a universally desirable quality in every ecology or with all 

stakeholders involved in the FYC SPTI efforts. Certainly every bit of information cannot and 

should not be communicated to every involved member; this could result in information 

overload, confusion, and wasted time and energies. Similarly, while embedded consistency in 

terms of goals and outcomes, curricula, and training can help a program develop SPTI, if this 

consistency is pushed too far it can become rigid and constrain the efforts or pedagogical 

creativity of instructors or hinder revisions to the FYC program’s SPTI efforts. Finally, cultures 
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of interest/ buy in created through professional development, transparency, and reward structures 

can create help create and maintain an invested group a stakeholders; however, too many overly 

invested, overly intrusive stakeholders can overwhelm and hinder a WPA’s administrative work 

and influence and confuse the SPTI efforts altogether. While these values are present and 

perhaps favored in this study and its resulting FYC SPTI model, they must also be employed 

judiciously. To that end, future studies could exclusively focus on these values in FYC programs 

in general or within this study’s FYC SPTI model more specifically to explore the ways 

transparency, embedded consistency, and cultures of interest/ buy in function to both help and 

hinder technology inclusion, technology initiatives and SPTI efforts in FYC programs. Parsing 

out the influences and effects of these values could better inform this study’s resulting model.   

Eigth, this study’s resulting model is also constrained by its limited evaluative capacity 

regarding specific technologies, technology inclusions, and technology initiatives. For example, 

if an institution values consistency in assessment as one of its stated goals and outcomes, this 

study’s FYC SPTI model could theoretically be employed to make arguments for and create an 

FYC program that implements machine scoring of student papers. While I personally would not 

agree with this use of the model, the model’s ecologies could be constructed around such a use; 

hence this model’s evaluative limitations. The field of composition and rhetoric and the 

subdiscipline of computers and composition has nearly 30 years of evaluative scholarship that 

explores, defines, and argues about “good” and “bad,” “effective” and “ineffective” uses of 

technologies in English and composition classes and programs. The “good” or “effective” use of 

this study’s model is dependent upon its use by stakeholders and administrators that align 

themselves with the “good/effective” uses, best practices, and position statements our field and 

subdiscipline have produced regarding technology inclusion and technology initiatives. If 

involved stakeholders are informed by this best practices scholarship the practices they employ 

in each ecology (goals and outcomes, curriculum, technological and pedagogical support, etc.) 

can result in successful SPTI. However, this limitation, perhaps more than any other, requires 

future work with this study’s SPTI model. Just as this study explored the comprehensiveness and 

usefulness of Selfe’s model, this SPTI model can also be further tested for its comprehensiveness 

and the need for revision or additions to the overall ecological constellation. For example, future 

work could propose, study, and argue for the inclusion of the field’s and subdiscipline’s 

scholarship directly in an existing or new ecology in order to account for these evaluative 
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limitations. In the end, this model would benefit from the same critical attention, sustained study, 

and revision that Selfe’s framework received in this study.   

 Finally, the eight ecologies that comprise this study’s constellation and the starting 

strategies offered in each of them are limited by the space of this study and its reporting. Each of 

them is complicated in its own right, and future research could work to explore any one of these 

in more depth, with the inclusion of more stakeholders, with an institutionally specific lens, 

using different research methods, or with a theoretical bent. While I still argue that in the end 

those individual ecologies need to be considered simultaneously and in their interrelated and 

interdependent nature, separating them for the purpose of more sustained and in depth research 

could help better inform WPAs with a wider array of strategies for navigating their loops. 

 

Fleckenstein et al. argued that “research is undertaken so that new knowledge can be a 

difference that makes a difference” (“The Importance” 406). My hope here is that this study will 

make a difference. The research conducted in this study informed the creation of a constellation 

of interrelated, interdependent ecologies that I hope can make a difference for WPAs working 

develop and maintain FYC SPTI. Given some of our nationally published admissions to previous 

failure in this area, my hope is that this research can provide WPAs with an informed and 

research-based model that can move them forward as productive leaders and participants in these 

increasingly more common technology initiative efforts. WPAs have longed been called agents 

of change in the field of composition, and I would argue that SPTI efforts are just another way 

WPAs can enact meaningful and (re)formative change in their individual programs and the field 

of composition as a whole. Doing so may not be an easy task, but my hope is that this study’s 

“ecology of the mind” and focus on sustainable practices can help guide WPAs. It is also my 

hope that the publication of this research can encourage further discussion on the topic of 

sustainable programmatic technology inclusion. As noted in Chapter 1, few scholars have looked 

beyond the walls of their classrooms in regard to technology inclusion and few published pieces 

speak to the connections and relationships between and among the systemic parts of larger 

technology initiatives. I hope this published work and its emphasis on interrelated and 

interdependent ecologies of FYC SPTI might encourage more scholarly attention, research, 

theorizing, and publication at the intersection of WPA and computers and composition. As 

Fleckenstein et al. have reminded us, in any ecological system “small changes have large 
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consequences” (“A Portable” 18); my hope is that this study’s findings and its resulting 

ecological model can perhaps affect its own small change that could have larger consequences 

for the subdisciplines of writing program administration and computers and composition or even 

the field of composition as a whole.  
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APPENDIX A 

SURVEY FOR FIRST YEAR COMPOSITION TECHNOLOGY 

INCLUSION 

You can also view the online version of this survey that will be distributed to participants at: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/FYCtechnology 
 
Part 1: Institutional Information 

1. I teach at a: 

• Four-Year College or University  

• Community College  

• Technical College 

• Other (please specify)   
 

2. What is your current professional identity at your institution? 

• Graduate Student 

• Professor (probationary, assistant, associate, or tenured) 

• Two-Year College Instructor 

• Lecturer/Adjunct  

• Institutional Administrator  

• Staff  

• Other (please specify)  
 
3. Approximately how many sections of First-Year Composition does your college/university 

offer (per semester)? 

• 1-25 sections 

• 26-50 sections 

• 51-100 sections 

• more than 100 sections   
 
4. What First-Year Composition course(s) are offered at your institution? 

• 2 semester course sequence 

• 1 semester stand alone course  

• Other  
 
5. Who administrates/leads/coordinates First-Year Composition at your institution? 

• Writing Program Administrator (with at least one course release) 

• Writing Program Administrator (without release)  

• Tenure-line Faculty (with course release) 

• Tenure-line Faculty (without course release) 

• Non tenure-line Faculty (with course release) 

• Non Tenure-line Faculty (without course release)  
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• Other Departmental Administrator (e.g. Assistant Chair, Department Chair) 

• Staff/Instructor with course release  

• Staff/Instructor without course release  

• No one  

• Other (please specify) 
 
Part 2: Technology in First-Year Composition  

 
6.  Does your institution have computer classrooms in which to teach First-Year Composition 

(FYC) courses? 

• All first year composition courses are taught in computers classrooms  

• Computers classrooms are available upon request   

• Technology can be used only if instructors bring their own laptops/equipment  

• No computer classrooms are available  

• Other (please specify) 
 
7. If computer classrooms are available, how long have they been available for instructor use? 

• Less than a year  

• 1-2 years  

• 3-5 years  

• 6 or more years  

• n/a 
 
8. How are choices about technological incorporation made concerning your FYC courses? 

• On an individual teacher basis (i.e., teachers decide on their own whether to utilize 
technology and technology-enabled pedagogies) 

• On a departmental level (i.e., the department/program requires technological 
incorporation and/or pedagogies)  

• On a institutional level (i.e., institutional initiatives/administrators require technological 
incorporation and/or pedagogies) 

• Other (please specify)  
 
9.  How would you characterize your use of technology in your FYC course(s)? 

• Peripheral (nonessential) 

• Enhancement of in-class work 

• Integral (fundamental to course and goals/outcomes) 
 
10. How are computers and technology used in your FYC courses? 
 (Please choose all that apply) 

• Word Processing  

• Online writing (discussion boards, wikis, blogs) 

• Course management systems 

• File sharing  

• Peer reviewing and workshopping 

• Online readings/videos  
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• Website development  

• Visual/photo essays  

• Audio texts (i.e., podcasts)  

• Multimodal assignments 

• Video creation 

• Electronic feedback/assessment  

• Eportfolios 

• Other (please specify) 
 
Part 3: Support for First-Year Composition Technologies  

 
11. What type of technological support or training do First-Year Composition (FYC) instructors 

receive? (please choose all that apply)  

• Self-training 

• Departmental workshops 

• Institutional workshops  

• Online information or training 

• Through listservs/colleagues at other universities  

• Through a technology consultant/IT specialits 

• Help from friends and/or family outside of the institution 

• From the First-Year Composition director  

• Through the Writing Center or lab  

• Undergraduate/Graduate student help (i.e., students in the teacher’s classes help them 
learn) 

• Other (please specify) 
 
12. What is your assessment the technology training and support available to you? 

• Effective  

• Sufficient  

• Not sufficient  
 
13. What type of pedagogical support for FYC instructors working to include technology in their 

courses? 
(please choose all that apply) 

• Personal/individual research  

• Departmental workshops 

• Institutional workshops 

• Professional development workshops at other institutions 

• Individual help from Writing Center/lab staff 

• From the First-Year Composition director  

• Help from colleagues at other institutions and/or listservs 

• Help from online support systems and/or tutorials  

• Other (please specify) 
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14. What is your assessment of the pedagogical technology training and support available to 
you? 

• Effective  

• Sufficient  

• Not sufficient  
 
15. How are teachers’ efforts to learn technologies and include them in their FYC courses 

rewarded? 
(Please choose all that apply) 

• Departmental recognition 

• Institutional recognition   

• Additional pay 

• Course release 

• There is no reward 

• Other (please specify) 
 
16. How do students in your FYC courses get assistance on technology-enhanced texts and 

assignments for classes? 
(Please choose all that apply) 

• Through in-class instruction  

• In a Writing Center, lab, or studio  

• Technology consultant/tutor visits classroom  

• Online support  

• Other (please specify) 
 
17. How is technology and the support for it funded in your FYC courses?  
(Please choose all that apply) 

• Program has its own budget  

• Department funded (i.e., English Dept. or Writing Dept.) 

• College funded (i.e., College of Arts and Science, College of Liberal Studies) 

• Institutionally funded 

• External organizations fund 

• I don’t know  

• Other 
 
18. Who is in control of how this funding is used and distributed? 
(Please choose all that apply) 

• First-Year Composition director (or Writing Program Administrator)  

• Department administrator (i.e. undergraduate director, department chair/assistant chair)  

• Institutional administrators (i.e., dean, president, or provost)  

• Technology Coordinator/consultant  

• I don’t know  

• Other (please specify)  
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19. What is your assessment of the effectiveness of your FYC program’s technological initiatives 
and efforts? 

• Very effective 

• Somewhat effective 

• Not effective 
 
 
Part 3: FYC Relationships and Communication  

 
20. How involved are representative stakeholders in the design of your First-Year Composition 

(FYC) technology incorporation/initiatives?  
[ranking chart: 1-4 not involved to very involved] 

• FYC Instructors 

• FYC Students  

• FYC Graduate teaching assistants  

• Department technology consultants/IT specialists 

• Department Administrators (i.e., First-Year Composition director, department chair, or 
undergraduate director) 

• Institution administrators (i.e., dean, provost or, president)  

• Community Vendors/Businesses  

• Other (please specify stakeholder and his/her involvement) 
 
21. Does your FYC program have specific or stated goals and outcomes concerning technology? 

• No 

• Yes 

• If yes, what are they, and are they modified from any national or disciplinary published 
statements (i.e., WPA outcomes) 

 
22. If you answered yes to question 21, who is involved in the creation of these goal/outcomes? 
(Please choose all that apply) 

• First-Year Composition director 

• Department administrators (i.e., department chair, assistant chair) 

• Institutional administrator (i.e., dean, president, provost) 

• FYC instructors  

• FYC graduate teaching assistants  

• Collaboratively by a committee 

• Other (please specify) 
 
23. Does your FYC program have any events that invite community or institutional faculty 

members to attend? 

• No 

• Yes 

• If yes, what are they and how is technology involved? 
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24. From whom does your program solicit feedback from regarding the incorporation of 
technology in your FYC program/courses? 

• Please specify 
 
25. How is this feedback solicited/gathered from the various (listed above) stakeholders? 
(Please choose all that apply)  

• Regular, formal committee meetings 

• Electronic communication 

• Adhoc, informal conversations 

• Other (please specify) 
 
26. Does your FYC program work to engage community members? 

• No  

• Yes 

• If Yes, how so, and does it have a technological component 
 
Part 4: Efforts Toward Sustainability   

 

27. Are the technological initiatives in your First-Year Composition (FYC) program/courses 
assessed? 

• No  

• Yes 
 
If you answered “No” to Question 27, please skip to Question 30 

 
28. If you answered “Yes” to question 27, are these technology initiatives assessed and who is 

involved in these assessment efforts? 

• Please specify 
 
29. If you answered “Yes” to questions 27, how is the assessment feedback used to further 

develop your FYC program/courses and its technology initiatives? 

• Please specify  
 
30. Does your FYC program have long-term goals/plans for future directions? 

• No  

• Yes, but none that address technology specifically 

• Yes, including some that address technology  
 
31. What are the most pressing technological needs/improvements you believe your FYC 

program/courses need?  
(please consider technologies, pedagogies, and support)  

• Please specify  
 
32. How would you best describe your relationship to others using technology in your FYC 

program/courses? 
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• Isolated individual  

• Encouraged but not fully supported  

• Rich community of engaged, supportive colleagues  

• Other (please explain) 
 
33. Are there concerted efforts to include additional/new/other faculty members in your FYC 

technology initiatives? 

• No  

• Yes 

• If yes, please explain   
 
34. In your opinion, what would happen to the FYC technology initiatives if you were to retire or 

leave your current institution? 

• Thrive and expand without me  

• Remain consistent without me  

• Involvement and planning would drop off significantly without me  

• The program would cease to incorporate technology without me  
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APPENDIX B 

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

To:  Case Study Participants  

(FYC program director, FYC instructors and staff, FYC students)   

 

From:  Natalie Szymanski, Researcher/FSU English Graduate Student 

Re: Request for Research Participants 

Date: March, 2013 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

Natalie Szymanski, Ph.D. candidate in the FSU Department of English with a concentration in 

Rhetoric and Composition, invites you to participate in a study called “Untangling the Ecological 

Knots: Exploring the Creation and Maintenance of Sustainable Technology-Enabled  First-Year 

Composition Programs.”  This study will take place at Florida State University during the Spring 

2013 semester.  She will be under the supervision of her advisor, Dr. Michael Neal.  If at any 

time you have questions regarding the study, you may contact Natalie Szymanski or Dr. Neal If 

at any time you believe your rights have been placed at risk, you may contact FSU‘s Internal 

Review Board. 

 

As a Ph.D. student in Rhetoric and Composition, I am interested in how First-Year Composition 

programs are working to incorporate technology and technology-enabled pedagogies.  In 

particular, I am interested in how these technology initiatives can be created and maintained in 

sustainable ways. In order to explore this, my study will look at the participants and components 

involved in technology initiatives, how those participants and components interact with one 

another through feedback loops, and how these efforts toward technological incorporation 

include sustainable visions for the future. Your participation, should you accept this invitation, 

will involve, at the very least, the first commitment and potentially all three commitments: 
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1) Completing a survey, the link for which will be emailed to you by the end of your fall 

term (The survey should take no more than 20 minutes of  your time)  

2) Providing me with curricular materials from your First-Year Composition courses, 

including course syllabi, assignment prompts, assessment designs, sample texts, and 

outcomes and other materials related to technological incorporation and technology-

enabled pedagogies  

3) Engaging in one recorded interview or focus group for up to 30 minutes scheduled at a 

time convenient for you, yet after the completion of the survey and the collection of 

curricular materials and by the end of or shortly after your spring term. 

 

Confidentiality: 

The data collected via this study will be stored securely on my laptop computer, which is 

password protected.  Dr. Neal and I will be the only ones with access to the data.  I will not 

include any information that would make it possible to identify you in any sort of report that I 

might publish; your identity will remain anonymous to the extent allowed by law. All data will 

be shredded or permanently deleted at the end of the study. 

 

Voluntary: 

Participation is voluntary, and there is no penalty for not participating. If you decide to 

participate, you are free to withdraw at any time.  Furthermore, some of the interview questions 

ask the participants to describe their satisfaction with the support for technology-enabled 

pedagogies.  I realize that some participants may be uncomfortable answering such questions; as 

a result, participants are not required to answer any question that results in discomfort or 

potentially puts the participants at risk.  If you would like to participate, please fill in the 

information provided below and check the extent to which you are willing to participate. 

 

Thank you for considering this opportunity. 

If you would like to participate in this study, please check the ways in which you are willing to 

participate: 

� Completing the survey by the end of your fall term 

� Providing curricular materials by the end of your spring term 

� Engaging in an interview by the end of your spring term 
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Name:________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Signature:_____________________________________________

 Date:__________________________________ 

 

 

E-mail:_________________________________________________

 Phone:________________________________  

 

 

Principal Researcher: 

Natalie Szymanski, FSU Graduate Student 

 

Major Professor Supervising Research: 

Dr. Michael Neal, 223 Williams 

 

FSU IRB (International Review Board) Contact: 
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APPENDIX C 

FYC STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW AND FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS  

Interview Questions: WPA/ First-Year Composition leader 

1. What is the setup or organization of your First-Year Composition program?  

• What classes are offered? What is the traditional sequence of classes? 

• How many sections are taught?  

• Who teaches these sections?  

• Are there goals, outcomes, or guiding principles that guide the program? 

2. How would you describe the role you play in your institution’s First-Year Composition 

program?   

• What are your responsibilities? 

• What aspects of the program do you create, oversee, or administrate?  

3. How is this work and your involvement valued or viewed by your institution?  

• How does your program, department, or institution “count” the professional work you do 

with the FYC program? Is it considered service, administrative? Research?  

• Do you receive a course release or additional compensation for your FYC work?  

• In what ways does it count towards tenure and/or promotion?  

4. How long have you and/or your program/department/institution worked to include 

technology in FYC classes? 

• How did these efforts first begin? 

• How have they grown, changed, developed since their initial inception? 

5. How would you describe your FYC technology initiatives? 

• In what ways is technology connected to your program’s FYC goals, outcomes, or 

guiding principles? 

• How have computers and technology been implemented into your program’s FYC 

courses? In assignments? Class activities? Journal/freewrites? Course content/topics? 

6. Who (or what stakeholders are) is involved in these technology initiatives in your program, 

department, college or institution? 

• What roles do each of these participants play?  
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• Which participants take leadership roles? In what ways? 

7. How are the computers and other technologies used in your FYC courses supported and 

maintained?  

• Who leads and is involved in these support structures and maintenance? 

8. What support structures do you have for FYC teachers and students using technology-

enhanced pedagogies? 

• Who leads, administrates, or maintains these support structures? 

9. How are your technology initiatives and material technologies funded?  

• Who controls that funding (and in what ways)? 

10. Does your program gather feedback about its FYC technology initiatives ? 

• From whom?  

• How is that feedback used or incorporated into the program? 

11. What future directions do you have for your program’s technology initiatives? 

• How are these directions decided on/selected? 

• How are you moving toward these goals? 

12.  What is your overall opinion concerning the organization, effectiveness, and supported 

structures of your FYC program’s current technology initiatives? 

 
Focus Group Questions: FYC Instructors 

1. How would you describe your First Year Composition program’s incorporation of 

technology or its technology initiatives? 

• In what ways is technology connected to your program’s FYC goals, outcomes, or 

guiding principles? 

• How have computers and technology been implemented into your program’s FYC 

courses? In assignments? Class activities? Journal/freewrites? Course content/topics? 

2. In what ways do you use technology and computers in your own FYC courses? 

• Are technologies involved in your daily class practices, lessons, and/or activities? How 

so? 

• Is technology and digital spaces/composition involved and/or considered in the types of 

assignments you give students? How so?  
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3. What types of support structures are offered to FYC instructors who are working to 

incorporate technology into their classes? 

• Are there pedagogical workshops/training sessions available? Who sets up and runs these 

workshops? How often are they offered? How effective do you find them? 

• Are there technology-inclusive pedagogical materials available for FYC instructors to 

search and use? Who creates, collects, and distributes these materials? How effective do 

you find them? 

• Are there technology workshops/ training sessions available? Who sets up and runs these 

workshops? How often are they offered? How effective do you find them? 

• When FYC instructors have questions, concerns, or problems about technologies or 

technology-enabled pedagogical practices whom can they consult? How? Do you find 

this support effective? 

4. What support resources are available to FYC students who have been assigned technology-

inclusive projects, activities, or assignments? 

• For example, is there a writing center or lab that caters to digital composing? 

• Who runs these spaces/resources? Who works or tutors in them? 

• In your opinion, how accessible and effective are these resources in supporting FYC 

students and their technology/digital compositions? 

5. How are FYC instructors’ efforts to include technology acknowledged, valued or rewarded? 

• Does your department, college, or institution offer incentive for FYC instructors working 

to include technology in their courses?  

• Is there additional pay or reward offered by the department, college, or institution? 

• How are instructors who use and value technology in their FYC courses viewed in your 

program/department?  

6. Beyond your own classrooms, how can you as an FYC instructor be involved in the 

program’s technology initiatives? 

• What types of opportunities do FYC instructors have to help shape the technology 

initiatives in your FYC program? 

• Are instructors asked to offer feedback on your program’s goal, practices, pedagogies, 

and/or available technologies? How is this feedback solicited and used? 
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7. What is your overall opinion concerning the organization, effectiveness, and supported 

structures of your FYC program’s current technology initiatives? 

8. In your opinion, what does your FYC program need to do in the future to enhance its 

technology initiatives? 

• Does it need more consistent goals/outcomes? Different leadership or organization? More 

effective teachers support structures? Better student support structures? New technologies 

and additional/different training? More involvement from instructors?  

• What changes/revisions/additions would you suggest, and how feasible/likely/possible 

are these changes within your program’s contextual constraints?  

 
Focus Group Questions: FYC Students  

1. How is technology incorporated into your composition class? 

• What physical technologies are in your classroom (computers, laptops, wireless access, 

smartboards, projectors etc.)? How does your instructor use these technologies? In his/her 

lesson plans? Class activities? Journal/freewriting prompts? Assignments and projects? 

Grading and assessment? 

• How often/frequently are these technologies used in your class?  

• What is your opinion of your course and instructor’s incorporation of technology? Do 

you like the additions to your class, activities, and projects? How so and why? Do you 

find them effective? How so and why?  

2. If you need help with a technology-enabled project or assignment, where can you go? 

• Have you been informed about a writing center on campus that can help? Or a digital lab 

or studio? Who informed you about these spaces? 

• Where are these resources located? In the English department/building, library, student 

services center, union, dorm? How easy is to find, gain access, and/or set up 

appointments for these resources? 

• If you have visited them, how effective did you find the support they offer? What type of 

assistance did you receive? Would you return with another project or recommend the 

resource to a friend with a similar project/assignment?  

3. Do you find the incorporation of technology into your composition class helpful, meaningful, 

useful and/or effective OR distracting, confusing, and/or frustrating?  
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• How so and why? 

4. If you were given the option, in a perfect world, what would you change, revise, exclude, or 

add to your composition class’ use of technology?  
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APPENDIX D 

IRB APPROVAL MEMORANDUM  

The Florida State University 

Office of the Vice President For Research 

Human Subjects Committee 

Tallahassee, Florida 32306-2742 

(850) 644-8673 · FAX (850) 644-4392 

 

APPROVAL MEMORANDUM 

 

Date: 4/12/2013 

 

To: Natalie Szymanski 

Address:  

Dept.: ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 

From:   Thomas L. Jacobson, Chair 

Re:     Use of Human Subjects in Research 

Untangling the Ecological Knots: Exploring the Creation and Maintenance of Sustainable 

Technology-Enabled First-Year Composition Programs 

 

The application that you submitted to this office in regard to the use of human subjects in the 

proposal referenced above have been reviewed by the Secretary, the Chair, and one member of 

the Human Subjects Committee. Your project is determined to be Expedited per per 45 CFR § 

46.110(7) and has been approved by an expedited review process. 

 

The Human Subjects Committee has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to 

weigh the risk to the human participants and the aspects of the proposal related to potential risk 

and benefit. This approval does not replace any departmental or other approvals, which may be 

required. 
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If you submitted a proposed consent form with your application, the approved stamped consent 

form is attached to this approval notice.  Only the stamped version of the consent form may be 

used in recruiting research subjects. 

 

If the project has not been completed by 4/10/2014 you must request a renewal of approval for 

continuation of the project. As a courtesy, a renewal notice will be sent to you prior to your 

expiration date; however, it is your responsibility as the Principal Investigator to timely request 

renewal of your approval from the Committee. 

 

You are advised that any change in protocol for this project must be reviewed and approved by 

the Committee prior to implementation of the proposed change in the protocol.  A protocol 

change/amendment form is required to be submitted for approval by the Committee.  In addition, 

federal regulations require that the Principal Investigator promptly report, in writing any 

unanticipated problems or adverse events involving risks to research subjects or others. 

 

By copy of this memorandum, the Chair of your department and/or your major professor is 

reminded that he/she is responsible for being informed concerning research projects involving 

human subjects in the department, and should review protocols as often as needed to insure that 

the project is being conducted in compliance with our institution and with DHHS regulations. 

 

This institution has an Assurance on file with the Office for Human Research Protection. The 

Assurance Number is FWA00000168/IRB number IRB00000446. 

 

Cc: Michael Neal, Advisor 

HSC No. 2013.9984 
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